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1. Summary 
 

Integrated Pest Management requires optimisation procedures to help decision making at 
various temporal and spatial scales. It is therefore essential to design tools to help both tactic 
(short term) and strategic (long term) decision making. Five optimisation approaches are 
presented in this deliverable and were developed within WP1 Task 3. Specific methods 
related to the optimisation of ex-ante innovative systems and real time control were developed 
for Controlled Environment Agriculture in relation to WP7. In addition, methods were 
developed to permit real-time optimisation, where the problem is to optimise on-line pest 
control decisions based on crop and pest measurements. These approaches were also 
developed for Controlled Environment Agriculture, in collaboration with WP7. Plant–
herbivore mutualism was modeled and it was shown that it has a significant implication both 
in ecosystems ecology and in agricultural pest management. Multi-criteria optimisation 
methods that allow exploring highly dimensional solution spaces in a reasonable computation 
time were developed. For this, aggregative approaches were used. These approaches rely on 
evolutionary algorithms. Lastly, an innovative method addresses the spatial dimension of IPM 
to help design collective IPM solutions. This approach is based on Graph-based Markov 
Decision Processes and a simple epidemiological model. 

In all, task 3 of WP1 proposed a wide range of mathematical approaches to help optimise 
decision making. These methods rely on various mathematical formalisms, such as 
differential equation systems; Graph-based Markov Decision Processes and algorithms 
(random optimiser; P2 algorithm; Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy; 
evolutionary algorithms), reinforcement learning methods (State-Action-Reward-State-
Action ; Xitek). The chosen case studies address chemical, biological, genetic, and cultural 
control methods for Controlled Environment Agriculture, as well as arable and perennial 
crops. We believe that the methods and tools presented here are generic and can benefit to 
various communities working on IPM on any crop. These findings are already made available 
to public through scientific publications and, when appropriate, through computer-based tools. 
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2. Objectives 
 
The objectives of the research which led to the results presented here were fivefold. They 
were chosen in order to address a wide range of issues related to IPM in terms of complexity. 

1) To develop mathematical tools to help optimise tactical decision in biocontrol in 
Controlled Environment Agriculture 
 

2) To develop optimisation algorithms to help decision making with regards to the 
combination of chemical and biological control of pests in Controlled Environment 
Agriculture 

 
3) To model herbivore mutualism in order to help optimise management strategies 

 
4) To develop an aggregative optimisation procedure to help design sustainable cropping 

systems that achieve multiple performances (economic, social and environmental 
performances) 

 
5) To help decision making at the field level as a function of a collective reward at the 

landscape level in order to preserve the efficacy of genetic resistances. 
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3. Deliverable procedure 

3.1 Mathematical- optimisation- of- tactical- decisions- in- biocontrol- in-
Controlled-Environment-Agriculture-

 
Controlled Environment Agriculture is an interesting case study for optimisation of cropping 
practices because physical, chemical and biological components of agroecosystems are more 
easily controlled than for crops in an open environment. The use of Biological Control Agents 
is an important lever to limit pesticide use in Controlled Environment Agriculture. 
 
In the simplest mathematical models addressing the optimisation of biological control agent 
introductions, optimisation techniques most often rely on the analytical study of the variations 
of the pests eradication rate as a function of the biological control agents introduction strategy 
(e.g. Nundloll et al. 2010a; Bajeux et al., 2014; Bajeux et al., in preparation; Ghosh et al., 
2014; Ghosh et al., submitted). When mathematical models are defined in a qualitative rather 
than analytical/quantitative manner, e.g. as in Nundloll et al. 2010b, direct optimisation is not 
possible and suboptimal strategies based on auxiliary dynamical systems whose trajectories 
bound the original system trajectories are sought after. Stochasticity can also be handled in a 
similar way as in e.g. Mailleret and Grognard (2009). 
 
The efficiency of biological control as crop protection methodology is deeply impacted by 
inter- and intra-specific interactions. As such, Allee effects (i.e. correlation between 
population size or density and the mean individual fitness) among biocontrol agents such as 
pest predators should be taken into account to design biological control schemes. 
Agent/Individual based models could be considered to tackle this issue, but would require 
intensive calculations. Alternatively, this problem was investigated through two models of 
increasing complexity: the first one concentrates on the predator dynamics whose 
establishment is hampered by a strong Allee effect and the second one on both predator and 
prey dynamics. In the latter case, pest eradication is targeted despite diminished predation 
efficiency when predator density is low. Considering augmentative biological control through 
periodic impulsive predator releases, it was shown that, when it succeeds, pest control is 
accelerated in both models by taking rare and large releases over frequent and smaller ones 
(Figure 1; Bajeux et al, 2014). 
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Figure 1. Mean beneficial population growth φ(T, µ), increases with the release period T. 
If the introduction rate is lower than a given threshold (µ < µS(0)), only large release 
periods lead to population establishment (Bajeux et al, 2014). 
 
The upper hand of larger T values over smaller ones is further illustrated in Figure 2, where 
Ψ(T,μ), the convergence rate of the pest population to 0, is plotted against T for different μ 
values. Small introduction rates μ never lead to pest control, but as soon as μ is large enough, 
larger T values clearly accelerate pest eradication. These numerical results have been 
confirmed through formal calculations performed on MapleTM (Maplesoft) that prove that 
ΨL(T,μ) is an increasing function of T. Thus, larger T can make pest eradication possible, and 
when the latter is possible, the larger the T the faster the convergence of the pest population to 
0. 

 

 
Figure 2. Convergence rate of pest population to 0, ψ(T, µ), as a function of the release 
period for three introduction rates μ. When μ is too small, pest control is never 
achieved, while it is achieved for any T when μ is large enough. For intermediate values 
of μ, only large T yield to pest eradication (Bajeux et al, 2014). 
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These results rely on systems of ordinary differential equations describing interactions 
between populations coupled to periodic, discrete augmentations in the predator populations 
depicting natural enemy releases. On the one hand, population interaction usually follows: 

        Equation 1 

where f(x) denotes prey growth and g(x)q(y) and h(x)q(y) represent the predator functional and 
numerical response, respectively. q(y) models Allee effects through a decrease of predator 
efficiency at low sizes. m > 0 is the predator mortality. 

On the other hand, beneficial organism introductions occurring at times t=nT are modelled as: 

 

      Equation 2 

 

The conclusions obtained with these theoretical mathematical tools are generic and already 
made available to researchers through scientific communications. 
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3.2 Optimisation-algorithms-to-help-decision-making-with-regards-to-the-
combination-of-chemical-and-biological-control-of-pests-in-Controlled-
Environment-Agriculture-

 
A complementary approach was conducted in order to help decision making with regards to 
the combination of chemical and biological controls of pests in Controlled Environment 
Agriculture. This approach aimed to develop optimisation algorithms using a dataset obtained 
before PURE (2003-2006). IPM in greenhouses involves keeping the abundance of pests 
below very low damage thresholds using biological control whenever it is possible (Poncet et 
al, 2010). The question addressed was to find the strategy that maximises R: 
 
 R=Σt(value of production(t) - costs of action(t))     Equation 2 
 
In order to simplify the problem, it was assumed that: 
 
value of production(t) = - infestation rate(t)      Equation 3 
 
costs of action(t) = environmental cost(t)      Equation 4 
 
Of course, these assumptions are not realistic, but permit useful simplifications in order to 
focus on other aspects of the complexity of the question addressed. Potential users might 
define their own definitions for these 2 variables (value of production and costs of action). 
 
One could think of using a Model Learning approach. This would consist in identifying a 
model and finding a policy optimal with respect to this model. The limits of this approach are 
that i) it is difficult to identify a good functional shape; ii) it is not appropriate for highly 
stochastic systems; iii) extracting a good policy from this model is difficult. On the contrary, 
Reinforcement Learning consists in learning directly the policy from data. It works for 
stochastic systems. It necessitates few a priori assumptions on the system dynamic. In 
addition, it is sample efficient and can exploit the generalisation power of supervised learning 
algorithms. The method (FQI algorithm) proposed by Ernst et al (2005) was adapted to 
optimise IPM solutions in Controlled Environment Agriculture. 
 
The FQI procedure (Ernst, 2005) consists in inferring a Q-function (estimation of expected 
maximal long term rewards R=rt+1 + γrt+2 + γ2rt+3 + ... ; with γ ∈ [0; 1[) from observed 
transitions (st, at, rt, st+1). The symbol st corresponds to a vector of variables that describe the 
system at time t (e.g. temperature, infestation rate); at is a vector that describes actions (e.g. 
chemical treatment or beneficial release); and rt is the reward at time t. The algorithm works 
in N iterations. 
 
For each (st, at, rt, st+1), Q0(st, at) = rt       Equation 5 
 
For each (st, at, rt, st+1), Q1(st, at) = rt +γmaxaQ0(st+1, a)    Equation 6 
… 
For each (st, at, rt, st+1), QN(st, at) = rt +γmaxaQN−1(st+1, a)    Equation 7 
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The generalisation of Qi is based on regression tools (ensemble tree methods). In addition, the 
method permits partial validation with the validation of Q0. 
 
In order to apply the method to Controlled Environment Agriculture, a specific dataset was 
used. It consisted of weekly observations in a greenhouse cut roses at Biot-Sophia-Antipolis 
from July 2003 to July 2006 (140 weeks). A total of 90 sampling zones were sampled 
according to a regular grid (15 x 6) to assess the presence of mites on stem roses, by mean of 
abundance classes: no, presence, lot of, cowbedded (coded respectively as 1, 2, 3, 4). Climatic 
data inside and outside the greenhouse (temperatures, humidity) were recorded. Four types of 
pest management strategies were analysed: standard pest control strategy (S), chemical 
treatement (C), beneficial release (B), or both chemical treatment and beneficial release (CB). 
 
As an example of conclusions that can be drawn using the approach, we provide the following 
results obtained by applying the FQI algorithm to the above described dataset. 
 
At the greenhouse level, let’s consider that: 
 
reward(t)=−(El(abl,t −1))−0.05actCost       Equation 8 
 
where abl,t is the abundance class of mites (abl,t ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}), at time t on sampling zone l, 
and El is the expected value operator on sampling zone l; and actCost = 0 if S ; 1 if B ; 3 if C ; 
4 if BC; andγ = 0.4. 
 
The model was satisfactorily validated: 76% of actions observed are near optimal computed 
actions. Figure 3 illustrates results on the opportunity to release beneficials in a given 
situation (2003). In the considered situation, the results indicate that a control measure should 
have been applied between the two considered time steps, whereas none was applied. Both 
beneficial release or chemical treatment have a higher Q-value (the chemical treatment alone 
has the highest value). Figure 4 illustrates another situation (2004). In that instance, a control 
measure was applied whereas it was actually useless. No control action between the two time 
steps led to the highest Q-value. These results indicate that the method proposed is relevant to 
propose optimal strategies to control pests in a given crop. However, they also question some 
assumptions that were needed to implement the method (for instance, to which extend the 
results obtained depend on the costs associated to each management strategy?). 
 
The method proposed thus appears promising to help design optimal decisions at the tactic 
level. It is already made available through the RECORD platform 
http://www6.inra.fr/record_eng/ (Bergez et al, 2013). Annex II describes the CallForOptim 
package that was implemented in the RECORD platform. This package provides optimisation 
methods and generic atomic models for calling optimisation processes. Two types of 
optimisations are available in this package: function optimisation and reinforcement learning 
agents. It permitted to obtain the results shown in Figures 3 and 4. 
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Figure 3. Mite abundance in a greenhouse used to grow roses (2003) at time t and time 
t+1 (0: no; 1: presence; 2: lot of; 3: cowbedded); associated actions (0: no pest control; 1: 
beneficial release; 3: chemical treatment; 4: both chemical treatment and beneficial 
release; and resulting Q-values (the higher, the better). 

 
Figure 4. Mite abundance in a greenhouse used to grow roses (2004) at time t and time 
t+1 (0: no; 1: presence; 2: lot of; 3: cowbedded); associated actions (0: no pest control; 1: 
beneficial release ; 3: chemical treatment ; 4: both chemical treatment and beneficial 
release ; and resulting Q-values (the higher, the better). 
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3.3 Modelling- herbivore- mutualism- in- order- to- help- optimise-
management-strategies-

 
The potential positive effects of herbivores on plants have been the subject of debates for 
decades. While traditionally, herbivory was considered to have a negative impact on plants, 
some studies also reported possible mutualism between plants and herbivores. Plant defenses, 
and in particular tolerance and resistance, seem to play an important role in shaping plant–
herbivore interactions. The aim of this study was to show how a direct plant compensation 
mechanism translates into apparent compensation, i.e. the long-term biomass response to 
herbivory, in a simple plant–herbivore model. Figure 5 (Lebon et al, 2014) illustrates the 
hypothesis that an optimum exists between plant biomass growth rate and herbivory. A first 
domain corresponds to a positive response to herbivory (from H=0 to H=Hm), with a 
maximum at Hm/2; then herbivory decreases plant biomass growth rate (for H>Hm). 
 
 

 
 
Figure 5. Plant biomass growth rate rB(H) characteristic of the herbivory optimisation 
hypothesis: for low to moderate levels of herbivory (H < Hm), plant productivity is 
increased as compared to the herbivory-free case (H = 0) and eventually reaches a 
maximum, but is decreased for large levels of herbivory (H > Hm; Lebon et al, 2014). 
 
A theoretical model was developed to analyse the relationship between plant growth rate and 
herbivory. It consisted of two coupled ordinary differential equations, describing the temporal 
evolution of plant biomass B, and the herbivore (or pest) population H. It was written as: 
 
! = !! ! ! − ! ! ! − ! ! !"

! = ! ! ! − !"        Equation 9 

 
with B, H taking values in R+ , B(0) > 0, and H(0) ≥ 0; rB(H): plant biomass growth rate; 
δ(B)B: the loss of biomass, per unit of time (Marcelis et al., 1998); Φ(B)B: biomass 
consumption rate, α(B): direct compensation; µ: constant herbivore decay rate. 
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A special emphasis was then put on how it interacts with resistance mechanisms. A qualitative 
study of the proposed models showed that they can exhibit different plant–herbivore patterns, 
including neutral, antagonistic (negative apparent compensation) and mutualistic (positive 
apparent compensation) interactions (Lebon et al, 2014). Moreover, it was shown that density 
dependence plays a crucial role since, for a given system, the realised plant–herbivore pattern 
critically depends on the initial plant and herbivore levels. Among plant defenses, plant 
resistance to herbivory has been known for centuries, long before its conceptualisation, and 
has been taken advantage of for crop protection ever since, leading to an arms race between 
pests and farmers. On its part, plant compensation has been thought to be a powerful tool in 
crop-pest management for about 40 years. It is a potentially long-term crop protection 
solution due to the lack of evidence of compensation breakdown through herbivore evolution 
(Fornoni, 2011) as well as the limited impact it has on non-target species. However, the 
advances in the knowledge of the underlying mechanisms and the development of its use have 
been slow. The present study confirmed that compensation could be exploited in various ways 
in agronomy and that the current research effort on these mechanisms should be intensified. 
This study showed the importance of direct compensation for the presence of plant–herbivore 
mutualism. This phenomenon has significant implications both in ecosystems ecology and in 
IPM. More details are provided in the publication provided Annex III. 
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3.4 Aggregative-optimisation-procedures-
 
The use of model-based approaches for designing integrated production systems is of 
increasing interest (Ould-Sidi and Lescourret, 2011). Model-based design approaches can 
contribute to reducing time- and cost-consuming field experiments. They can also lead to 
rapid identification of the best management strategies, evaluation of the long-term effects of 
distinct options, and even investigation of hypothetical situations such as climate change 
(Mayer, 2002). However, model-based design of integrated production systems is faced with 
two major problems. On one hand, the search space to be explored is usually very large (“NP-
complete”), and simplifications are necessary to ensure computational feasibility (deVoil et 
al., 2006). On the other hand, a full evaluation of the systems designed requires the integration 
of economic, social and environmental objectives, as well as the treatment of the conflicting 
aspects of these objectives in relation to the opinions of the individuals involved in the design 
process (Ould-Sidi and Lescourret, 2011). 
 
One way of addressing the question of optimisation for multiple objectives is to aggregate 
variables such as in DEXiPM (see deliverable D1.7) or in MASC (Sadok et al, 2009). 
However, even if powerful, these methods usually suffer from a lack of sensitivity with 
regards to the multiple performances obtained by a supervised system in general and 
agroecosystems in particular. In order to overcome this drawback, an innovative aggregative 
optimisation procedure was developed (Grechi et al, 2012; Annex IV). The method was 
applied to the Prunus persica (L.) Batsch–Myzus persicae (Sulzer ; Homoptera: Aphididiae) 
system. Figure 6 presents the model used in the multiple-optimisation procedure. One can 
distinguish many links between a biological sub-model that represents peach tree functioning 
and an aphid population sub-model, under the influence of cropping practices. 
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of the model used for the proposed multiple-
optimisation procedure (Grechi et al, 2012). 
 
Figure 7 illustrates the approach for multi-objective optimisation for the design of 
management scenarios. This approach consists in coupling an evolutionary algorithm, 
inspired by the theory of natural selection, with the model presented Figure 6, and performing 
an iterative improvement of the management scenarios by exploring the space of management 
variables (Holland, 1976, 1992). First, the evolutionary algorithm initiates a ‘parent 
population’ of solutions (the management scenarios) and then run the model for its evaluation 
regarding the set of performance criteria. At this step, an aggregative procedure was applied 
to the set of performance criteria to calculate the score (also called ‘fitness’) of each solution 
of this population. This requires normalising the criteria to avoid physical dimension 
problems and scale differences, which can be performed with a simple application of fuzzy 
logic (Zadeh, 1982). For each criterion q, expert knowledge was used to define the lower and 
upper bounds limiting its acceptable interval, and considered their fuzzy subsets of ‘good’ and 
‘poor’ solutions (Zadeh, 1982). Each solution is then evaluated according to a criterion q by 
estimating its grade of membership (between 0 and 1) to the subsets of ‘good’ and ‘poor’ 
solutions as a function of its q value. Thereafter, the quality of each solution is characterised 
by the following score: score(X) = q wqp q(X), where X is a solution, p q is its grade of 
membership to the subset of ‘poor’ solutions according to criterion q, and wq (0 ≤ wq ≤ 1) is 
the weight measuring the relative importance the farmer attaches to criterion q. The score 
represents dissatisfaction of the farmer: the lower the score, the better the solution. Secondly, 
the algorithm creates an offspring population made up of a given number of the best score-
based ‘parent’ solutions (elitism) and of new solutions generated by a competitive selection 
and recombination (crossover) of ‘parent’ solutions. These «offspring» solutions are then 
subjected to a mutation step by making a small change to a single element of the solution. 
«Offspring » solutions are then evaluated and the best ones selected to replace some 
« parent » solutions (update of the population to create the next generation). This process is 
repeated up to a stopping criterion, i.e., until a maximal number of iterations are satisfied. 
Finally, the algorithm returned a population of solutions, among which the decision-maker 
could choose the suitable ones (Lucasius and Kateman, 1993, 1994). 
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Figure 7. Illustration of the model-based multi-objective optimisation method. In the 
fuzzy evaluation module, lb and ub are the lower and upper bounds of the acceptable 
range for criterion q, respectively. The grade of membership to the fuzzy subset of poor 
solutions p q is calculated according to the value fq and the bounds lb and ub of the 
criterion q. In this example, where the criterion q is to be minimised, the less fq is, the 
less p q is, and p q is 1 when fq ≥ ub and 0 when fq ≤ lb. T 
 
The conducted work proved that multi-criteria crop-pest simulation models associated with 
multi-objective optimisation approaches provide a useful framework for the design of 
integrated production systems. This framework can help design solutions that satisfy different 
farmers’ expectations and should be seen as a tool for dialogue with decision-makers. The 
approach is generic and can be apply to any agroecosystem, provided that relevant 
biophysical models are available. More details are provided in the publication presented in 
Annex IV. 
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3.5 Use-of-a-GraphDbased-Markov-Decision-Process-(GMDP)-to-help-design-
cropping- systems- that-preserve- specific- resistances- to-pathogens-at-
the-landscape-level-

 

IPM often implies control methods at various spatial and temporal scales. Pest management at 
the landscape level permits to limit primary inocula sensu lato and to control cross 
contaminations among fields. In addition, the spatio-temporal patchwork of cultivars at the 
landscape level and other cropping practices impact the genetic structure of pathogen agents, 
especially those which interact with plants according to the gene-for-gene relationship (Flor, 
1971). In addition, cropping practices influence pathogen population size, which impacts its 
ability to adapt to specific resistance genes (Aubertot et al, 2006). Modelling approaches were 
developed in order to help design collective integrated control strategies to preserve the 
efficacy of specific resistances and limit epidemics (e.g. Pelzer et al, 2010). However, 
simulations with that type of model are usually so time consuming that optimisation is not 
feasible. Complexity of agroecosystems thus makes it difficult to design optimal management 
strategies of epidemics and adaptation to specific resistances. In order to cope with this 
problem, a new approach was tested. The conceptual framework of Graph-based Markov 
Decision Process was used in order to model agroecosystems in a very simple way to help 
design optimal strategies for the collective control of a disease and the preservation of specific 
resistances. 

The benefits and the constraints of using this framework for the design of spatially distributed 
cropping systems were analysed. The approach was illustrated with a simplified problem that 
focuses on the long term management of phoma stem canker on oilseed rape, caused by the 
Leptosphaeria maculans/L Biglobosa complex species. This disease is one of the main 
diseases that affects oilseed rape worldwide and generates important yield loss. Epidemics of 
phoma stem canker are initiated by infected stubble, remaining at the soil surface after the 
previous cultural season, and that produces ascospores after a period of maturation. These 
spores are wind-dispersed and produce leaf spots on seedlings and young plants. Once the 
fungus has infected a leaf, it systematically colonises the plant and produces a canker located 
at the basal stem and the crown. Since chemical control is difficult to carry out and no micro-
biological agent is available, the control of phoma stem canker on oilseed rape relies on the 
use of cultivar with specific and/or quantitative resistances and cultural control. Whenever 
possible, soil tillage should be adapted to reduce the quantity of available primary inoculum. 
Because of spore dispersal, combining genetic and cultural control at the field level is not 
optimal. On the contrary, collective strategies at a regional level should lead to a more 
efficient and more durable management of the disease. 

The GMDP framework allows optimising a set of decision rules that describe cropping 
systems. However, it imposes the use of larger spatial and temporal scales than in usual crop 
models or epidemiological models. 
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Description+of+a+simplified+problem+of+collective+and+durable+disease+management+
 
Optimal yearly strategies were identified among combinations of the two following actions: 
cultivar choice (with or without a specific resistance) and choice of a severity threshold to 
decide whether to plough or not after the harvest of oilseed rape. These actions were applied 
yearly at the scale of crop fields. The pathogen population was composed of two pathotypes, 
virulent and avirulent, to the considered specific resistance. If the choice of the resistant 
cultivar can be optimal on a short term basis, it is clearly not the case for long term 
management, due to the risk of specific resistance breakdown. We proposed to perform 
ploughing according to a disease severity threshold. At crop maturity, disease severity can be 
characterised by a simple index, named G2, ranging from 0 to 9 (Aubertot et al., 2004). This 
index summarises ordinal observations based on the proportion of cankered cross-sections at 
the crown level. Finally, a classical three-year rotation is assumed for the entire region: fields 
are alternatively seeded with oilseed rape, then wheat, then barley. At the beginning of a 
cultural season, primary inoculum is produced on wheat fields (from the infected stubble left 
at soil surface at the end of the previous season). The objective was to design a sequential 
choice of actions, optimal in terms of producers' income, on a long term basis. 
 

The+GMDP+framework+
 
A Graph-based Markov Decision Process is defined by five elements. First, like time, space is 
discretised and is represented by a graph G, where nodes represent spatial locations and edges 
represent interactions between these locations (Figure 8). Variables of interest in each location 
are represented by random variables (Xi). The neighbourhood N(i) of a node i is defined as the 
set of nodes in G linked to i by an edge. State space Xi and action space Ai represent 
respectively the set of possible states of the random variable at node i, and the set of possible 
actions which can be applied to node i. The fourth element is the set of local transition 
probabilities pi(xi

t+1|xN(i)
t,at

i), specifying the probability that variable Xi takes value xi
t+1 at 

time t+1, given that neighbour variables took value xN(i)
t at time t and that action at

i was 
applied. A global immediate reward function r is also defined as a sum of local reward 
functions ri(xN(i)

t,at
i). 

A policy is a function assigning a global action at=(at
1, ..., at

n) to any possible global state 
xt=(xt

1, ..., xt
n) at each time step. A value can be attached to a policy in any starting state x0: 

the expected discounted sum of global rewards received over an infinite horizon. Solving a 
GMDP consists in finding a policy optimising this criterion. In practice, this problem is 
intractable and the solution is approximated by the search for a local policy, where action at 
node i is chosen only on the basis of the state of node i and its neighbors. 
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Figure 8. Example of GMDP. Nodes represent spatial locations and edges represent 
interactions between these locations. Xi are vectors of state variables that describe nodes. 
Ai are vectors that describe actions applied to the node i. Ri are rewards obtained at 
node i. 
 

A+GMDP+model+for+managing+phoma+stem+canker+on+oilseed+rape+
 
The GMDP model was derived from the same knowledge as the one used to develop SIPPOM 
(Lô-Pelzer et al., 2010), with some adaptations: stochasticity was introduced, the space unit 
was now the crop field (higher resolution would be intractable) while SIPPOM-WORS works 
at a finer grain, and the time step is that of decisions (yearly) instead of daily (Figure 9). 
 
 

 
 
Figure 9. GMDP applied to the management of phoma stem canker on canola (also 
called oilseed rape). State variables: Canola-Wheat-Barley; stubble infection severity 
(G2); % of virulent spores (GS). Action variables: cultivar choice (resistant or sensitive); 
ploughing threshold τ  (ploughing if G2>τ). 
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Graph, state and action spaces 
Nodes of the graph G are crop fields. Due to the size of the state space, we considered that 
two fields are neighbors only if they are adjoining side by side. The state variables are, for all 
fields: i) the current crop (oilseed rape, wheat, or barley); ii) for wheat crops, the disease 
infection index (G2) associated to the infected oilseed rape stubble; and iii) the proportion of 
virulent spores (V) on this stubble. Since the complexity of a GMDP resolution is exponential 
in the variables' domains size, we considered classes of G2 and V. Three classes of same 
length for G2 were considered: [0-3], ]3-6], ]6-9]. Four classes were considered for V: [0-10], 
]10-40], ]40-70], ]70-100]. The action variables were, on oilseed rape fields: i) cultivar choice 
(resistant, or susceptible) and ii) G2 threshold value in {0,3,6,9} to decide whether to plough 
or not. 
 
Transition probabilities 
Stochasticity was introduced in the modeling of inoculum production: the mean number of 
ascospores, N, produced per pixel was derived from the G2 index (Lô-Pelzer et al., 2009). 
This mean value was associated to each elementary unit (pixel) of a field. Then, each pixel 
generated a number of ascospores according to a Gaussian distribution with mean N and 
variance N2. Then, dispersion was computed from pixels (of wheat fields) to pixels (of oilseed 
rape fields), according to a half-Cauchy probability density function that depends on the 
intensity of an isotropic wind. Results were then aggregated at the field scale. 
The time step of agronomic and epidemiological models is usually the day, or the hour. Thus, 
optimising strategies within a GMDP framework where time step is imposed by yearly 
decisions requires an adaptation of such models (e.g. by defining a yearly infection 
efficiency). We used a dataset to develop a module that predicts the severity of crown cankers 
as a function of the number of ascospores received per surface unit cumulated from 
September 1st to December 31st. This module predicts the maximal leaf spots number from 
measurements of daily temperature, daily atmospheric ascospore concentration, LAI (Leaf 
Area Index) and plant density. The interception efficiency is computed as a function of LAI. 
The daily number of ascospores intercepted per plant is determined as a function of plant 
density, atmospheric ascospore concentration and a mean deposit rate. This mean deposit rate 
is adjusted, as the only measurements available in the literature were obtained in a still 
atmosphere. Cumulated thermal time from sowing, combined with oilseed rape thermochrone 
allows to determine phenological stages, which in turn are used to determine the primary 
infection efficiency. Efficient intercepted spores are then converted into active leaf spots after 
a latency period. The leaf spots duration is taken as half the mean oilseed rape leaf duration. A 
statistic relationship is then used to predict the G2 disease index as a function of the maximal 
number of leaf spots per plant during the vegetative stages, the thermal time during the last 
trimester of the civil year (0°C basis), and the biomass per surface unit in early winter. 
 
Relative yield loss 
A statistical relationship was used to compute the relative yield loss (RYL) as a function of 
the G2 disease index (Equation 10; Lô-Pelzer et al., 2010). 
 

!"# = !!"! + !"#        Equation 10 
 
with a = 5.6 10-3, b = 7.7 10-3, and DI is a Disease Index that represents the disease severity 
(ranging from 0 for a healthy plant to 9 for a plant with a crown totally cankered by the 
disease). 
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Reward function 
Producers gross margins are computed according to the market price of oilseed rape, crop 
management costs, and the actual yield = attainable yield x (1-relative yield loss due to phoma 
stem canker). 
 

Results+
Figure 10 presents results obtained by optimising the GMDP applied to the control of phoma 
stem canker on canola, and 4 other policies designed by expert knowledge. The largest value 
was obtained by solving a GMDP model that simulated epidemics and the adaptation of the 
pathogen population to spe- cific host–plant resistances. The other four strategies were 
defined using expert knowledge (Tixier et al, 2013). 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Box and whiskers plot of the value (cumulative mean rewards for farmers) 
for five strategies of phoma stem canker control of phoma stem canker in winter oilseed 
rape–wheat–barley rotations in a given agricultural region. The results were obtained 
from two spatial distributions of cropping systems 50 initial states 100 runs over 30 
years. 
 

Discussion+
 
The main conclusion of this work is that the GMDP framework can be efficiently used to 
solve decision problems at larger spatio-temporal scales than that of most agronomical or 
epidemiological models. Decision models can be developed using some of the knowledge 
embedded within these finer models. The GMDP for the control of phoma stem canker was 
solved to identify optimal strategies for cultivar choice and ploughing. One can remark that 
the optimal strategy leads to higher cumulated rewards, but that the gain is quite low. This is 
certainly due to the fact that the underlying biophysical model was very simple and that expert 
knowledge was already quite efficient in identifying ad hoc strategies. 
 
This approach, even if illustrated on a simplistic example, is appropriate to identify pathways 
towards integrated, collective and durable disease management. Currently, this framework 
requires simplifications in terms of number of cultural practices taken into account, for 
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computational reasons. Eventually, adaptations will have to be developed in order to include 
more action variables within the GMDP framework to represent entire cropping systems and 
not only few technical options. However, this framework appears already to be a promising 
method to help design innovative spatially distributed cropping systems. More details are 
provided in Annex V. 
-

Toolbox-

GMDPtoolbox proposes functions related to Graph-based Markov Decision Processes 
(GMDP). The framework allows to represent and approximately solve Markov Decision 
Processes (MDP) problems with an underlying spatial structure allowing a factored 
representation. A factored representation can be a solution for problems too large to be 
represented and solved by classical MDP tools. For smaller size problems, we suggest to use 
the MDP toolbox. 
Simple examples of GMDP models in epidemiology are provided to help the user familiarise 
with the GMDP framework and the use of the resolution functions. Tools are available to 
visualize and evaluate policies. Policies can be the ones provided by the resolution algorithm 
or expert policies provided by the user. 
 
The toolbox is under BSD license and currently available for MATLAB. 
It can be downloaded here:  http://www7.inra.fr/mia/T/GMDPtoolbox/, 
or directly from MAtlab Central: 
http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/49101-graph-based-markov-decision-
processes--gmdp--toolbox 
The Reference manual is provided in Annex VI. 
-

4. Conclusion 
The methodological work conducted in Task 3 of WP1 permitted to develop a wide range of 
innovative optimisation methods for the design of integrated IPM solutions. This work could 
not be directly used by PURE partners since it was made available during the project, or at the 
very end. This was clearly stated in the DOW since WP1 aimed at providing support to other 
workpackages (essentially WP2-WP7), but also to produce methodological breakthroughs that 
could be used after the PURE project. We believe that the work presented in this deliverable 
contributes significantly to the methodological development provided by PURE and complete 
usefully experimental and modelling approaches developed in the project. For instance, some 
of the underlying reflections conducted on optimisation and presented in this deliverable will 
be used to enhance the predictive quality of the models presented in D1.4. 
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Annex II. CallForOptim: optimisation through simulation under VLE 
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Annex III. Publication on direct and apparent compensation in 
plant–herbivore interactions 
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  potential  positive  effects  of  herbivores  on plants  have  been  the  subject  of debates  for  decades.  While
traditionally,  herbivory  was  considered  to have  a negative  impact  on  plants,  some  studies  also  reported
possible  mutualism  between  plants  and  herbivores.  Plant  defences,  and  in  particular  tolerance  and  resis-
tance, seem  to play  an  important  role  in shaping  plant–herbivore  interactions.  The  aim  of  this  study  is
to show  how  a  direct  plant  compensation  mechanism  translates  into  apparent  compensation,  i.e. the
long-term  biomass  response  to herbivory,  in  simple  plant–herbivore  models.  A  special  emphasis  is  then
put  on  how  it interacts  with  resistance  mechanisms.  A  qualitative  study  of the  proposed  models  shows
that  they  can  exhibit  different  plant–herbivore  patterns,  including  neutral,  antagonistic  (negative  appar-
ent  compensation)  and  mutualistic  (positive  apparent  compensation)  interactions.  Moreover,  it is  shown
that  density  dependence  plays  a crucial  role since,  for a given  system,  the  realized  plant–herbivore  pat-
tern critically  depends  on the  initial  plant  and  herbivore  levels.  Our  study  shows  the  importance  of  direct
compensation  for the presence  of plant–herbivore  mutualism,  a finding  which  we  show,  has  significant
implications  both  in ecosystems  ecology  and  in  agricultural  pest  management.

©  2014  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

It has long been considered that herbivory has a negative impact
on plants, both in terms of growth and reproduction. Numerous
studies and an abundant literature about herbivory for almost all
types of ecosystems support this view: herbivory not only can
decrease leaf area, but also nutrient stocks, photosynthetic capac-
ity (Zangerl et al., 2002), reproductive success (Quesada et al.,
1995) or vegetative growth (Meyer, 1998). Yet, in response to her-
bivory, plants have evolved different defence strategies, which can
be broadly categorized into resistance and tolerance (Strauss and
Agrawal, 1999; Agrawal, 2000).

On one hand, plant resistance relies on the production of
defences dedicated to reduce herbivore performances or prefer-
ences (Agrawal, 2000). These defences, like mechanical structures
(spines, hairs, leaf toughness, etc.) or chemical defences (tox-
ins, repellants, etc.), may  be constitutive or induced by herbivore
attacks, but are ultimately costly for plants in terms of growth or

! Corresponding author at: CIRAD, TA A51/PS2, 34398 Montpellier Cedex 5, France.
Tel.:  +33 467 614908; fax: +33 467 615668.

E-mail addresses: audrey.lebon@cirad.fr (A. Lebon), yves.dumont@cirad.fr
(Y. Dumont).

reproduction (Strauss et al., 2002 and references therein, Arimura
et al., 2005).

On the other hand, plant tolerance aims to reduce the nega-
tive impact of herbivory on plant fitness and/or biomass once it
has occurred. Plant tolerance is strongly linked with the compen-
sation effect, a process by which plants may  respond positively, in
terms of growth and/or fitness, to herbivory (McNaughton, 1983;
Trumble et al., 1993; Strauss and Agrawal, 1999). More precisely,
the “herbivory (or grazing) optimization hypothesis” (HOH) states
that only low to moderate levels of herbivory can trigger a pos-
itive response in plants (Dyer, 1975; McNaughton, 1979; Hilbert
et al., 1981; Paige and Whitham, 1986), see Fig. 1. This principle,
and more specifically plant compensation itself, has been the mat-
ter of a debate during the 80s and 90s and has even been dismissed
by some authors (Belsky, 1986; Belsky et al., 1993). This is proba-
bly because the term “compensation” is by itself confusing (Brown
and Allen, 1989). Indeed an increase in plant growth rate does
not necessarily lead to an increase in the vegetative and/or repro-
ductive biomass: plant biomass dynamics are primarily driven by
their growth, but also by herbivore consumption. Thus, they may
very well respond positively to herbivory (i.e. growth increases)
while displaying decreasing biomass levels, simply because herbi-
vore consumption is strong. Plant biomass is indeed the net result
of a complex compensation feedback loop encompassing improved

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolmodel.2014.02.020
0304-3800/© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Plant biomass growth rate rB(H) characteristic of the herbivory optimisation
hypothesis: for low to moderate levels of herbivory (H < Hm), plant productivity is
increased as compared to the herbivory-free case (H = 0) and eventually reaches a
maximum, but is decreased for large levels of herbivory (H > Hm).

plant growth, the ensuing increased herbivore level, and the result-
ing amplification of herbivory, which may  or may  not lead to the
observation of increased plant biomass. Hence, plant compensation
needs to be considered at two levels:

• direct compensation, the basic positive response of plants to
herbivores, which is measured in terms of growth and/or fitness;

• apparent compensation, the net result of the whole
plant–herbivore interaction, which is measured as the overall
effect of herbivores on plant biomass.

In this article, we will focus on plants which can express direct
compensation and investigate apparent compensation. Sticking to
the plant compensation terminology we will refer to over- and
under-compensation as positive and negative instances of apparent
compensation. These correspond to mutualistic and antagonistic
plant–herbivore interactions in the more general ecological termi-
nology.

Direct plant compensation can be brought about by different
mechanisms, linked for instance to a release of bud dormancy,
a modification of self-shading distribution, biomass reallocation
or even increases in the rate of photosynthesis. Photosynthesis
increases may  occur because leaves often function below their
maximum capacity (Paul and Foyer, 2001) and can be caused by
carbon reallocation within plants following herbivory (Thomson
et al., 2003). It can also simply be induced by a herbivore elicited
increase of plants primary metabolism (Dyer et al., 1995; Poveda
et al., 2010). These mechanisms have been observed on various
wild or domesticated plants even for important herbivory levels
(see Thomson et al. (2003) and references therein). For instance, the
butterprint preserves its growth and reproduction after up to 75%
defoliation (Mabry and Wayne, 1997). Wild radish plants behave
similarly after up to 25 % defoliation (Agrawal, 2000). Such effects
have also been reported for agronomic plants, as cotton (Sadras,
1996), tomato (Trumble et al., 1993) or cucumber (Thomson et al.,
2003), and Poveda et al. (2010) even showed that the Guatemalan
potato moth does increase potato plants productivity. Other causes
of direct compensation are linked to the functioning of ecosystems
themselves. For instance, herbivores can modulate the competition
between plants for light, nutrients or water, inducing increases in
the overall ecosystem primary productivity (Crawley, 1989; Center
et al., 2005). However, the main ecological driver of direct plant

compensation is soil fertilization by herbivore dejections and the
related increase in nutrients turnover (DeAngelis, 1992).

The processes undelying direct compensation are thus very
diverse. They have been recorded on various plant–herbivore
systems, such as on grasses-mammalian browsers (McNaughton,
1979; Paige and Whitham, 1986), agronomic plants or grasses-
birds (Dyer, 1975; Hik and Jefferies, 1990), and plants–insects
(Williamson et al., 1989; Dyer et al., 1993; Poveda et al., 2010).
Yet, whether and how direct compensation translates into appar-
ent over- or under-compensation needs to be addressed. Classical
examples of plants overcompensating are scarlet Gilia and field
gentians, which can double their fitness as compared to undam-
aged plants (Paige and Whitham, 1986; Lennartsson et al., 1998).
Agronomic plants also exhibit overcompensation: corn crops tend
to produce more grain when fed upon by Red-Winged Blackbirds
(Dyer, 1975) and cotton crops appear to yield more in presence
of cotton boll worms (Dyer et al., 1993). Another instance of the
phenomenon concerns the aforementioned potato plants, which
can double their biomass when confronted to small densities of
larvae of the Guatemalan potato moth but see it halved when the
infestation is severe (Poveda et al., 2010). Hence, the mechanism
can be density dependent. The process by which direct compensa-
tion translates into apparent over-compensation is thus complex;
understanding it better is an important question, which pertains to
both the ecological and agronomic sciences.

To gain further insights on apparent plant compensation, we
developed a dynamical plant–herbivore model. To our knowl-
edge, most such models predict that plant–herbivore systems can
only display undercompensation at equilibrium (Loreau, 1995; de
Mazancourt et al., 1998; Ryrie and Prentice, 2011; Fukui et al.,
2012), but see (de Mazancourt, 2001) for an exception. In this
study, we  considered a simple two-dimensional plant–herbivore
model with built-in direct plant compensation. We  modelled the
response of plants to herbivory through a direct dependency of
the plant compartment growth rate on the number of herbivores
(Fig. 1). In a first step, we concentrated on the compensation
mechanism (“Direct compensation”  case). We  showed that, depend-
ing on two  threshold quantities inferred from the analysis, stable
plant–herbivore co-existence equilibria may  be characterized by
either under- or over-compensation by plants. Overcompensation
situations are strongly density dependent so that overcompen-
sation equilibria may be reached only if the initial herbivore
population is large enough. Since both compensation and resistance
may  be jointly expressed by plants (Nunez-Farfan et al., 2007), in a
second step we incorporated plant resistance in the model, consid-
ering that the herbivore growth rate is a non-monotonic function
of the plant compartment level (“Direct compensation and Resis-
tance” case). The dynamical patterns produced by the model when
both mechanisms are taken into account were much richer. As a
special point of interest, the “Direct compensation and Resistance”
model can exhibit, for a given set of parameters, over- and under-
compensation co-existence equilibria being both stable. Again, the
long-term model behaviour was density dependent: yet, in this
situation, overcompensation equilibria were reached from low her-
bivore levels, while undercompensation ones are consequences of
high herbivore levels.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the
general plant–herbivore model and state the specific hypotheses
of the “Direct compensation”  and “Direct compensation and Resis-
tance” models. Section 3 is dedicated to the mathematical analysis.
Results are illustrated through simulations and bifurcation dia-
grams worked out on particular functional forms of the models
in Section 4. A discussion concludes this contribution, with special
emphasis on the agronomic consequences of overcompensation by
plants and how they may  influence the design of agricultural pest
management programs.
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Modelling plant–herbivore dynamics

The model consists of two coupled ordinary differential equa-
tions, describing the temporal evolution of plant biomass B, and the
herbivore (or pest) population H. It is written as:
!
Ḃ = rB(H)B ! ı(B)B ! !(B)BH,

Ḣ = ˛(B)H ! "H.
(1)

with B, H taking values in R+, B(0) > 0, and H(0) " 0. The modelling
hypotheses are described in the following sections.

2.1.1. Processes without herbivores
In the absence of herbivores, the dynamics of the plant biomass

is the net result of the biomass production through growth
and reproduction (stemming from photosynthesis, etc.) and the
negative effect on the biomass of maintenance or intraspecific com-
petition. The biomass production per unit of time is assumed to be a
linear function of the available biomass, i.e. rB(0)B where rB(0) > 0 is
the biomass production rate. The loss of biomass, per unit of time, is
represented by the function ı(B)B (Marcelis et al., 1998). We  assume
that ı(B) is a positive increasing function of the biomass (Lebon
et al., 2012; Reich et al., 2006; Noy-Meir, 1975). Note that we  may
have ı(0) " rB(0) so that the plant biomass decays even without her-
bivory. Such a situation can occur under stress conditions, like lack
of nutrients, water deficit, or/and soil salinity. Since we do not take
into account other environmental perturbations than herbivory, we
assume that ı(0) < rB(0) for the rest of the paper.

In the absence of plants, the herbivore population cannot grow
(˛(0) = 0) and decays at a constant rate ".

2.1.2. Plants–herbivores interactions
As described in the introduction, herbivores and plants

may  maintain complex interactions, through biomass con-
sumption/herbivore growth, and plant tolerance and resistance
mechanisms.

Tolerance, which in the present study is represented by direct
compensation, may  impact different plant features leading to
various responses, that are often related to plant growth or repro-
duction. Thus, direct compensation is more or less linked to the
biomass dynamics of damaged plants, and here, is taken into
account through rB(H), the biomass production rate. As long as
H = 0, the plant biomass grows “normally”, driven by rB(0) and
ı(B). However, the herbivory-dependent compensation capacity is
immediately triggered at the moment of herbivores invasion: an
increase of plant growth occurs in order to limit herbivory dam-
age. When herbivory disappears, normal growth immediately takes
place again. Thus, to model direct compensation, we  will suppose
that rB(H) is increasing for small H and concave up to H = Hm where
r(Hm) = r(0), which essentially mimics the herbivory optimization
curve of Fig. 1. Concavity is imposed because it is assumed that
direct compensation cannot be an accelerating function of H, the
smallest herbivore sensing immediately triggering an increase in
plant growth. Upper-boundedness is obviously required to pre-
vent an unrealistic infinite growth rate. Note that the present study
can handle positive Hm values, but also Hm = 0, which means that
the compensation effort is outweighed by the negative direct effect
of the pest on the metabolism, or Hm =+ #,  which corresponds to
an ever increasing compensation. It is not constrained to the non-
monotonicity of the HOH.

Standard consumer–resource (plant–herbivore) interactions
are usually modelled through a functional response (here !(B)B),
and a numerical response (here ˛(B)). Various choices are possible
for the functional response, like for instance, the different biomass

density-dependent functions proposed by Holling (1959). Usually,
the numerical response also depends on the available biomass and
is classically taken to be proportional to !(B)B, for mass balance
considerations. Releasing that constraint can help to represent var-
ious defence mechanisms. In order to stay as generic as possible,
we will just impose that !(B) is a positive, non-increasing function
defined for all B $ R+. Such hypotheses encompass classical mono-
tonic functional responses as the Holling II, as well as unimodal
functional responses as the Holling IV.

When the only considered defence is direct compensation, the
numerical response, ˛(B), is chosen as an increasing, function,
with ˛(0) = 0. It would of course not be relevant to consider " >
lim
B%+#

˛(B), when ˛(B) is upper-bounded, since herbivore mortal-

ity would always be higher than herbivore growth rate, and the
herbivore population would decay until extinction. For the rest of
the paper, we  then assume that " < lim

B%+#
˛(B). In the “Direct com-

pensation” case, ˛(B) = " has a single solution that we will denote
B&.

When direct compensation and resistance are both considered,
functional and numerical responses can be more complex. Indeed
resistance mechanisms can prevent/limit biomass consumption
and impede the herbivore growth rate. Resistance defences can
take various forms, like the release of volatile compounds (Arimura
et al., 2005; Heil, 2010; Gibson and Pickett, 1983), and toxins,
or mechanical structures, like tissue hardness, pubescence, scle-
rophylly, etc. (Hanley et al., 2000; Fernandes, 1994), which limit
consumption, hence herbivore growth; both consumption and
growth then increase for small biomasses and then decrease for
B large since, as plants grow and age, mechanisms such as tissue
hardness become more efficient. Such non-monotonic functional
and numerical responses can be found in Li et al. (2006), Feng et al.
(2008) or Feng et al. (2011), where the ingestion of toxins reduces
herbivory or influences its plant selectivity. Additional resistance
defences include digestibility reduction, or poisoning of the herbi-
vore through toxins. They can be modelled through non-monotonic
numerical responses. In the spirit of Li et al. (2006), we  assume
that when herbivores consume too much poisonous biomass, ˛(B)
decreases. The growth rate is then hampered as a function of the
biomass consumption rate, !(B)B. It could even lead to increased
mortality beyond some point. Thus, we  define

˛(B) = !(B)B '  (!(B)B) ,

with   a decreasing function of its argument. For instance,
assuming !(B)B = !0B/(1 + q0B), a poisoning function of the form
 (x) = p0/(1 + #x) simply yields a reduced (but still increasing)
growth rate, while  (x) = p0/(1 + #x)2 results in a function in the
form ($B2 + %B)/(B2 + &B + ') which, provided $& ! % > 0, is increas-
ing and then decreasing towards $.

Summarizing the previous explanations, ˛(B) verifies ˛(0) = 0
and ˛((B) > 0 (resp. <) for B < Bm (resp. >). A typical choice for  ̨ would
be ˛(B) = %B/(B2 + &B + ') which is classically used to model biomass
poisoning/inhibition by substrate in bioreactors (Andrews, 1968),
some enzymatic kinetics (Haldane, 1930), or group defence by prey
against predators (Freedman and Wolkowicz, 1986). Li et al. (2006)
proposed a function of the form ˛(B) = !(B)B

"
1 ! (!(B)B/G)

#
,

which also satisfies our hypotheses on  ̨ for !(B)B of Holling type
I or II. Finally, assuming " < ˛(Bm) implies that ˛(B) has one or
two solutions B&

1 and B&
2 where ˛((B&

1) > 0 and ˛((B&
2) < 0, and

B&
1 < Bm < B&

2. However, if " < lim
B%+#

˛(B) < ˛(Bm), there will be

only one solution of ˛(B) ! " = 0.
Table 1 summarizes all the hypotheses on the aforementioned

functions.
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Table  1
Hypotheses on the different functions used in system (1).

Functions Hypotheses

rB(H) rB(0) > 0
increasing for small H
concave for H < Hm with Hm ! [0, + "]

ı(B) 0 # ı(0) < rB(0)
increasing
lim
B$+"

ı(B) > sup
H !R+

rB(H)

!(B) Positive
Non-increasing

˛(B) Direct compensation Direct compensation and Resistance
˛(0) = 0 ˛(0) = 0
nonnegative nonnegative
increasing increasing for B < Bm ,

decreasing for B > Bm

" < lim
B$+"

˛(B) " < ˛(Bm) with Bm ! R+
%

3. Results

In both the “Direct compensation”  and “Direct compensation and
Resistance” cases, according to the previous hypotheses, it can be
shown that the solutions stay bounded and in the non-negative
orthant R2

+, if the initial conditions are non-negative.

3.1. Direct compensation

3.1.1. Existence of equilibria
Looking for the equilibria in system (1) is equivalent to solving

the following system:
!
B
"
rB(H) & ı(B) & !(B)H

#
= 0,

H [˛(B) & "] = 0
(2)

When there is no herbivore, i.e. H% = 0, B needs to satisfy
B
"
rB(0) & ı(B)

#
= 0, so that, since ı(0) < rB(0), two  equilibria are

possible: one trivial equilibrium (B, H) = (0, 0) and one herbivore-
free equilibrium (B, H) = (B#, 0), where the assumptions on ı allow
for the definition of B# = ı&1(rB(0)).

Otherwise, when H% > 0 and since  ̨ is increasing, ˛(B) = " yields
a unique solution B%. Finally, B% being fixed, we deduce H% from the
following equation:

rB(H) = ı(B%) + !(B%)H (3)

However, since we have not specified most functions, no ana-
lytical solution of Eq. (3) can be obtained. Yet, the number of H%

solutions can be identified since the shapes of the functions of
H on both sides of the equality are known: function rB(H), with
the hypotheses given in Table 1 on the left, and an increasing

linear function on the right. The different situations are illustrated
in Fig. 2 where both sides of Eq. (3) are represented and where
we can identify the most important parameters for the number of
equilibria. The situations are first segregated on the basis of the rel-
ative values of the functions at H = 0: rB(0) and ı(B%). If rB(0) > ı(B%),
Eq. (3) has a unique solution, that we will denote H%

2; note that, since
rB(0) = ı(B#) and ı is increasing, this situation occurs when B# > B%,
hence an undercompensation case. This leads us to the definition
of an apparent compensation index

Ca = B%

B#
, (4)

Ca is larger than 1 in cases of overcompensation and smaller than
1 for undercompensation. The latter is illustrated in Fig. 2(i) with
rB(0) = ı(B#) and ı(B%) = ı(CaB#) the values of both sides of Eq. (3) at
H = 0. If rB(0) < ı(B%), more situations can be expected as can be seen
in Fig. 2(ii) and (iii), which present two and zero equilibria. These
are potential overcompensation situations since they correspond to
Ca > 1. Note that, despite Ca being larger than 1, there is no effective
overcompensation in case (ii) since no corresponding equilibrium
exists.

More precisely, we can identify a sufficient condition to discrim-
inate between the cases with two and zero equilibria when Ca > 1
(see Fig. 2(ii) and (iii)). Namely, if the slope of ı(B%) + !(B%)H is larger
than that of rB(H) in H = 0, the linearity of the first one and concavity
of the second one in H prevent the existence of an intersection. This
can be written as:

!(B%) > r'B(0)

This leads us to the definition of a short-term compensation index

Cs =
r'B(0)
!(B%)

, (5)

We then conclude that, if Cs < 1 and Ca > 1, Eq. (3) has no solution.
In fact, Cs is a negative index of overcompensation: if Cs < 1, the
system will never reach a better biomass than B#. On the contrary,
if Cs > 1 and Ca > 1, the system may  reach an overcompensation
equilibrium (depending on the initial conditions and the param-
eters). However, the situation of Fig. 2(ii) could both occur with
Cs < 1 (illustrated) or Cs > 1.

The qualitative analysis of Eq. (3) thus yields the follow-
ing proposition about the existence of positive equilibria, which
depends on Cs and Ca, the compensation indices.

Proposition 1. With the functions defined as in Table 1 and ˛(B)
satisfying the “Direct compensation” assumptions,

• when Ca < 1, system (1) has one positive equilibrium (see Fig. 2(i))
• when Ca ( 1 and Cs < 1 system (1) has zero positive equilibrium (see

Fig. 2(ii))

Fig. 2. Equilibria and their stability. Different configurations for both sides of Eq. (3): rB(H) (solid) and ı(B%) + !(B%)H (dashed). Case (i): one positive equilibrium (B%, H%
2) with

B% = CaB# < B#; case (ii): no positive equilibrium; case (iii): two  positive equilibria (B%, H%
1) and (B%, H%

2) with B% = CaB# > B# . White circles correspond to unstable equilibria,
black  circle to stable equilibria and grey ones to equilibria whose stability depends on an additional condition. The dash-dotted line corresponds to the biomass growth-rate
without  compensation, which only yields an equilibrium (B%, H%

0) in case (i).
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• when Ca ! 1 and Cs ! 1, system (1) has zero or two positive equilibria
(see Fig. 2(ii) and (iii)).

All situations are not covered in Proposition 1: in the third case,
tangency between both curves could limit the intersection to one
value of H"; also both curves could be identical over an interval.
However, any small variation of one parameter would destroy such
a situation and yield the third case of Proposition 1. We  will not
comment any further on these non robust cases.

If Ca < 1 (see Fig. 2(i)), the plant equilibrium biomass with-
out herbivores is higher than the one with: it is a case of
under-compensation, (B", H"

2). Assuming Ca > 1, when (3) has two
solutions (see Fig. 2(iii)), then the plant equilibrium biomass with
herbivores is higher than the plant equilibrium biomass without
herbivores: there generically are two cases of overcompensation
((B", H"

1) and (B", H"
2)). If (3) has no solution (see Fig. 2(ii)), no com-

pensation equilibrium exists despite Ca > 1.
Though it looked to be strictly built for the analysis of Fig. 2, the

short-term compensation index terminology for Cs can be justified
by considering the reaction of the plant biomass to the invasion of
a small herbivore population. In the case where Ca > 1, which is
the only situation in which Cs matters as seen in Proposition 1, we
study the invasion of a small population of herbivores in a system
at equilibrium (B!, 0). We  check if it can induce an increase of the
plant biomass through direct plant compensation weighted down
by herbivore consumption:

Ḃ(B!, H)
B!

=rB(H) # ı(B!) # "(B!)H $ rB(0)+r%B(0)H # ı(B!) # "(B!)H.

Since rB(0) = ı(B!) and "(B*) < "(B!), this implies that

Ḃ(B!, H)
B!

<
!
r%B(0) # "(B")

"
H = "(B") (Cs # 1)H.

Condition Cs > 1 is then necessary for the instantaneous compen-
sation due to a small herbivore invasion to induce a direct increase
of the biomass from its herbivore-free equilibrium; hence the
short term compensation definition. Contrariwise Cs < 1 precludes
plant overcompensation. If B! = 0, such an interpretation does not
make sense since the invasion of herbivores would not change the
biomass, which stays 0.

3.1.2. Local stability analysis
Local asymptotic stability or instability of each equilibrium is

studied by computing the eigenvalues of the Jacobian Matrix J(X)
related to system (1) and is detailed in Appendix A. It yields:

Proposition 2. For system (1) with the functions defined as in Table
1 and ˛(B) satisfying the “Direct compensation” assumptions,

• (B!, 0) is locally asymptotically stable if Ca > 1;
• (B", H"

1) is always unstable when it exists;
• (B", H"

2) is asymptotically stable when it exists if ı%(B") + "%(B")H"
2 >

0.

For all concerned equilibria, stability is lost if the corresponding
inequalities are strictly reversed.

The stability situation is summarized in Fig. 2 and Table 2. In the
figure, the small circles correspond to the (B!, 0) and (B", H"

j ) equi-
librium points (even though only the H coordinate is read on the
figure), with the white circles corresponding to unstable equilibria,
the black ones to stable equilibria and the gray ones to equilib-
ria whose stability depends on an additional condition given in
Proposition 2. When the latter condition is not verified, (B", H"

2)
loses its stability through a Hopf bifurcation. The j indices labelling
the equilibria represent the herbivore level, i.e. H"

1 corresponds to

Table 2
Different equilibria and their stability/unstability properties. Three distinct cases
have been identified. When Cs > 1 and Ca > 1, the knowledge of Cs and Ca is not
sufficient to determine the number of equilibria without any further knowledge on
the system. The cases numbering corresponds to the one of Fig. 2.

Existence conditions Equilibria Stable biological
equilibria

Cases

Ca < 1 (B! , 0) unstable
(B", H"

2) LAS†
Undercompensation (i)

Ca > 1
Cs < 1 (B! , 0) LAS Herbivore-free (ii)

Cs > 1 (B! , 0) LAS Herbivore-free (ii)

(B! , 0) LAS
(B", H"

1) unstable
(B", H"

2) LAS†

Herbivore-free
Overcompensation

(iii)

† Highlights the equilibria for which stability is linked to the condition ı%(B") +
"%(B")H"

2 > 0, otherwise instability occurs through Hopf bifurcation. This condition
is  always verified if " is taken constant.

a small level while H"
2 to a high one. The instability of (0, 0) is not

illustrated.

3.2. Direct compensation and Resistance

When ˛(B) is non-monotonic, the equilibria still need to sat-
isfy (2) so the analysis does not change much. The only difference
is initiated in the solutions of H [˛(B) # #] = 0, which yields H = 0
as earlier, but also one or two  positive solutions: B"

1 and possibly
B"

2 with B"
1 < Bm < B"

2, where the maximum of ˛(B) is reached for
B = Bm. Positive equilibria can then be built on B"

1 and B"
2: (B"

1, H"
11),

(B"
1, H"

12), (B"
2, H"

21), and (B"
2, H"

22). The analysis of existence of the
H"
ij is done exactly as in Section 3.1, once for B"

1 and once for B"
2.

This imposes the definition of two  apparent and two short term
compensation indices:

Ca1 =
B"

1
B!

and Ca2 =
B"

2
B!

(6)

Cs1 =
r%B(0)
"(B"

1)
and Cs2 =

r%B(0)
"(B"

2)
(7)

with Ca2 > Ca1 and Cs2 ! Cs1 since B"
2 > B"

1 and " is non-increasing.
Proposition 1 then still holds with the caveat that it must be applied
twice, once with B"

1, Ca1, and Cs1, and once with B"
2, Ca2, and Cs2,

yielding between 0 and 4 positive equilibria for system (1).
The stability analysis which is essentially similar to the previ-

ous one is presented in Appendix B; results are summarized in the
following Proposition.

Proposition 3. For system (1) with rB(H), ı(B), "(B) and ˛(B) defined
as in Table 1 and ˛(B) satisfying the “Direct compensation and Resis-
tance” assumptions,

• (B!, 0) is asymptotically stable if ˛(B!) < #, that is if B! < B"
1 < B"

2 or
B"

1 < B"
2 < B!, which is equivalent to 1 < Ca1 < Ca2 or Ca1 < Ca2 <

1;
• (B"

1, H"
11) and (B"

2, H"
22) are always unstable when they exist;

• (B"
i , H"

ij) (with i, j & {1, 2} and i /= j) is asymptotically stable when it
exists if ı%(B"

i ) + "%(B"
i )H

"
ij > 0.

For all concerned equilibria, stability is lost if the corresponding
inequalities are strictly reversed.

We summarize the stability situation in Fig. 3 and Table 3 when
both B"

1 and B"
2 exist; if only B"

1 does, the situation is identical
to that of Fig. 2 and Table 2. Fig. 3 groups together the linear
functions ı(B"

i ) + "(B"
i )H generated by B"

1 and B"
2, with the one

corresponding to B"
1 being lower than the other in H = 0 because

ı(B"
1) = ı(Ca1B!) < ı(B"

2) = ı(Ca2B!); the position of these values
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Fig. 3. Different configurations for the equilibria. When both B!
1 and B!

2 exist, the long and short dashed lines represent ı(B!
1) + !(B!

1)H! and ı(B!
2) + !(B!

2)H! , respectively and
the  solid curve is rB(H). The black circles represent the stable equilibria, and the white ones the unstable ones. Note that !(B) was taken constant for this figure so that the
linear  functions are parallel and the stability of the positive equilibria (B!

1, H!
12) and (B!

2, H!
21) is guaranteed.

Table 3
Different equilibria and their stability/instability properties when both B!

1 and B!
2

exist. Seven distinct cases have been identified corresponding to six different bio-
logical configurations. When Cs2 > 1 and Ca2 > 1, the knowledge of Csi and Cai is not
sufficient to determine the number of equilibria without any further knowledge on
the  system. The cases numbering corresponds to the one of Fig. 3.

Existence conditions Equilibria Stable biological
equilibria

Cases

1 > Ca2 > Ca1 (B" , 0) LAS
(B!

1, H!
12) LAS†

(B!
2, H!

22) unstable

Herbivore-free
Undercompensation

(iv)

Ca2 > 1 > Ca1
1 > Cs2 (B" , 0) unstable

(B!
1, H!

12) LAS†
Undercompensation (i)

Cs2 > 1 (B" , 0) unstable
(B!

1, H!
12) LAS†

Undercompensation (i)

(B" , 0) unstable
(B!

1, H!
12) LAS†

(B!
2, H!

21) LAS†

(B!
2, H!

22) unstable

Undercompensation
Overcompensation

(v)

Ca2 > Ca1 > 1
1  > Cs2 " Cs1 (B" , 0) LAS Herbivore-free (ii)

Cs2 > 1 > Cs1 (B" , 0) LAS Herbivore-free (ii)

(B" , 0) LAS
(B!

2, H!
21) LAS†

(B!
2, H!

22) unstable

Herbivore-free
Overcompensation

(iii-bis)

Cs2 " Cs1 > 1 (B" , 0) LAS Herbivore-free (ii)

(B" , 0) LAS
(B!

1, H!
11) unstable

(B!
1, H!

12) LAS†

Herbivore-free
Overcompensation

(iii)

(B" , 0) LAS
(B!

2, H!
21) LAS†

(B!
2, H!

22) unstable

Herbivore-free
Overcompensation

(iii-bis)

(B" , 0) LAS
(B!

1, H!
11) unstable

(B!
1, H!

12) LAS†

(B!
2, H!

21) LAS†

(B!
2, H!

22) unstable

Herbivore-free
2 Overcompensa-
tions

(vi)

† Highlights the equilibria for which stability is linked to the condition ı#(B!
i
) +

!#(B!
i
)H!
ij
> 0, otherwise instability occurs through Hopf bifurcation. This condition

is  always verified if ! is taken constant.

with respect to rB(0) = ı(B") is then dictated by the values of the
Cai compensation indices. This relationship between the Cai values
and the positions of the curves with respect to each other allows
then for the construction of Table 3 which gives all the possible
equilibria configurations for different combinations of Cai and Csi.
Note however that, when Ca2 > 1 and Cs2 > 1, the equilibria con-
figurations are not directly established. As will be illustrated in the
following bifurcation analysis, an additional relationship between
Cai and Csi helps determine which case occurs; for instance, for given
Csi > 1, this relationship will help discriminate between cases (ii)
and (iii) of Fig. 3 by determining for which (threshold) value the
long-dashed line and the solid curve are tangent.

In Fig. 3, we represent the special case where !(B) is constant,
which forces Cs1 = Cs2. This guarantees the asymptotic stability of
the equilibria (B!

1, H!
12) and (B!

2, H!
21) when they exist and imposes

the linear functions being parallel. For !(B) decreasing, the slope of
the B!

1 linear function would be larger than that of the one cor-
responding to B!

2, so that both can cross and the existence and
ordering of the H!

ij equilibria can be changed, while the stability of
(B!

1, H!
12) and (B!

2, H!
21) could be lost. However, non-constant !(B)

functions can only generate one case that is qualitatively different
from what is illustrated in Fig. 3, case (iii-bis) of Table 3. This case
occurs when !(B!

1) is much larger than !(B!
2) so that the slope of the

long-dashed line is much larger than that of the short-dashed line;
starting from Fig. 3-(vi) and increasing the slope of the long-dashed
line, its intersections with rB(H) could be lost without eliminating
those of the other line. We term this case (iii-bis) since, like case
(iii), it has a stable herbivore-free equilibrium and can have a stable
overcompensation equilibrium.

Table 3 and Fig. 3 regroup all the possible biological cases arising
from the cumulative effect of direct compensation and resistance
defences. We  note that cases (i), (ii), and (iii) yield identical situa-
tions to the ones exposed in the “Direct compensation”  case. On the
basis of case (i), undercompensation only, the plant defences help to
create two new situations: one where the plants either successfully
reject the invasion or reach an undercompensation equilibrium
(case (iv)) and one where the plants either control the herbivore
invasion and reach overcompensation or get seriously damaged by
a large herbivore population (case (v)). The last new case, case (vi),
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occurs when the herbivore-free equilibrium is low, and the her-
bivore invasion triggers a strong positive plant response, with the
plants being able to sustain both large and low herbivore densities
while overcompensating.

4. Simulations

In order to better understand the different equilibria and sta-
bility patterns produced by the model, we opted for an explicit
analysis for special forms of functions in model (1). We  considered
the particular model

!
"#

"$

Ḃ = r
%

1 + H
ˇ

&  %
1 ! H

!

&
B ! ıB2 ! "BH,

Ḣ = B
#B2 + $B + %

H ! &H.

(8)

where # = 0 yields the “Direct compensation”  case and # > 0 includes
the resistance phenomenon. All other parameters are positive.
Plants response to herbivory is handled through the function
rB(H) = r(1 + H/ˇ)(1 ! H/!), which is a concave, increasing, then
decreasing, function of H as long as r"B(0) = ˇ!1 ! !!1 > 0. For the
following analysis, we thus assumed  ̌ < ! . Maintenance is assumed
linear (ı(B) = ıB), while function "(B) is assumed to be constant and
equal to ". The latter implies that positive equilibria cannot lose
their stability through a Hopf bifurcation, so that positive equilibria
are either saddle points or LAS in this particular example, and that
there is a single short-term compensation index Cs = Cs1 = Cs2. All
these functions fulfill the general modelling hypotheses exposed in
Section 2. These particular forms allow one to compute Cs explicitly
as: Cs = r

ˇ" (1 ! ˇ/!). Since the condition r < ˇ" restricts Cs to values
smaller than 1, we concentrated on the more interesting situation
where r > ˇ".

4.1. Bifurcation diagrams

4.1.1. Direct compensation
The herbivore-free equilibrium is (B', 0) = ( rı , 0). With # = 0 and

& < 1/$, the Ḣ  = 0 equation can only yield a single B* = ˛!1(&) > 0.
The corresponding herbivore level H* is then the solution of

r
%

1 + H
ˇ

&  %
1 ! H

!

&
! ıB# ! "H = 0

Rearranging the terms and injecting Cs and Ca = ıB#/r in this equa-
tion we get

H2 !
'
! ! ˇ

(%
1 ! 1

Cs

&
H + ˇ!(Ca ! 1) = 0 (9)

We already know what the number of equilibria is and what they
correspond to when Ca < 1 and/or Cs < 1 (see Table 2). We are then
left to discriminate between cases (ii) and (iii) of Table 2 when
Ca > 1 and Cs > 1. In this situation, Eq. (9) has two positive roots
(case (iii)) if its discriminant is positive, that is if

(! ! ˇ)2
%

1 ! 1
Cs

&2
! 4ˇ!(Ca ! 1) > 0

or, taking into account the constraint Ca > 1

1 < Ca < 1 + (! ! ˇ)2

4ˇ!

%
1 ! 1

Cs

&2

This inequality, which differentiate between cases (ii) and (iii)
of Table 2, only depends on  ̌ and ! , which confirms that most

Fig. 4. Bifurcation diagrams summarizing the different behaviours of model (8) in
the “Direct compensation” case (see Table 2) as a function of ! and & (the ! axis is in
log-scale, while the & scale is linear). Parameters are r = 1,  ̌ = 0.5, ı = 3, " = 4/3 and
˛(B) = B/(4.2B + 0.5). The plain black curve is defined by & = ˛(B'F(!)). The shaded
area corresponds to the existence of overcompensation equilibria. Regions num-
bering is made in reference to Table 2. The asterisk in panel identifies parameters !
and  & used to compute Fig. 6, case (iii).

information was in Cs and Ca. It transforms into

1 <
B#

B'
< 1 + 1

4r2ˇ!

'
r(! ! ˇ) ! "ˇ!

(2
(10)

that we  only study for Cs = (r/ˇ")(1 ! ˇ/!) larger than 1.
We  are interested in comparing different levels of plant

responses to herbivory. Increasing parameter ! easily creates a
family of ordered rB(H) curves featuring increasing plant direct
compensation capacity with otherwise comparable properties
(such as the herbivore-free growth rate rB(0) = r). Fixing all other
parameters, we then see the right-hand-side of (10) as an increas-
ing function of ! , F(!), which is defined only for ! > rˇ/(r ! "ˇ), since
here we  have Cs > 1. Taking into account that B* = ˛!1(&), model (8)
has two overcompensation equilibria, only one of which is stable,
if

˛(B') < & < ˛(B'F(!))

with ! > rˇ/(r ! "ˇ) (case (iii), shaded area in Fig. 4); if & > ˛(B'F(!))
then model (8) has no positive equilibrium (case (ii)); if & < ˛(B')
then Ca < 1 which corresponds to case (i) with one stable under-
compensation equilibrium. When ! < rˇ/(r ! "ˇ), then Cs < 1 and
the position of & with respect to ˛(B') discriminates between cases
(i) and (ii).

Thus, we were able to completely characterize model (8)
dynamics through parameters ! and &, which characterize plant
reponses to herbivory and herbivore mortality, respectively. These
developments are summarized in Fig. 4 and further discussed in
the Discussion section of the article.

4.1.2. Direct compensation and Resistance
In the “Direct compensation and Resistance”  model, we will again

use & and ! as bifurcation parameters. Here, equation & = ˛(B)
potentially generates two  equilibrium solutions B#

1 and B#
2, cor-

responding respectively to the increasing and decreasing parts
of ˛(B). If & > ˛(Bm), no equilibrium exists; we then discuss the
situations where & < ˛(Bm). Throughout, different situations will
occur depending whether B' < Bm or B' > Bm, which are illustrated
in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively.

We  will first consider the equilibria built on B#
1. If Ca1 < 1, there is

a stable undercompensation equilibrium. This translates into B#
1 <
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Fig. 5. Bifurcation diagrams summarizing the different behaviours model (8) in the “Direct compensation and Resistance” case (see Table 2) in function of ! and " (the !
axis  is in log-scale, while the " scale is linear). Parameters are r = 1,  ̌ = 0.5, # = 4/3 and ˛(B) = B/(B2 + 2.5B + 0.5); such a choice for ˛(B) makes it essentially comparable to the
˛(.)  function used in Fig. 4, as both functions have similar values for B < Bm = 1 as well as similar suprema. In panel (a), we  used ı = 3, which illustrates the situation where
B$ = 1/3 < Bm = 1, which makes it analogous to Fig. 4 up to ! = F!1

!
Bm/B$

"
; in panel (b), we used ı = 1/3, which illustrates the situation where B$ = 3 > Bm . In both panels,

the  plain black curve is defined by " = ˛(B$F(!)). The shaded area corresponds to the existence of overcompensation equilibria. Regions numbering is made in reference to
Table 3 and explained further in the text. The asterisk in panel (b) identifies parameters ! and " used to compute Fig. 6, case (v).

B$, which is trivially satisfied for all " < ˛(Bm) when B$ > Bm and
otherwise yields " < ˛(B$).

Otherwise, the essential issue is whether B"
1 can generate two

herbivore equilibrium solutions (an unstable and a stable overcom-
pensation one) which, as previously, is monitored by Eq. (10) which
yields

B$ < B"
1 < B$F(!)

The left inequality has two consequences: it can not be verified
when B$ > Bm (otherwise Bm < B"

1 which is a contradiction), and,
if B$ < Bm, it imposes " > ˛(B$) through the application of  ̨ to the
inequality. The right inequality then becomes

! > F!1

#
˛!1
inc(")
B$

$
(11)

where ˛!1
inc(.) is the inverse of the increasing part of ˛(B). As in

the Direct compensation case, this situation can thus be illustrated
using the threshold curve

" = ˛(B$F(!)), (12)

initiated at (! , ") = ((rˇ/r ! #ˇ), ˛(B$)), that is at Cs = 1. The B"
1 over-

compensation equilibrium then exists in the whole region on the
right of the increasing part of the curve when this part exists, that
is when B$ < Bm (shaded area in Fig. 5(a) with " > ˛(B$)).

As for B"
2, it never generates a stable undercompensation equi-

librium, as can be seen in Table 3; only the case Ca2 > 1 then matters
and the situation with two equilibria (including a stable overcom-
pensation one) is again obtained from (10)

B$ < B"
2 < B$F(!).

The left inequality only yields a constraint when B$ > Bm (otherwise
it is trivial): applying ˛, which is then decreasing at B$ and B"

2, it
then imposes " < ˛(B$). The right inequality is then satisfied when

! > F!1

#
˛!1
dec(")
B$

$
(13)

where ˛!1
dec(.) is the inverse of the decreasing part of ˛(B). This

threshold always exist even if Bm < B$. In that case, the curve aris-
ing from this inequality is defined only for " < ˛(B$), while it is
defined for all " < ˛(Bm) otherwise. The B"

2 overcompensation case
then occurs on the right of the decreasing part of the curve (12)
(shaded regions right to the decreasing part of the black curve in
Fig. 5(a) and (b)).

The link between Fig. 5(a) and (b) and Table 3 can then simply
be made by analyzing the number and types of positive equilibria
in the various regions. For instance, the regions where no equilib-
rium has been found through the previous analysis, such as left
to the increasing part of the black curve and above " = ˛(Bm) in
Fig. 5(a), correspond to case (ii). Also, in the shaded area right to the
decreasing part of the black curve with " between ˛(B$) and ˛(Bm),
both B"

1 and B"
2 generate overcompensation equilibria, which corre-

sponds to case (vi). The remainder of the links is made accordingly
and illustrated in Fig. 5.

4.2. Phase plane diagrams

To illustrate the dynamical behaviour produced by model (8)
in the “Direct compensation”  and in the “Direct compensation and
Resistance”  cases, we  computed typical phase plane diagrams in
two specific cases producing bi-stable patterns (Fig. 6). Bi-stability
indicates that the long-term behaviour of the model is determined
by a critical relationship between plants and herbivores densities at
the onset of herbivory. Phase plane analysis helps to determine the
conditions leading to one or the other long term behaviour. Fig. 6
was obtained from fairly standard phase plane analysis methods
that are not detailed any further.

Fig. 6(a) figures case (iii), in which both the herbivore-free
equilibrium and an overcompensation equilibrium are asymptot-
ically stable, as simulated from the “Direct compensation”  version
of model (8). Other cases relevant to this model, ensuring either
the existence and stability of the herbivore-free equilibrium alone
(case (ii)) or of an undercompensation one (case (i)), are easily
interpreted and thus do not require phase plane analyses. As for
case (iii), Fig. 6(a) shows that if the initial herbivore density is large
enough, it can trigger a sufficiently strong positive response of the
plants, which can sustain a herbivore population in the long term
and leads to plant–herbivore co-existence at an overcompensation
equilibrium (mutualistic interaction). If, however, the initial herbi-
vore density is too small, the positive response of the plants is not
strong enough to make it possible for the herbivores to survive; the
latter are then doomed to extinction because of starvation.

We investigated the “Direct compensation and Resistance”  model
(8) in Fig. 6(b), focusing on case (v). Indeed, we considered that
the B$ < Bm situation, although it yielded interesting theoretical
situations such as tri-stability (case (vi)), was  biologically unlikely.
Bm is the plant biomass level above which plant defences start
acting negatively against herbivores. It is most plausible that
fully grown plants at the herbivore-free equilibrium (B = B$) have
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Fig. 6. Typical phase plane diagrams of case (iii) (stable overcompensation and herbivore-free equilibria, panel (a)) and case (v) (stable overcompensation and undercom-
pensation equilibria, panel (b)). Panel (a) is computed from the Direct compensation version of model (8) with parameters as in Fig. 4, with ! = 8 and " = 0.185 identified by
the  asterisk. It is also qualitatively representative of the case (iii) phase plane obtained from the Direct compensation and Resistance model. Panel (b) is computed from the
Direct  compensation and Resistance version of model (8) in the case where B# > Bm , with parameters as in Fig. 4 and ! = 8 and " = 0.1596 identified by the asterisk on panel
(b).  Stable equilibria are represented with black dots, saddle points with white circles. The Ḣ = 0 nullclines are represented with plain grey lines and Ḃ = 0 with dashed grey
lines;  the qualitative orientation of the trajectories in the phase plane is represented accordingly with arrows. Black thick curves are separatrix curves which determine the
respective basins of attraction of the stable equilibria. Black thin curves are typical model trajectories.

efficient defences against herbivores, at least if they can express
defences at all (otherwise we are back to the “Direct compensation”
model). Concentrating on B# > Bm, we were thus left with cases (i),
(ii), (iv) and (v). The two former do not pose any further difficulties
than in the “Direct compensation”  case, case (iv) is similar to case
(iii) illustrated in Fig. 6, except that the co-existence equilibrium
is an undercompensation one.

Case (v) is characterized by one overcompensation and one
undercompensation equilibrium, both of which being asymptot-
ically stable; small initial herbivore densities lead to overcompen-
sation and large ones to undercompensation (Fig. 6(b)). This can
be explained thus: when the initial herbivore density is small, the
direct herbivory effect is small too. As both plant biomass and her-
bivore density increase, the former reaches a level beyond which
herbivore growth is limited by plants resistance abilities before
the direct herbivory effect takes its toll. Hence, even if the positive
response of plants remains small, the balance between herbivory
and plants response is in favour of the latter, plants and herbi-
vores co-exist at an overcompensation equilibrium (mutualistic
interaction). When the initial herbivore density is large, the direct
herbivory effect is strong so that plants cannot make up for it and
grow well; the balance between herbivory and plants response
is in favour of the former. Herbivores are then rarely confronted
with negative effects of plants resistance that are only tangible
at high plant biomass levels. Plants and herbivores then reach
an undercompensation equilibrium, i.e. the usual situation where
plants suffer from herbivore presence while herbivores benefit
from plants (antagonistic interaction).

Case (v) corresponds thus to a situation where, depending on
the respective initial densities of consumers and resources, the out-
come of the consumer–resource interaction may  be antagonistic or
mutualistic. This property is for instance qualitatively similar to the
results reported by (Poveda et al., 2010) on the interaction between
potato plants and the Guatemalan potato moth, where large and
small populations of the pest lead to small and large potato plants,
respectively.

5. Discussion

This contribution focused on plant–herbivore interactions with
a particular attention given to understanding the conditions under

which plants can benefit from the presence of herbivores. Plants
response to herbivory can be broadly categorized into tolerance
and resistance strategies. Given that plant resistance essentially
impacts herbivore development, it can barely benefit to plants as
compared with a herbivore-free situation. We  thus first concen-
trated on tolerance in the form of direct plant compensation, by
studying a simple plant–herbivore model in which plants growth
rate may  respond positively to the presence of herbivores (com-
pensation effect or HOH, Fig. 1). We then considered that plants
may also resist herbivory, assuming that herbivores growth rate
was a non-monotonous function of plants density. This progres-
sive integration of different biological mechanisms into a basic
plant–herbivore model allows for a better understanding of the
effects of herbivory, plant tolerance, and plant resistance, and their
interactions.

As illustrated in the tables and bifurcation diagrams, many dif-
ferent patterns of dynamics can arise, depending on the model
hypotheses (Direct compensation versus Direct compensation and
Resistance) as well as on parameter values. We  will essentially
comment on long-term dynamics, hence apparent compensation.
Three cases occur in both models: only plants can survive (case
(ii), herbivores die out due to starvation and the possible impor-
tant expression of plant defences); plants and herbivores co-exist
in an undercompensation situation (case (i), plants cannot make
up for herbivory); plants and herbivores either co-exist in an over-
compensation situation, or only plants can survive (case (iii)). Three
cases are specific to the Direct compensation and Resistance model:
plants and herbivore either co-exist in an undercompensation sit-
uation, or only plants can survive (case (iv)); plants and herbivore
co-exist either in an under- or over-compensation situation (case
(v)); plants and herbivore co-exist either in one among two  over-
compensation situations, or only plants can survive (case (vi)).
Herbivore-free and undercompensation situations can be seen as
the classical situations where herbivores have neutral or negative
effects on plant biomass. Yet, the remarkable situations corre-
sponding to overcompensation by plants are also evidenced in
various cases (iii, v, vi), among which the more plausible scenario
where B# > Bm (case (v), see Section 4.2).

We can evaluate the impact of plant compensation by com-
paring the Rosenzweig-McArthur (RMA) model (Rosenzweig and
MacArthur, 1963) to the direct compensation model. The RMA
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model is well known for generating stable periodic trajectories
through the paradox of enrichment; the same property holds in
both our models since stable positive equilibria may  be destabi-
lized through a Hopf bifurcation when ı!(B") + !!(B")H" < 0. In the
following, we will concentrate the discussion on the case where
positive equilibria are not destabilized by that mechanism. The
comparison between the RMA  and direct compensation models
can be achieved by noting that the RMA  model corresponds to
rB(H) = rB(0) for all H. A quick analysis of Proposition 1 and Fig. 2 for
the RMA  model shows that the only possible situations are survival
of plants only (case (ii)) and co-existence equilibria with reduced
plant biomass as compared with the herbivore-free situation (case
(i)). When the direct compensation mechanism is added to the RMA
model, case (ii) may  either be unchanged, or additionally generate
a co-existence situation characterized by plants overcompensation
(case (iii)); as for case (i), it remains structurally similar, but Fig. 2(i)
shows that herbivore density is well increased (H"

2 > H"
0, with H"

0
corresponding to the RMA  case). Also, in that case, the level of
biomass is not influenced since it is ruled by the Ḣ = 0 equation.
Thus, the direct compensation mechanism can have three typical
apparent compensation consequences: be neutral, if a herbivore
free equilibrium stays that way, be positive for both plants and
herbivores if overcompensation occurs or, be only profitable to the
herbivore in the case with undercompensation. A similar compari-
son between the Direct compensation and Resistance model and a
Resistance-only model, such as the one developed by Freedman and
Wolkowicz (1986), shows that the same properties hold most of
the time. The only exception stems from case (i) in the Resistance-
only model, which may  generate overcompensation in case (v) in
the Direct compensation and Resistance model. In that situation,
plants and herbivore may  co-exist at high plant biomass levels,
which holds herbivores to low density thanks to a compensation-
mediated expression of resistance.

An important novelty of our model is that, under the direct
compensation hypothesis, it predicts that apparent plant overcom-
pensation can occur. This result is not frequent in plant–herbivore
models, which, if they assume or predict positive responses of
plants, usually conclude that, at equilibrium, plants reach lower
densities confronted to herbivores than in a herbivore-free situa-
tion, i.e. undercompensation (Loreau, 1995; de Mazancourt et al.,
1998; Ryrie and Prentice, 2011; Fukui et al., 2012). Without an
explicit modelling of the herbivore population, Dyer et al. (1986)
however found overcompensation situations stemming from con-
stant herbivory. de Mazancourt (2001) also unveiled a similar
property in an eco-evolutionary study on plant–herbivore dynam-
ics. Plant overcompensation under herbivory actually means that
plants and herbivores have a mutualistic relationship: plants ben-
efit from herbivore presence and herbivore would not survive
in the absence of plants. Whether such a mutualism can occur
within a basically antagonistic interaction has been the matter of
heated debates over the years (Belsky, 1986; Paige and Whitham,
1986; Belsky et al., 1993; Agrawal, 2000), although there was
much evidence supporting it (see the Introduction). In our model,
plant–herbivore mutualism can never be the unique stable situ-
ation: it is always coupled with a stable neutral or antagonistic
outcome of the interaction. Thus, depending on the initial plant and
herbivore levels, the plant–herbivore model may  present mutua-
listic patterns or not (Fig. 6).

In a more general ecological framework, mutualism has recently
been shown as a possible outcome of basically antagonistic
resource-consumer interactions (Holland and DeAngelis, 2009,
2010). As in the present study, such mutualism relies on the positive
response of resources to the presence of consumers, and it occurs
as well as particular stable instances of multi-stable dynamics. In
the resource-consumer theory proposed by Holland and DeAngelis
(2009, 2010), the possible outcomes are generally characterized by

a co-existence situation (which may  be mutualistic) and the extinc-
tion of one or the other species. In their work, extinction occurs
because of overexploitation of one species by the other, and not
like here, because of starvation of the consumers. Overexploitation
of plants by herbivores would also be possible in our framework, for
instance if other food sources were available to the herbivores; at
the same time, this would prevent them from extinction. Another
original feature of our model is that it can also generate multi-
ple stable equilibria at which both species co-exist. For instance,
depending on the initial conditions, the plant–herbivore model can
display stable antagonistic and mutualistic co-existence equilibria.
Such a pattern is, as far as we  know, a new theoretical finding. This
does not mean that it is biologically unlikely: the potato-potato
moth experiment reported by Poveda et al. (2010) appears as a
good real life example of such dynamics.

That herbivores may  benefit plants and that both may  enjoy
mutualistic relationships could have important applications in
agronomy and crop pest management. The idea, originally pro-
posed by Harris (1974), is that (some) agricultural crops may
require a certain level of pests to achieve maximum yield. For
instance, Dyer et al. (1993) reported that cotton crops in China
had a better yield under moderate infestation by the cotton boll
worm than without the pest. At that time, ensuring a certain level of
worms within cotton crops even became a recommended practice,
which resulted in an increase in cotton production (Dyer et al.,
1993). Apart from cotton plants, many other agronomic plants have
the capacity to respond positively to herbivory (Trumble et al.,
1993; Thomson et al., 2003; Leimu and Koricheva, 2006). A poten-
tial application of our modeling approach is that it could give
indices at how pest management could be improved by taking into
account or even exploiting the overcompensation potential of some
plants, to gain productivity. Our bifurcation and phase plane anal-
yses show that two buttons could and should be triggered. On one
hand, the modification of model parameters to make overcompen-
sation possible (case (iii) in Tab. 2, and cases (iii)-(v)-(vi) in Tab. 3).
On the other hand, even when overcompensation conditions are
fulfilled, the density dependence governing its realization might
require that action be taken to bring the plant biomass/pest den-
sity into a region where overcompensation will actually take place
(e.g. below the separatrix in Fig. 6(b)); this could for instance be
achieved by some direct action on the pest population.

Since most of the outcome of the plant–herbivore dynamics
depends on the Ca and Cs threshold parameters, how to modify orig-
inal control parameters in the model mainly relies on them; these
controls are related either to the crop parameters, the pest parame-
ters, and/or to the plant–pest interaction parameters. In Section 4.1,
we have extracted, and will only discuss, two  of those: ", the pest
death rate, and # , which defines the intensity of the plant response
to herbivory. Traditionally, pest control management recommends
an increase of the pest death-rate to reduce biomass damage and,
if massive enough, this strategy could lead to pest eradication (into
region (ii) of Figs. 4 and 5); however, if the initial parameters are in
region (i), a less pronounced increase of " could lead the plant–pest
system into the overcompensation regions of the figures (shaded
areas), provided # is large enough. In addition to this “traditional”
pest control, our results highlight other control strategies, some of
them seeming paradoxical: indeed, reaching overcompensation in
Figs. 4 and 5 from regions (ii) and (iv), where the plants by them-
selves are able to fight off the pest invasion, can require to decrease
the pest death-rate. Additionally, or instead, the # parameter can be
played with; in many instances, if overcompensation is originally
not possible, an increase of this plant characteristic parameter can
lead the system into the shaded area. This can be achieved by an
appropriate management of Direct compensation traits in the crop
strain choice. In summary, if a plant–pest mutualistic interaction is
possible, increased productivity can be obtained by not hitting the
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pest too hard or, if necessary, favoring it; also, when choosing or
modifying a plant strain, it is best to pick the one with the largest
compensation capacity. These are not surprising given that the aim
is to exploit mutualism; our model confirms that, if the conditions
are right, such actions indeed ensure a productivity increase.

Among plant defences, plant resistance to herbivory has been
known for centuries, long before its conceptualization, and has been
taken advantage of for crop protection ever since, leading to an arms
race between pests and farmers. On its part, plant compensation has
been thought to be a powerful tool in crop-pest management for
about 40 years. It is a potentially long-term crop protection solution
due to the lack of evidence of compensation breakdown through
herbivore evolution (Fornoni, 2011) as well as the limited impact
it has on non-target species. However, the advances in the knowl-
edge of the underlying mechanisms and the development of its
use have been slow. The present study confirmed that compensa-
tion could be exploited in various ways in agronomy and that the
current research effort on these mechanisms should be intensified.
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Appendix A. Stability analysis of the equilibria of (1): Direct
compensation

The Jacobian matrix of (1) at a given (B, H) is:

J(X)=
!
rB(H) ! ı"(B)B ! ı(B) ! !"(B)BH ! !(B)H r"B(H) ! !(B)B
˛"(B)H ˛(B) ! "

"
.

• For the trivial equilibrium X# = (0, 0),

J(X#) =
!
rB(0) ! ı(0) 0
0 !"

"

which implies that the equilibrium is a saddle-point, hence unsta-
ble, since rB(0) > ı(0).

• When X# = (B#, 0) with B# = ı!1(rB(0)) > 0,

J(X#) =
!

!ı"(B#)B# r"B(0)B# ! !(B#)B#
0 ˛(B#) ! "

"

which implies that the equilibrium is locally asymptotically sta-
ble (LAS) if ˛(B#) < " or, since  ̨ is an increasing function, B# < B#,
which is equivalent to Ca > 1. When undercompensation is pos-
sible, the herbivore-free equilibrium is unstable.

• When X# = (B#, H#), we have rB(H#) ! ı(B#) ! !(B#)H# = 0 so that

J(X#) =
!

!(ı"(B#) + !"(B#)H#)B#
#
r"B(H#) ! !(B#)

$
B#

˛"(B#)H# 0

"
.

and (B#, H#) is LAS if

det(J) = !˛"(B#)H#B#
#
r"B(H#) ! !(B#)

$
> 0

trace(J) = !(ı"(B#) + !"(B#)H#)B# < 0
(A.1)

The first condition can easily be linked to the slopes of the func-
tions in Fig. 2; r"B(H#) ! !(B#) is indeed the difference between
the slope of rB and that of ı(B#) + !(B#)H# the dashed line. The
condition on the determinant is not satisfied at H#

1 because
r"B(H#

1) ! !(B#) > 0 there and (B#, H#
1) is then a saddle point. Hence

(B#, H#
2) satisfies the determinant condition and is the only pos-

sibly asymptotically stable positive equilibrium.
We are then left to check the trace condition for (B#, H#

2). Unless
plant consumption by herbivores follows a mass-action principle
and !(B) is constant, it is not possible to guarantee asymptotic
stability for this equilibrium. As soon as !(B) is a decreasing func-
tion, as would be the case for a Holling II !(B)B consumption rate,
the trace could be positive. If the slope of ı is small or that of !
is large at the equilibrium, asymptotic stability is lost through a
Hopf bifurcation which, as in the Rosenzweig Mac  Arthur model
(Rosenzweig and MacArthur, 1963), shall generate a stable limit
cycle surrounding the equilibrium (results not shown).

Appendix B. Stability analysis of the equilibria of (1): Direct
compensation and Resistance

The stability analysis relies on the same Jacobian matrix J(X), so
that the instability of (0, 0) stays unchanged and that of (B#, 0) still
depends on ˛(B#) < ". However, this last condition does not trans-
late as directly as before. Since it is clear that ˛(B) > " = ˛(B#

i ) if and
only if B#

1 < B < B#
2, it is then direct that (B#, 0) is LAS if B# < B#

1 < B#
2

or B#
1 < B#

2 < B#, so that 1 < Ca1 < Ca2 or Ca1 < Ca2 < 1, both the B#
i

corresponding to undercompensation or both to overcompensa-
tion.

The stability analysis of (B#
1, H#

11) and (B#
1, H#

12) is identical to
that of (B#, H#

1), (B#, H#
2) since ˛"(B#

1) > 0: (B#
1, H#

11) is a saddle point
and (B#

1, H#
12) can be stable. Things are different for (B#

2, H#
21) and

(B#
2, H#

22): since ˛"(B#
2) < 0, the slopes conditions coming from the

determinant condition in (A.1) are reversed so that it is (B#
2, H#

22)
that is a saddle point and (B#

2, H#
21) is asymptotically stable if ı"(B#

2) +
!"(B#

2)H#
21 > 0.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  design  of crop–pest  management  systems  in the  context  of integrated  fruit  production  (IFP) is  a
complex  decision-making  process  for which  model-based  design  approaches  are  of  growing  interest.
In  this  study,  such  an  approach  was  developed  to  enhance  the management  of  the  Prunus  persica  (L.)
Batsch–Myzus  persicae  (Sulzer)  (Homoptera:  Aphididiae)  system.

Firstly,  we  developed  a process-based  model  and  defined  a  set of  performance  criteria  in line  with
IFP  objectives.  The  model  describes  the  interacting  peach–aphid  dynamics,  fruit production  and  fruit
quality,  and their  control  by  (i)  cultural  practices,  (ii)  releases  of  the  biological  control  agent  Harmonia
axyridis  Pallas  (Coleptera:  Coccinellidae)  and  (iii)  insecticide  applications.  Secondly,  model  simulations
of pre-defined  management  scenarios  were  performed.  Scenarios  were  based  on  theoretical  pest  control
strategies  (i.e., ‘no  treatment’,  ‘conventional’,  ‘organic  farming’  and  ‘integrated’)  and  combined  different
levels  of  cultural  and  pest  control  management  variables.  The  relationships  between  management  and
performance  variables  were  studied.  Thirdly,  the  simulation  model  was  coupled  with  a multi-objective
optimization  module  to  design  new  management  scenarios  for  three  virtual  farmer  production  profiles
that varied  in  terms  of  the  relative  importance  the  farmer  attaches  to  each  one  of  the  performance
criterion.

Our  results  showed  that  agronomic  performances  were  largely  explained  by  cultural  practices,  while
aphid  pressure  was  largely  explained  by  pest  control  strategies.  Under  the  ‘no-treatment’  strategy,  aphid
pressure  displayed  a bell-shaped  response  to nitrogen  levels  and  increased  with  pruning  intensity.  These
responses  were  attenuated  or even  reversed  under  the other  strategies.  The  scenarios  using the  ‘conven-
tional’ (insecticide-based)  pest  control  strategy  were  the  best,  regardless  of  the  farmer  profile.  However,
scenarios  using  the  ‘no-treatment’  strategy  had  good  performances  as  well,  as  long  as  the  long-term  risk
of aphid  infestation  was  not  considered.  Under  the  ‘no  treatment’  and  ‘integrated’  pest  control  strate-
gies,  optimal  values  of cultural  management  variables  displayed  a  high  variability  between  the  farmer
production  profiles,  while  they  were  independent  of  the  farmer  profile  under  the  other  two  strategies.

This  study  demonstrates  that multi-criteria  crop–pest  simulation  models  associated  with  multi-
objective  optimization  approaches  provide  a framework  suitable  for designing  production  systems,  while
taking farmers’  expectations  into  account.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Issues concerning fruit production processes have evolved along
with the adoption of the integrated fruit production (IFP) concept in
the 1980s (Sansavini, 1997). In addition to economic performances,
these processes have to meet both commercial and consumer
demands, including crop quality improvement, while minimizing
environmental damage (Cross et al., 1997). In particular, IFP aims
to develop more sustainable production systems that take advan-
tage of the natural resources and ecological processes inherent in
the system to replace agrochemical inputs. To do this, cultural and
biological methods are proposed as driving forces of bottom-up
and top-down pest control. The bottom-up approach relies on the
manipulation of the plant food source by reducing either plant qual-
ity or abundance. The top-down approach aims at raising levels
of pest predators, e.g., through conservation by habitat manipula-
tion (Bianchi and van der Werf, 2004) or introduction by individual
releases (Ferran et al., 1996). Integrated crop–pest management
is a complex decision-making process that adequately utilizes all
of these cultural and biological methods according to predefined
multi-criteria performances. The design of innovative crop–pest
management systems that address the issues of integrated produc-
tion is a difficult task. Suitable methods to overcome the difficulty
and enhance crop–pest management are needed.

The use of model-based approaches for designing integrated
production systems, reviewed in Ould-Sidi and Lescourret (2011),  is
of increasing interest. Model-based design approaches avoid many
drawbacks of other design approaches such as agronomic diagnosis
(Loyce and Wery, 2006) and prototyping (Vereijken, 1997), and can
contribute to reducing time- and cost-consuming field experiments
(Chatelin et al., 2007). They can also lead to rapid identification
of the best management strategies, evaluation of the long-term
effects of distinct options, and even investigation of hypothetical
situations such as climate change (Mayer, 2002). However, model-
based design of integrated production systems is faced with two
major problems. On the one hand, the search space to be explored
is usually very large, and simplifications are necessary to ensure
computational feasibility (deVoil et al., 2006). On the other hand,
a full evaluation of the systems designed requires the integration
of economic, social and environmental objectives, as well as the
treatment of the conflicting aspects of these objectives in relation
to the opinions of the individuals involved in the design process
(Ould-Sidi and Lescourret, 2011; Sadok et al., 2008). Therefore, the
model-based design of integrated production systems is increas-
ingly studied as a typical multi-objective optimization problem.
Solving such optimization problems requires finding compromise
solutions consisting of trade-offs between the antagonist perfor-
mance criteria that reflect the preferences of the decision-maker.
Optimization methods are numerous (Ould-Sidi and Lescourret,
2011). They include evolutionary algorithms that are increasingly
used for the design of management scenarios (Cardoso et al., 2009;
deVoil et al., 2006; Letort et al., 2008). The main motivation in the
use of evolutionary algorithms rather than traditional optimiza-
tion methods is their ability to find not a single solution but a set
of “good” solutions within a single run and during a reasonable
computational time. Moreover, these algorithms do not require any
derivative information and can deal with complex multi-objective
optimization problems, which are hard to solve using traditional
optimization methods (Coello et al., 2007). Despite recent advances
in the application of model-based approaches for the design of inte-
grated production systems, their application to this domain is still
in its infancy (Ould-Sidi and Lescourret, 2011).

In this study, we developed a model-based approach to address
the question of integrated crop–pest management on a biolog-
ical system of economic interest, the peach crop Prunus persica
(L.) Batsch–Myzus persicae (Sulzer) (Homoptera: Aphididae) aphid

system. In Europe, M. persicae is considered as a major pest of
peach crop because it has a high proliferation capacity, compete
with the crop for assimilates, can induce leaf damage and prema-
ture leaf senescence (Pegadaraju et al., 2005), and has developed
resistances to insecticides (Guillemaud et al., 2003). The dynam-
ics of aphids are shaped by abiotic factors (e.g., temperature) and
biotic factors such as bottom-up (plant food source) and top-down
(aphid predators) trophic interactions (Goggin, 2007). Changes in
the availability, vigor, nutritive quality or defensive chemistry of
the plant food may alter herbivore performances (Mattson, 1980;
Price, 1991; Throop and Lerdau, 2004). In particular, winter prun-
ing and nitrogen (N) fertilization, two  major cultural practices used
in peach orchards to control crop performances, modify the avail-
ability of newly flushed leaves and plant chemistry, and influence
M. persicae dynamics. Population growth of M. persicae is enhanced
by severe pruning (Grechi et al., 2008b)  and displays a parabolic
response to N supply, with an optimal value for intermediate N
levels (Sauge et al., 2010). Several studies have demonstrated the
potential of inundative release of ladybirds (also referred to as lady-
bird beetles or ladybugs) to control aphids (Ferran et al., 1996;
Flint and Dreistadt, 2005), including the use of Harmonia axyridis
Pallas (Coleptera: Coccinellidae) against M. persicae (Chen, 1997).
Winter pruning, N fertilization and ladybird release prove rele-
vant methods for the control of M. persicae aphids. Nevertheless,
do these methods prove relevant to limit insecticide use while
at the same time satisfying productivity, sustainability and fruit
quality requirements of the production system? Understanding the
responses of crop–pest system to several management practices is
a complex problem that lends itself well to modeling. In a previ-
ous study, Grechi et al. (2010) developed a process-based model
that describes the combined effects of winter pruning and N fertil-
ization on the dynamics and fruit production of the peach tree–M.
persicae aphid system. However, to address the issue of crop–pest
management in an IFP context, the model also needs to account
for the chemical and biological control of aphids, and fruit quality
build-up.

A first objective of this study was  to rely on the modeling
advances made on the peach tree–M. persicae aphid system to
develop a process-based model describing: (i) peach and aphid
dynamics and their interactions, as controlled by cultural prac-
tices; (ii) aphid insecticide-induced mortality; (iii) development of
H. axyridis and the corresponding predation of aphids; and (iv) fruit
quality build-up. A second was to understand the general behavior
of the bio-technical system and evaluate how system performances
respond to management practices. A third was to design integrated
management scenarios that satisfy decision-maker objectives with
regard to system performances. To fulfill these objectives, we  first
developed the process-based model emphasizing both crop–pest
interactions and their control by management practices. Based on
model outputs, we  defined performance criteria in line with the
IFP objectives concerning system productivity and sustainability,
and fruit and environmental quality. Second, we simulated pre-
defined management scenarios that combined different levels of
cultural management with theoretical pest control strategies, and
studied the relationships between management variables and sys-
tem performances. Third, we used the model with a multi-objective
optimization approach to design management scenarios that sat-
isfy three virtual farmer production profiles varying in terms of
the relative importance the farmer attaches to each performance
criterion.

2. The modeling framework

The model is deterministic and time-continuous. It runs at the
tree scale over one growing season (i.e., from budbreak (tBB) to the
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the model.

end of active shoot growth (tSGE), beginning at the outset of leaf
senescence) and is approximated at a daily time-step. The model
comprises: (i) a biological module that describes the processes
underlying the dynamics of the trophic system, the build-up of fruit
quality and their control by management practices and tempera-
ture; and (ii) a technical module that defines the computational
design of the management practices applied to the biological sys-
tem (Fig. 1).

2.1. Biological module

The biological module is based on the peach tree–aphid model
developed in Grechi et al. (2010),  enriched with new functions
accounting for the effects of chemical and biological aphid control
methods, and coupled with sub-models describing ladybird devel-
opment and fruit quality build-up. It comprises the following four
sub-models.

2.1.1. Peach tree and aphid sub-models
The peach tree sub-model describes fruit (MF), long shoot (MLS)

and short shoot (MSS) dynamics of peach trees, in grams of dry
mass (Eqs. (1)–(3)).  The aphid sub-model describes aphid popula-
tion dynamics (NA), expressed in number of individuals per average
shoot (Eq. (4)). Long shoots are shoots with stem elongation and a
final length greater than 2 cm.  A proportion pLS of shoots develops
into long shoots, while the other develops into short shoots. The
dry mass of an average shoot is Ms(t) = pLSMLS(t) + (1 ! pLS)MSS(t).
The model treats these variables at the level of average organs of
the tree. Dynamics are summarized by a system of four dependent

equations composed of growth (G) and reduction (˚) process-
based functions:

dMLS
dt

= GLS(t) ! ˚dam(t) (1)

dMSS
dt

= GSS(t) (2)

dMF
dt

= GF (t) (3)

dNA
dt

=  GA(t) ! ˚em(t) ! ˚fall(t) ! ˚ins ! ˚pred(t) (4)

All variables in Eqs. (1)–(4) are assumed to be positive. GLS, GSS
and GF describe long shoot, short shoot and fruit dynamics, respec-
tively, in the absence of aphids. Function ˚dam designates aphid
damage on long shoots. Aphid population size depends on intrinsic
aphid population growth (GA), aphid emigration to secondary hosts
(˚em), aphid fall with premature senescence of infested leaves
(˚fall), aphid insecticide-induced mortality (˚ins) and aphid pre-
dation by ladybirds (˚pred).

Functions involved in Eqs. (1)–(4) (except ˚ins and ˚pred) were
developed in Grechi et al. (2010).  They account for: (i) the effect of
temperature on shoot and aphid population growths and on aphid
emigration, determined by physiological time; (ii) the effect of win-
ter pruning on the proportion of long vs. short shoots, and on the
number of shoots (NS) over the tree; (iii) the effect of nitrogen sup-
ply on the potential growth of long shoots; (iv) the effect of fruit
thinning, used to adjust fruit load, on the number of fruits (NF) over
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the tree; and (v) the effect of foliage growth and foliage N content
on aphid population growth.

Aphid insecticide-induced mortality (˚ins). Daily aphid mortal-
ity due to insecticide is approximated by a function, adapted from
Trumper and Holt (1998):

˚ins(t) =

!
NA(t)ins1 exp(!ins2(t ! tins)) if tins " t < tins + ins3

0 if tins + ins3 " t
(5)

where tins (day) is the date of the last insecticide application, ins1
(day!1) is the initial mortality rate, ins2 (day!1) specifies the expo-
nential decay of the mortality rate over time, and ins3 (day) is the
efficacy duration of the insecticide. Since the parameter values are
actually closely related (i.e., the higher ins1 and the lower ins3 are,
the higher ins2 is), we set ins2 = !ln(thresh/ins1)/ins3, where thresh
is the threshold value of daily aphid mortality (0.01 day!1 in our
case) under which the insecticide may  be considered inactive.

Aphid predation by ladybirds (˚pred). The predation rate of
the ladybird, H. axyridis, increases with its development stage
(Schanderl et al., 1985). The four larval stages exhibit a Holling’s
type II functional response, characterized by an increased number
of preys captured with increasing prey density and a leveling off at
high prey density (Lee and Kang, 2004). Arditi and Ginzburg (1989)
introduced an additional dependence on predator density in the so-
called ratio-dependent functional response, assuming that the per
capita predation rate decreases with predator abundance. An eco-
logical debate opposes the prey- and the ratio-dependent models
(Jost, 2000). According to Kuang and Beretta (1998),  the ratio-
dependent model has richer and more realistic boundary dynamics
then the prey-dependent one. Accordingly, we modeled the total
number of aphids consumed by the ladybird instars per day with
the Holling’s type II ratio- and age-dependent functional response
as follows:

˚pred(t) =
4"

i=1

#
ARi(t)NA(t)

$4
i=1NLA,i(t) + ARi(t)HTiNA(t)

NLA,i(t)

%
(6)

where NLA,i, ARi (day!1) and HTi (day) are the number of ladybirds
per average shoot, the instantaneous daily attack rate, and the han-
dling time of the ith larval stage, respectively. The function ˚pred
accounts for the effect of temperature on the ladybird consumption
rate, introduced within their instantaneous attack rate and han-
dling time. Functions ARi and HTi were developed in Chen (1997).
Their description is given in Appendix A (Eqs. (A.10) and (A.11)).

2.1.2. Ladybird sub-model
The ladybird sub-model is an age-class model with four juvenile

instars. Since we consider the inundative method of biological con-
trol in which ladybirds are not expected to reproduce, we assumed
that ladybirds are unlikely to establish durable relationships with
aphids, and that ladybird adults leave the orchard without repro-
ducing. We  also assumed that the arrival of new individuals in the
orchard relies only on ladybird releases. The ladybird population
was divided into cohorts of individuals of the same age and that
changed stages at the same time. The number of individuals within
a larval stage evolved according to survival rates of individuals,
development of the cohorts that evolved from one larval stage to
the next one, and releases of new individuals. All the individuals
released at the same time constitute a cohort. Under the modal-
ities of ladybird release (delay between two successive releases,
see Section 2.2) and without reproduction, a larval stage consists
of only one cohort. Therefore, the model can describe the dynamics
of ladybird instars (NLA,i, where i from 1 to 4 designates the larval
stage), in terms of the number of individuals per average shoot, as

follows:

dNLA,i
dt

= [1 ! Li!1(t)]Si!1(t)NLA,i!1(t) ! [1 ! Li(t)Si(t)]NLA,i(t)

+ULA,i(t); i = 1–4 (7)

ULA,i is the number of ladybirds of the ith larval stage released per
average shoot. Si is the survival rate of ladybirds of the ith lar-
val stage. Li!1 and Li are logical variables that model changes in
ladybirds from a larval stage to the next one, based on their devel-
opment rates. Li (t) is 1 if

$t
s=t0,i

Di(s) < 1 and 0 otherwise, where

t0,i is the time when the instars of the (i ! 1)th larval stage enter
the ith stage and Di (day!1) is the development rate of the ith larval
stage. Survival and development rates both depend on tempera-
ture and aphid number per ladybird ratio. Functions Si and Di were
adapted from Chen (1997)’s model. They are described in Appendix
A (Eqs. (A.2)–(A.4) and (A.6)–(A.8)).

2.1.3. Fruit quality sub-model
The fruit quality sub-model predicts the refractometric index

of an average fruit at harvest (RI, Brix), based on the growth in
dry mass of the flesh and its fresh mass at harvest. The model
was developed in Grechi et al. (2008a). The flesh masses used as
inputs in the fruit quality model were computed from the modeled
fruit dry mass, MF, with empirical relationships (Appendix B, Eqs.
(B.1)–(B.3)).

2.2. Technical module

Management practices comprise cultural practices (i.e., winter
pruning, N fertilization and fruit thinning), and chemical (insecti-
cide applications) and biological (ladybird releases) pest control
practices (Fig. 1). We  defined four typical pest control strate-
gies, namely ‘no treatment’, ‘conventional’, ‘organic farming’ and
‘integrated’, regarding insecticide application and ladybird release
(Table 1).

Cultural practices are applied only once over the simulation
time frame with fixed values for pruning intensity (IP), N fertiliza-
tion level (here characterized by leaf N content, Nleaf), and thinning
intensity (ITh). Values are set independently of the state of the sys-
tem. On the contrary, insecticide application and ladybird release
are dynamically generated over the simulation time frame and
are based on decision rules of the type, ‘if–then–else’. Decision
rules determine whether an action is applied or not at each time-
step, depending on the state of the system (Table 1). For example,
ladybirds are released during the season if the system fulfills the fol-
lowing conditions: pest control strategy is of the ‘integrated’ type,
date is at least 10 days after full bloom, aphid number exceeds an
action threshold, and at least 15 days have passed since the last
pest control intervention. However, the values of insecticide char-
acteristics (ins1 and ins3, Table 2) and modalities of ladybird release
(ULA,I, Table 2) are fixed over the simulation time frame.

2.3. Performance criteria

Based on model outputs, we defined six performance criteria
in line with IFP objectives concerning system productivity, system
sustainability, fruit quality and environmental quality.

2.3.1. Performance criteria for system productivity
Selling price is a major criterion of economical output but it

is difficult to assess without detailed information about the sev-
eral factors that determine its value (i.e., fruit yield, fulfillment of
standard requirements and agreements for peach quality grades,
type of commercial distribution and targeted market, location-
and season-dependent unit prices, etc.). However, within a specific
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Table 1
Pest control strategies.

Period Pest control strategy

strat1

No treatment
strat2

Conventional
strat3

Organic farminga
strat4

Integratedb

In winterc No Yes (winter oil) Yes (winter oil) Yes (winter oil)
At  bloomd No Yes (insecticide) Yes (insecticide) Threshold (insecticide)
During  the seasone No Threshold (insecticide) Threshold (insecticide) Threshold (ladybird)

The pest control action (i.e., winter oil application, insecticide application or ladybird release) is applied if ‘yes’, not applied if ‘no’, and applied only when aphid density is
higher  than a given action threshold if ‘threshold’. The action threshold is the minimum number of aphids per average shoot above which a control measure is applied.

a In this case, ‘organic farming’ designates a strategy that is limited to the use of insecticides authorized according to organic farming guidelines. Such insecticides are
generally less effective against insects than those used in conventional systems.

b In this case, ‘integrated’ designates a strategy that combines both chemical and biological methods and does not systematically apply insecticides at bloom.
c We consider that winter oil reduces aphid inoculums: if winter oil is not applied, the initial aphid number is NiniA , elsewhere it is (1 ! insW) NiniA . (insW is the mortality rate

due  to winter oil application).
d Pest control actions are applied at full bloom (tFB) for strat2 and strat3, and at tFB ± 10 days for strat4.
e Period starting at tFB + 10 days. Delay between pest control interventions " 15 days.

Table 2
Management scenarios. Values in braces: values of the management variables that defined the 162 predefined management scenarios. Values in square brackets: ranges of
the  management variables in which the optimization process searched for solutions.

Management practice Related management variable Pest control strategy

strat1

No treatment
strat2

Conventional
strat3

Organic farming
strat4

Integrated

Cultural management
Winter pruning Pruning intensity IP Dimensionless [0, 0.8] [0, 0.8] [0, 0.8] [0, 0.8]

{0,  0.4, 0.8} {0, 0.4, 0.8} {0, 0.4, 0.8} {0, 0.4, 0.8}
N  fertilization Leaf nitrogen content Nleaf g g!1 # 10!2 [2, 3.6] [2, 3.6] [2, 3.6] [2, 3.6]

{2,  2.8, 3.6} {2, 2.8, 3.6} {2, 2.8, 3.6} {2, 2.8, 3.6}
Fruit  thinning Thinning intensity ITh m!1 [3, 5] [3, 5] [3, 5] [3, 5]

{3,  4, 5} {3, 4, 5} {3, 4, 5} {3, 4, 5}
Pest  control management
Winter oil Mortality rate insW Day!1 – [0, 0.20] [0, 0.20] [0, 0.20]

{0.20} {0.20} {0.20}
Insecticide application Initial mortality rate ins1 Day!1 – [0, 0.78] [0, 0.40] [0, 0.78]

{0.50, 0.78} {0.20} {0.50, 0.78}
Efficacy duration ins3 Day – [13, 20] [8, 12] [13, 20]

{16}  {10} {16}
Action  thresholda,b ThreshI Dimensionless – {1} {1} {3}

Ladybird release Larval stageb i Dimensionless – – – {1}
Number of instarsc ULA ,i Dimensionless – – – [0.05, 0.15]

{0.10}
Action thresholda,b ThreshLA Dimensionless – – – {10}

a Number of aphids per average shoot above which a control measure is applied.
b Variables not subjected to optimization. They are fixed to the value in braces when implementing optimization.
c Number of instars of the ith larval stage released per average shoot.

commercial situation, it is highly correlated to fruit yield (Yield,
g # 103), the product of the average fresh fruit mass at harvest mul-
tiplied by the number of fruit per tree (Appendix B), which was thus
selected as a first productivity criterion.

Ladybird release is a production factor whose economic input
can be high and may  impair system productivity. It can vary con-
siderably from one production system to another. Accordingly, we
defined a second criterion of system productivity as the number
of ladybird instars released per tree, cumulated over the peach
growing season: UcumLA = NS

!tSGE
t=tBB

!4
i=1ULA,i(t) (dimensionless).

2.3.2. Performance criteria for system sustainability
Defoliation or other damage induced by aphids should not be

detrimental to adult peach trees on the short-term, given their
ability for compensatory growth after herbivory (Grechi et al.,
2008b, 2010), but repeated infestations may  become detrimen-
tal during subsequent growth seasons. Accordingly, we  defined
the aphid infestation level of the tree, given by the number of
aphids per tree cumulated over the peach tree growing season

(NcumA = NS
!tSGE

t=tBB
NA(t), g, dimensionless), as an indicator of sys-

tem sustainability.
Production of short shoots reduces the wood rejuvenation

capacity of new shoots (Grechi et al., 2008b)  and makes it diffi-
cult to maintain fruiting wood throughout the tree canopy since
ideal fruiting shoots are moderately vigorous shoots (Marini, 2002).
Additionally, winter pruning is not effective to complement hand
thinning in adjusting fruit load when the tree is composed of
numerous short shoots or moderately vigorous long shoots. We
consider the number of long shoots " 30 cm (NLS30) at the end of
the peach tree growing season as another indicator of system sus-
tainability. NLS30 is empirically computed from the number of long
shoots and their average dry mass (Appendix B, Eq. (B.4)).

2.3.3. Performance criteria for fruit and environmental quality
Refractometric index (RI,  Brix) of the average fruit accounts for

the edible quality of the fruit because it is correlated to fruit sugar
content, the major component of consumer satisfaction (Hilaire
et al., 2000). The number of insecticide applications (INS) used to
control aphids during the peach tree growing season accounts for
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the quality of the production system in terms of environmental
care.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Simulation of pre-defined management scenarios and system
analysis

3.1.1. Management scenarios
All simulated management scenarios were primary based on

the four typical pest control strategies defined in Table 1. Manage-
ment variables related to cultural and pest control practices were
then realistically combined. For each of them, one to three values
were tested, resulting in 162 management scenarios (Table 2). The
ranges of cultural variables belonged to those over which the model
had been calibrated, based on data from a two-year field experi-
ment (see Section 3.1.2). This method avoids problems that may
occur otherwise, when extrapolating non-linear processes (Baker,
1996). The ranges of pest control variables (effectiveness and action
thresholds) were based on an expert analysis (Penvern, unpub-
lished data) and pest control guidelines (ACTA, 1974).

3.1.2. Model inputs and parameters
All model inputs and their values are listed in Appendix C (Table

C.1). Inputs, except aphid inoculums (NiniA ), corresponded to the
mean value of the data observed on late-maturing adult peach trees
in field experiments conducted in 2005 and 2006 (fully described in
Grechi et al. (2008b)). Aphid inoculum is an uncontrolled environ-
mental variable that can display some variability. We  accounted
for this by setting NiniA to both a low and a high value compared
to the range of values observed on naturally infested trees in the
field experiment in 2005 (Appendix C). The temperatures used were
those from the 2005 climatic data recorded by the INRA meteoro-
logical station close to the experimental field. Model parameters
have been estimated in previous studies, mostly from field and
laboratory experiments. Parameter values of the peach tree, aphid
and fruit quality sub-models are given in Grechi et al. (2008a,
2010). Those of the ladybird sub-model and the predation func-
tional response are given in Chen (1997) and Appendix A (Table
A.1).

3.1.3. Model simulations and system analysis
We performed n = 324 simulated experiments that corre-

sponded to the 162 management scenarios, each tested with the
two NiniA values, resulting in two data tables Xn!q and Yn!p. X con-
tains q ‘explanatory’ variables that describe the structure of the n
simulated experiments. These ‘explanatory’ variables are the cul-
tural and pest control management variables (IP, ITh, Nleaf, strati,

i"{1, 2, 3, 4} and ins1, Table 2), plus aphid inoculum (NiniA ) as an
environmental variable. Initial insecticide mortality (ins1) is closely
dependent on the pest control strategy (ins1 is low for strat3,
‘organic farming’, and medium or high for strat2, ‘conventional’,
and strat4, ‘integrated’, Table 2). We  referred to the strategies as
a categorical variable with six modalities: strat1, strat2M, strat2H,
strat3, strat4M and strat4H. Subscripts M and H refer to the medium
and high values of ins1 within strategies 2 and 4. To avoid the
use of both quantitative and qualitative variables in data table
X, this categorical variable was replaced by a complete disjunc-
tive data table containing the six variable modalities. All variables
in X are then quantitative. Y contains p ‘response’ variables that
describe the performances and state of the system on the n simu-
lated experiments. These ‘response’ variables are the performance
criteria (Yield, UcumLA , NcumA , NLS30, RI and INS), plus three sate variables
partially describing the system: the number of fruit per tree (NF),
the fresh mass of an average fruit at harvest (FMF, g) and the shoot

dry mass per tree cumulated over the peach tree growing season
(McumS = NS

!tSGE
t=tBB

MS(t), g). These variables are quantitative too.
The dependence of the ‘response’ variables Y on the ‘explana-

tory’ variables X was  analyzed using a Principal Component
Analysis with respect to Instrumental Variables (PCAIV; Sabatier
et al., 1989). In the PCAIV context, the adjective ‘instrumental’
is synonymous with ‘explanatory’. PCAIV is a statistical tool for
exploratory analysis combining both principal component analysis
and multivariate regression analysis. It is particularly suitable for
analyzing the correlations of the response variables conditionally
on the explanatory ones. It works this way: PCAIV first performs
multiple regressions of the p variables of Y on the q variables of
X. This results in a new data table Ym of ‘modeled’ response vari-
ables. Ym represents the part of Y linearly explained by the variables
in X. Then, Ym is analyzed by a standardized principal component
analysis (PCA). The solution of PCAIV is displayed in correlation
plots where ‘modeled’ response variables and explanatory vari-
ables are represented by means of vectors whose coordinates are
correlations with two  PCA components. The cosines of angles are
equivalent to correlations. The vectors with lengths close to one are
the most important for the interpretation of the plane.

3.2. Design of management scenarios for virtual farmer
production profiles

3.2.1. Multi-objective optimization approach
The multi-objective optimization approach for the design of

management scenarios is illustrated in Fig. 2. It coupled an evolu-
tionary algorithm, inspired by the theory of natural selection, with
our model, and performed an iterative improvement of the man-
agement scenarios by exploring the space of management variables
(Holland, 1976, 1992).

First, the evolutionary algorithm initiated a ‘parent population’
of solutions (the management scenarios in our case) and then ran
the model for its evaluation regarding the set of performance crite-
ria. At this step, an aggregative procedure was  applied to the set of
performance criteria to calculate the score (also called ‘fitness’) of
each solution of this population. This requires normalizing the cri-
teria to avoid problems of unit and scale differences, which can be
performed with a simple application of fuzzy logic (Zadeh, 1982).
For each criterion q, we used expert knowledge to define the lower
and upper bounds limiting its acceptable interval (Table 3), and
considered their fuzzy subsets of ‘good’ and ‘poor’ solutions (Zadeh,
1982) (Fig. 2). We  then evaluated each solution according to a cri-
terion q by estimating its grade of membership (a value between
0 and 1) to the subsets of ‘good’ and ‘poor’ solutions as a func-
tion of its criterion q value. Thereafter, the quality of each solution
was characterized by the following score: score(X) =

"

q

wq!
p
q(X),

where X is a solution, !pq is its grade of membership to the sub-
set of ‘poor’ solutions according to criterion q, and wq (0 # wq # 1,
Table 3) is the weight measuring the relative importance the farmer
attaches to criterion q (see Section 3.2.2). The score represents the
dissatisfaction of the farmer: the lower the score is, the better the
solution is. Secondly, the algorithm created a ‘children population’
made up of a given number of the best score-based ‘parent’ solu-
tions (elitism) and of new solutions generated by a competitive
selection and recombination (crossover) of ‘parent’ solutions. These
‘children’ solutions were then subjected to a mutation step by mak-
ing a small change to a single element of the solution. ‘Children’
solutions were then evaluated and the best ones were selected to
replace some ‘parent’ solutions (updating the population to create
the next generation). This process was repeated up to a stopping
criterion, i.e., until a maximal number of iterations were satisfied.
Finally, the algorithm returned a population of solutions, among
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the model-based multi-objective optimization method. In the fuzzy evaluation module, lb and ub are the lower and upper bounds of the acceptable
range  for criterion q, respectively. The grade of membership to the fuzzy subset of poor solutions !pq is calculated according to the value fq and the bounds lb and ub of the
criterion q. In this example, where the criterion q is to be minimized, the less fq is, the less !pq is, and !pq is 1 when fq ! ub and 0 when fq " lb .

Table  3
Farmer production profiles.

Performance criteria Acceptable rangea Weights

PR ECb PR STb QL ENb

Productivity
Fruit yield Yield g # 103 [60, 130] 0.50 0.25 0.25
Number of ladybird instars released per tree UcumLA Dimensionless [0, 400] 0.30 0.15 0.15
Sustainability
Number of aphids per tree NcumA Dimensionless [0, 106] 0.05 0.25 0.05
Number of long shoots ! 30 cm NLS30 Dimensionless [100, 500] 0.05 0.25 0.05
Fruit  quality
Refractometric index RI Brix [8, 11] 0.05 0.05 0.25
Environmental quality
Number of insecticide applications INS Dimensionless [1, 8] 0.05 0.05 0.25

a Lower and upper bounds.
b PR EC for productive and economic, PR ST for productive and sustainable and QL EN for qualitative and environmental profiles.

which the decision-maker could choose the suitable ones (Lucasius
and Kateman, 1993, 1994).

3.2.2. Definition of farmer production profiles and scenario
exploration conditions

We defined three realistic farmer production profiles (Table 3).
The first profile (referred to as PR EC for PRoductive and EConomic)
corresponded to farmers who aimed to ensure a large economic
income with high fruit production and low production costs. In
this case, farmers gave important weight to the two productivity
criteria (fruit yield, Yield, and number of released ladybirds, UcumLA ).
The second profile (referred to as PR ST for PRoductive and Sus-
Tainable) corresponded to farmers concerned by both current and
future incomes. Here, the important criteria were those of produc-
tivity (Yield and UcumLA ) and sustainability (cumulated aphid number,
NcumLA , and long shoot number, NLS30). The last profile (referred to as
QL EN for QuaLitative and ENvironmental) corresponded to farm-
ers who aimed to ensure an acceptable income while preserving
the environment and producing high-quality fruits. In this case,
farmers gave important weight to fruit quality (refractometric

index, RI), environmental quality (number of insecticide applica-
tions, INS)  and productivity (Yield and UcumLA ) criteria.

Model inputs and parameters were the same as those used for
the simulation of pre-defined management scenarios (see Section
3.1.2) but only with the high aphid inoculum value (NiniA = 0.75).
For each of the 12 combinations – 4 pest control strategies # 3
farmer profiles – the algorithm ran with a population of 100 solu-
tions and for a maximum of 500 iterations, exploring at least 50,000
management scenarios per combination. The initial population was
randomly generated. The selection elitism rate was 4% and the
mutation chance was  0.1. We  repeated the algorithm 13 times for
each of the 12 strategy # farmer combinations to assess the impact
of stochasticity of population initialization, selection, crossover and
mutation steps on algorithm performance and result stability.

The computation program was written in R language, and
all simulations, optimization algorithms, analyses and graphs
were carried out with R software, version 2.12.1 (R Development
Core Team, 2010). For optimization, we adapted the R pack-
age “genalg” (R Based Genetic Algorithm for binary and floating
point chromosomes) developed by E. Willighagen and available at
http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/genalg/index.html.

http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/genalg/index.html
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4. Results

4.1. Overall system behavior and relationships between
performance criteria and management variables

4.1.1. A prevailing control of agronomical performances by
cultural practices but a control of aphid pressure dominated by
pest control strategies

The first four principal components of the PCAIV explained
96.6% of the total variance. Components 1 and 2 were determined
by the two cultural management variables, pruning intensity (IP)
and leaf N content (Nleaf), and agronomic performance variables
relative to fruit and foliage production (Fig. 3A and B). Pruning
intensity was negatively correlated to fruit yield (Yield) and fruit
number (NF), but positively to refractometric index (RI) and fresh
fruit mass (FMF). Thinning intensity (ITh) poorly accounted for fruit
performances. Leaf N content was positively correlated to foliage
production (McumS and NLS30). Components 3–4 were determined by
pest control strategies (strati, i!{1, 2M, 2H, 3, 4M, 4H}) and performance
criteria relative to the aphid infestation level (NcumA ) and the level
of chemical (INS) and biological (UcumLA ) treatments (Fig. 3C and D).
Scenarios under strat3, ‘organic farming’, were positively correlated
to INS. Scenarios under strat1, ‘no treatment’, were positively corre-
lated to NcumA . Logically, scenarios under strat4, ‘integrated’ (i.e., the
only strategy using ladybirds), were positively correlated to UcumLA .
Aphid inoculums (NiniA ) showed no effect on performance criteria.

4.1.2. Importance of cultural practices in the control of fruit yield
Cultural practices had a higher impact than pest control strate-

gies on tree performances such as fruit yield. The maximal fruit
yield observed over the 324 simulated scenarios was  174.6 kg.
Sixteen scenarios obtained more than 95% of this value. Only
the lowest pruning intensity (IP = 0), the highest thinning inten-
sity (ITh = 5 m"1) and moderate or high N levels (Nleaf = 2.8 or
3.6 g g"1 # 10"2) were represented among these highest fruit yield
scenarios, whereas all four of the pest control strategies and both
the low and high aphid inoculum and insecticide effectiveness were
represented.

4.1.3. Bottom-up control of aphid populations by cultural
practices: a dependence on pest control strategy

The aphid infestation level was largely explained by pest control
strategies. The highest values of cumulated aphid numbers per tree
(NcumA ) and the ratio of cumulated aphid numbers per unit of foliage
dry mass (NcumA /Mcums , g"1) were reached under strat1, whereas
aphid populations developed poorly under strat2 and reached inter-
mediate levels under strat3 and strat4 (Fig. 4). Cultural practices
affected aphid infestation levels – modifying them under strat1
could decrease average NcumA and NcumA /McumS values at most by 53%
and 67% – in a way that depended on the pest control strategy.
Under strat1 (‘no treatment’) and strat3 (‘organic farming’), NcumA
displayed bell-shaped responses to pruning intensity (IP) and leaf
N content (Nleaf). Under strat2 (‘conventional’) and strat4, (‘inte-
grated’), NcumA decreased with IP and was not clearly affected by
Nleaf. The same trends were observed when considering NcumA /McumS ,
except for its increasing response to IP under strat1.

4.2. Optimal management scenarios designed according to pest
control strategies and farmer production profiles

The difference between the lowest and the highest scores of the
scenarios, derived from the algorithm and calculated for each of
the 12 pest control strategy # farmer profile combinations, ranged
from 0.22 to 0.75. The lower the score is, the better the solution
is. We  subsequently selected and analyzed only the best scenarios

within each combination, i.e., scenarios whose score did not exceed
20% of the lowest score.

4.2.1. Performances of the optimal scenarios
According to the aggregative score criterion, the ‘conventional’

pest control strategy (strat2) was the best strategy, regardless of
the farmer production profile (Fig. 5A). The ranking of the three
other strategies depended on the farmer profile. However, other
strategies could perform quite as well as strat2, e.g., for the ‘qualita-
tive and environmental’ (QL EN) farmer profile, the average score
was 0.17 for strat2 vs. 0.20 for strat1 (‘no treatment’). We  could
also point out that according to the yield criterion (Yield) alone,
all four pest control strategies (except strat4 (‘integrated’) for the
PR ST (‘productive and sustainable’) profile) can be considered as
‘good’.

Performance criteria of scenarios under ‘conventional’ (strat2)
or ‘organic farming’ (strat3) strategies were all satisfied, i.e., their
values were either under the upper bound of their acceptable inter-
vals for criteria to minimize or above the lower bound for criteria to
maximize. Their values were quite similar, regardless of the farmer
profile. These two strategies gave very high fruit yields, interme-
diate levels of long shoot production (NLS30) and fruit quality (RI),
and intermediate to low levels of aphid infestation (NcumA ). How-
ever, strat3 applied about two  and a half times the quantity of
insecticides as strat2. Scenarios under the ‘no treatment’ (strat1)
strategy still had very high yields and intermediate RI values, but
somewhat lower NLS30 values and, above all, the aphid infestation
criterion was no longer satisfied. Only the performances of scenar-
ios under the ‘integrated’ strategy (strat4) were highly dependent
on the farmer profile. For the ‘productive and economic’ (PR EC)
and QL EN profiles, strat4 gave very high Yield values, but both aphid
infestation (NcumA ) and long shoot (NLS30) criteria were no longer sat-
isfied, whereas for the PR ST profile, all performance criteria were
satisfied but Yield only reached intermediate values. Moreover,
scenarios under strat4 showed ladybird releases and insecticide
applications only for the PR ST profile. The performance criteria
of the optimal scenarios, particularly those under strat4, exhib-
ited much more variability between than within the pest control
strategy # farmer profile combinations.

4.2.2. Management variables of the optimal scenarios
The values of the cultural management variables of optimal sce-

narios under ‘conventional’ (strat2) and ‘organic farming’ (strat3)
pest control strategies were quite similar and independent of the
farmer production profile (Fig. 5B). On average, these scenarios
were defined by intermediate winter pruning intensities (IP), high N
levels (Nleaf), and high thinning intensities (ITh) except for the inter-
mediate ITh value under strat3 for the QL EN profile. On  the contrary,
those of scenarios under ‘no treatment’ (strat1) and ‘integrated’
(strat4) strategies depended on the farmer production profile. Low
IP and low ITh values became optimal for the QL EN profile under
strat1, and low IP, low Nleaf and intermediate ITh values became opti-
mal  for the PR EC and QL EN profiles under strat4. The values of pest
control management variables (winter oil mortality (insW), insecti-
cide mortality (ins1) and efficacy duration (ins3)) of scenarios under
strat2 and strat3 did not depend on the farmer profile. Their val-
ues were close to the upper bound of their respective acceptable
range (Table 2). Under strat4, these values varied within the farmer
profiles and tended to deviate from their respective upper bounds.
The cultural management variables exhibited variability between
and within the pest control strategy # farmer profile combinations.
Within variability generally concerned pest control variables and,
to a lesser extent, cultural variables ITh and NLeaf.

All best scenarios obtained from one simulation (Appendix D,
Fig. D.1) or with all of the 13 simulations (Fig. 5) showed the same
performance results. However, the variability of the management
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Fig. 3. Correlation plots of (A, C) explanatory variables (i.e., management and environmental variables) and (B, D) response variables (i.e., performance criteria and comple-
mentary variables) with respect to the (A, B) 1–2 and (C, D) 3–4 PCAIV components.

variables leading to these performances tended to increase within
the pest control strategy ! farmer profile combinations with simu-
lation repetitions.

5. Discussion

5.1. Modeling crop–pest interactions and management practices

The crop–pest model proposed in this study represents a trade-
off between the realism required to represent complex systems and
the simplicity required for model building and further application
purposes in agro-ecological research (Boote et al., 1996). Grechi
et al. (2010) showed the complex behavior of the peach–aphid
system and the interest of a crop–pest model to make the sys-
tem easier to understand. The peach–aphid model they developed
was able to qualitatively reproduce the short-term behavior of the
system observed in the field. Regarding the introduction into the
system of a third trophic level, the biological control agent, the
need for simplicity would lead to focus on the most important
features. Although the qualitative compatibility of the outputs of
the ladybird model with the behavior of the ladybird-aphid sys-
tem was quite satisfactory under semi-control conditions (Chen,
1997), it would be worth to validate the peach tree–aphid and
ladybird models together, on field conditions. However, additional

complexity could be expected since in tri-trophic systems, plant
performance depends on the complex interaction between top-
down and bottom-up factors, and cascading effects of variation in
plant resources can extend to the performance of the third trophic
level (Hartvigsen et al., 1995; Price et al., 1980). For example, prey
distribution may  affect foraging behavior and searching efficiency
of ladybirds (Murakami and Tsubaki, 1984). Modeling these aspects
as Skirvin (2004) did would account for more complex cascading
effects of variation in plant vigor to predator efficiency. Considering
other methods of biological control in which predator reproduction
is expected, contrary to the case of ladybirds used in inundative
releases, would also have been more favorable to the expression of
complex interactions between trophic levels. In its present state,
by dynamically linking three trophic levels with an explicit inte-
gration of the effects of agricultural practices and environmental
factors, this model can analyze the overall behavior of the system
and evaluate the relevance of cultural and biological methods to
limit insecticide use while sustaining agronomic performances.

5.2. Assessment of the overall system behavior based on modeling
approaches

In spite of the explicit consideration of peach–aphid interac-
tions in the model, the simulation study did not identify strong
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Fig. 4. Boxplots of the cumulated aphid number per tree (NcumA , ) and per unit of cumulated foliage dry mass (NcumA /Mcum
S , !) as a function of (A) winter pruning intensity

(IP , dimensionless) and (B) leaf nitrogen (Nleaf , g g!1 " 10!2) levels for the four pest control strategies (strati , i # {1, 2, 3, 4}).

interactions between agronomic and pest variables. Instead, agro-
nomic performances were largely determined by cultural practices,
and pest control practices acted primarily on pest performances.
Firstly, this could be related to the evidence of the higher effec-
tiveness of chemical (strat2, ‘conventional’) than cultural (strat1,
‘no treatment’) methods in reducing aphid populations. During a
survey on organic and conventional fruit farms in south-eastern
France, Penvern et al. (2010) also observed that the most effec-
tive strategies were dominated by chemical treatments. Organic
farming using input-substitution products (Penvern et al., 2010) or
chemicals (e.g., strat3 in our study) with limited efficacy resulted
in intensive treatments. The predominant effect of insecticides on
aphid mortality could ‘hide’ the partial effect of cultural methods
that act only by slowing down aphid dynamics. Cultural practices
could also delay the moment when the action threshold is reached
and, therefore, subsequent chemical (or biological) interventions.
All of these direct and indirect effects concurred to make cultural
control of aphid populations dependent on pest control strategies.
Secondly, the low interaction between agronomic and pest vari-
ables could be related to the experimental evidence of the weak
effect of aphids on tree production, at least at the short-term for
late maturing cultivars (Grechi et al., 2008b, 2010). Examination of
the optimal scenarios revealed that although the insecticide-free
pest control strategy induced high aphid pressure, it could lead to
high fruit yield and, in terms of the qualitative and environmen-
tal and the productive and economic farmer production profiles,
remained quite satisfactory on a multi-criteria basis. In these sit-
uations, results supported the relevance of cultural pest control
methods to manage the peach–aphid system. However, when con-
sidering a longer-term risk (in terms of aphid infestation level)
within the productive and sustainable farmer profile, these alterna-
tive methods became much less satisfactory. Handling long-term
interactions with the model would also be of particular interest for
further studies.

5.3. The simulation-based and multi-objective optimization
approach: a framework for dialogue with decision-makers

The aggregative approach, used to solve a multi-objective opti-
mization problem, considered the multiple effects of agricultural
practices on productivity, sustainability, fruit and environmental
quality system performances. In this study, we  used a weighted
sum method to aggregate the set of performance criteria into a sin-
gle synthetic indicator of performance. The aggregative approach
offers the advantage of being easy to carry out and to interpret
by end-users. Nevertheless, the weighted sum method has lim-
itations since it assumes that criteria are independent, which is
rarely the case in practice (Grabisch and Labreuche, 2010). Assess-
ing the efficiency of another aggregation operator that is able to
take the complementarities and redundancies between criteria into
account (e.g., the Choquet integral, Grabisch and Labreuche, 2010),
or of other multi-objective optimization algorithms that do not use
any aggregation (e.g., NSGA-II or MOPSO, Deb et al., 2002; Qi et al.,
2010), would be well worth considering in subsequent studies.

The simulation-based optimization approach should be seen
as a framework for dialogue with decision-makers. This study
shows that optimal scenarios varied according to either or both
the pest control strategy and the farmer profile. The variability
stemmed from the two strategies with no or low insecticide-based
pest control (i.e., ‘no treatment’ and ‘integrated’). Moreover, it is
important to help the farmer to accurately identify his strate-
gic choices in order to provide management recommendations
that match his objectives. The risk of making unsuitable rec-
ommendations is particularly real when management strategy
relies on alternative control methods. In addition, the algorithm
method did not generate a single solution, but sets of sub-
optimal scenarios (or candidate scenarios). From a computational
point of view, variability within these candidate scenarios prob-
ably indicates the presence of multiple local optima that, in our
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Fig. 5. Boxplots of the (A) performance criteria and (B) management variables of the best score-based scenarios, for each of the 12 pest control strategy ! farmer production
profile  combinations. The best scenarios were scenarios whose score did not exceed 20% of the lowest score. Dashed lines in (A) indicate the lower and upper bounds of the
acceptable interval of each performance criterion (Table 3).
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study, were especially related to pest control and thinning prac-
tices. From an agronomic point of view, the variability observed
within management variables means that farmers could choose
among different management options, according to their own
preferences.

5.4. Relevance of the candidate management scenarios: from the
field to the farm level

Our study presented a methodological approach for the devel-
opment phase of candidate scenarios. It is important to highlight
that our framework generated solutions optimized at the field level.
However, Blazy et al. (2010) demonstrated that innovative systems
that were effective at the field level could be problematic at the
farm level. In his case study, this was due to an increase of work-
load and a decrease of income. A next and important step is to test
and confirm the robustness and feasibility of the candidate sce-
narios selected by the model and to transfer the most relevant
ones to stakeholders and farmers (Loyce and Wery, 2006). Bio-
economic farm models could be used for an ex ante assessment
of innovations at the farm level (Blazy et al., 2010). The develop-
ment of such a model, however, would require that we complete
and refine the set of performance criteria for system productivity.
For example, Tixier et al. (2008) defined a more comprehensive
economic indicator by considering yield, ceiling price, cost of man-
power and cost of agricultural inputs at the same time. This requires
databases with detailed technical and economic references (e.g.,
Plenet et al., 2009), particularly those that refer to the work-
load associated with highly labor-intensive manual operations (i.e.,
pruning and hand thinning) that can vary between the scenar-
ios. All these points would be interesting to consider for further
research.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we demonstrated that multi-criteria crop–pest
simulation models associated with multi-objective optimization
approaches provide a useful framework for the design of integrated
production systems. This framework can help to design solutions
that satisfy different farmers’ expectations and should be seen as a
tool for dialogue with decision-makers. Even if this framework pro-
vides satisfactory results, some improvements could still be made,
as discussed above. In particular, further research should focus
on the following points: (i) modeling the long-term effect of pest
infestation on the tree; (ii) considering other optimization algo-
rithms; and (iii) refining the criterion formulation in conjunction
with experts.
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Abstract

The development of newmethods and approaches for ensuring the sustainability of agri-
culture and ecosystem services is an important challenge that ecologists, agronomists,
and theoreticians must address together. Enhancement of ecosystem services needs
to be addressed at different scales and should include the interaction between farmland
biodiversity and stakeholders (farmers, managers, policy makers, etc.) to optimize service
delivery. Predictions require an understanding of the interactions between numerous
management options and components of biodiversity. Here, we argue that interaction
networks on a broad sense (from food webs to landscapes networks in which nodes
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could be species, trophic groups, fields or farms) can help address this high level of com-
plexity. We examine how tools frommathematics and artificial intelligence, developed for
network modelling and reasoning, could be useful for assessing and enhancing ecosys-
tems services. In doing this we highlight the gaps that currently exist between our ques-
tions about ecosystem service provision and our ability to answer them with current
modelling approaches. We illustrate the use of these tools with three case studies related
to ‘pest regulation services’. These include food web approaches to assess animal pest
regulation services and decisional models to address management strategies for diseases
and weeds. Finally, we describe how different types of network models might operate at
different scales of management. The future challenge for agroecologists will be to pro-
duce models of interactions and emergent ecosystem services, which are sufficiently
quantified and validated. We suggest that network ecology is a nascent research topic
that is developing a strong and unified empirical and theoretical foundation, which could
serve as the central paradigm for a sustainable, intensive agriculture in the future.

1. INTRODUCTION

Farmers and other agricultural stakeholders are the dominant man-

agers of the Earth’s land surface, and they will continue to shape agricultural

ecosystems in the coming decades. The development of new methods and

approaches for ensuring the sustainability of agriculture, and the ecosystem

services it provides, is one of the most challenging scientific issues faced by

ecologists, agronomists, and theoreticians and addressing it will require joint

efforts by these different groups (Tilman et al., 2002). Cultivated ecosystems

provide a wide range of benefits to people, and these have become known as

‘Ecosystem Services’ (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA), 2005).

After Boyd and Banzhaf (2007), Fischer et al. (2008) proposed that ecosys-

tem services are those aspects of ecological function that are actively or pas-

sively used to enhance human well-being. The major role of agriculture is to

provide ‘provisioning’ ecosystem services, as defined in the Millennium

Ecosystem Assessment (MA) (2005), mostly through the production of

goods and cultural conservation.

The ecological mechanisms underlying ecosystem services encompass

the complexity of numerous possible interactions between species within

and among local ecosystems. The effects of biodiversity on mechanisms

underlying most ecosystem services are now well established and recog-

nized, both empirically (Letourneau et al., 2011) and theoretically (Isbell

et al., 2011). Ideally, all ecosystem services should also be taken into account

when resource management decisions are made, and this should be

addressed at different spatial and temporal scales, as well as including the
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interaction between biodiversity and stakeholders, so as to maximize services

and minimize disservices (Tscharntke et al., 2005). Quantifying services and

their value has, however, proven difficult (Nelson et al., 2009). In particular,

the relationship between agricultural practice and services is poorly under-

stood. One reason is that ecological mechanisms underlying ecosystem ser-

vices encompass complex interactions not just between species, but also

among species, cultural practices, and stakeholder policies. Whereas models

tend to be used as exploratory tools for the design of innovative cropping

systems, for example, for the spatial arrangement of resources (Kropff

et al., 2001; Lo-Pelzer et al., 2010), there is still a lack of mechanistic model-

ling tools for analysing and exploring the effect of management options on

the provision of multiple ecosystem services. These are required for design-

ing innovative cropping systems at field and landscape scales, and at larger

scales for planning future options of territory management and policies. Such

process- or mechanism-based models also need to incorporate the complex-

ity of the interactions encompassed by ecological and decisional networks.

Agroecosystems are complex systems in which many species interact,

with ecological processes that take place at different spatial scales, and with

strong interactions between ecological and management processes (Loeuille

et al., 2013; Mulder et al., 2013). These diverse types of interactions all fit in

the general theoretical framework of ‘interaction networks’ (e.g. Ings et al.,

2009; Woodward et al., 2010a), which is useful for addressing ecological

interaction issues including food webs (Bohan et al., 2013; Moya-Larano

et al., 2012), interaction networks between hosts and pathogens (Loeuille

et al., 2013), and networks of spatial interdependence between localities

(Massol and Petit, 2013). The concept of ‘interaction networks’ allows

researchers: (i) to study and comprehend the emergent properties of com-

plex systems and (ii) to develop general rules that link individual stakeholder

decisions to broad outcomes of the system.When applied to agroecosystems

and ecosystem services, interaction network approaches, and associated

methodological tools, could provide insight into the relative influence of

natural communities, landscape elements and management decisions on

one another, and on the various ecosystem services they provide. The con-

cept could help researchers determine howmuch of each service is provided

across the multiple scales of the networks (field, farm, or landscape) at

different organizational levels (species, community, or ecosystems) and deci-

sion makers design innovative strategies for ecosystem services management.

Interactions at different scales and different organizational levels greatly

increase the level of complexity that must be considered, and tools are
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needed to design efficient collective and spatially structured strategies to

enhance services and reduce disservices of agroecosystems.

In this chapter, we review how network models might be used to address

major issues concerning the future of agricultural sustainability and how they

can be used in an applied perspective to analyse, compare, and design man-

agement strategies of ecosystem services. We consider here network models

in a broad sense; from food webs to landscapes networks in which nodes

could be species, trophic groups, fields or farms. We highlight the great

potential of networkmodels to address global questions because of their abil-

ity to integrate properties across complex ecological (e.g. conservation

(Montoya et al., 2012)) and management questions (Daugherty et al.,

2007), which necessarily involve numerous interactions. We also point

out gaps between current modelling possibilities and applied research ques-

tions concerning ecosystem services. Although network models can be

applied to optimize a wide range of ecosystem services, this chapter focuses

on pest regulation services, as these are currently the best understood in this

context. Three case studies illustrate the broad uses of these models and dem-

onstrate that network models can be used to address, simultaneously, several

services in agroecosystems. Case study 1 concerns the use of food web

models to assess the pest regulation services. Case study 2 describes a deci-

sional landscape network model for the design of collective disease manage-

ment strategies. Case study 3 describes a decisional landscape networkmodel

for the sustainable management of weeds. Finally, we propose a comprehen-

sive approach for the linking of networks and services and for answering the-

oretical and applied agricultural questions with network models.

2. WHICH NETWORK MODEL FOR WHICH ECOSYSTEM
SERVICE QUESTION?

Network models encompass a wide variety of mathematical tools that

enable researchers to study a broad range of processes linked to interactions

between entities/nodes in networks (Bohan et al., 2013). Network models,

relevant to agriculture, can represent ecological interactions between organ-

isms, spatial relationships between entities and the exchange of information

between stakeholders (farmers, policy makers, etc.). Network models all

share some features. Irrespective of the mechanism that they simulate or

their spatial extent, the structure of the associated interaction network

includes entities that exchange energy or matter or information that shapes

the network. Given this common structuring, network models share design
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principles, such as metrics (e.g. connectivity and clustering; see Bohan et al.,

2013), and simple building-block motifs that can be analysed similarly

whether the network is physical, ecological, informational, or social

(Milo et al., 2002). Several types of network models are suitable for under-

standing this diversity of network in ecology, in general, and in agroecology,

in particular (Table 7.1). Here, we review three major types of network

Table 7.1 Examples of modelling (in grey) and applied (in black) issues to be addressed
with network models

Ecosystem
services

Network models

Trophic: material and
energy flow (food
webs)

Spatialized
interactions Decision interactions

Production How to link food
web and crop
models?

How to quantify/
model the cost of a
strategy?

Pest
regulation

How can predation
be used as a pest
regulation strategy?

How to design management strategies that
optimize pest control at the landscape scale?

How to incorporate mechanistic dispersal
models within decision frameworks?

Pollination How to integrate
non-trophic
interactions in food
webs?

Where should we direct conservation efforts
to maximize pollination service?

Biodiversity
conservation

How to predict
diversity?

How to prioritize conservation of semi-
natural habitats?

How to estimate a
trophic network
model from rare and
noisy observation
data?

How to reconstruct
an occurrence/
abundance map from
rare and noisy
observation data?

How to model the
trade-off between
production and
biodiversity
conservation?

Mitigation
of invasive
pests

Which community
structure is most
resilient to pest
invasion?

How to define strategies minimizing the
spread of diseases

How to reconstruct
an occurrence/
abundance map from
a sample?

How to measure the
quality of an
estimated
occurrence/
abundance map?
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model that allow researchers to address a wide range of questions related to

ecosystem services and agroecosystem management. The first two are food

web and spatial network models, which are directed at the analysis of net-

work processes and the testing of management strategies. The third type, the

decision interaction model, is concerned with understanding stakeholder

decisions. Together, these provide a framework for the design, by optimi-

zation, of innovative, agricultural management strategies.

Food web models (Table 7.2) allow the representation of trophic inter-

actions between species of a given community (Ings et al., 2009). Lotka–

Volterra equations (Lotka, 1925; Volterra, 1928) have long been used to

represent the dynamics of simple prey–predator systems. However, where

there is a need to capture all or most interactions between a large number

of species, structural food web models (Dunne et al., 2002a; Williams and

Martinez, 2008) can give higher descriptive power, but usually at the cost

of a loss of representation of the dynamics of interactions. Bayesian network

(BN) models would be preferred where stochasticity is considered to be

important (Eklöf et al., 2013; McDonald-Madden et al., 2011), as these also

have the advantage of requiring simpler data sets, given that they have no

mechanistic underpinning. Their limitation is that they are purely static

and therefore lack spatial and temporal dynamics. Spatial interaction models

(Table 7.3) explicitly represent the spatial interactions between populations

of organisms/pathogens (Massol and Petit, 2013). Within this family, met-

acommunity models extend dynamic models to spatial interactions (Loeuille

et al., 2013; May, 1973), but the representation of space is strictly implicit.

Individual dispersion models are played out across a grid space of discrete

cells (regular or irregular) in order to build dynamic, spatially explicit inter-

action networks or ‘grid-based’ models. Markov random fields (MRFs; Li,

2009) can represent stochastic spatial interactions on any structure of spatial

interaction network (regular or not). These models are not dynamic, but

the dynamics of spatial processes can be handled by extending them by

Table 7.2 Summary of main characteristics of food web models
Food web
model type Dynamic Stochastic Comments

Lotka–Volterra Yes No Dynamic and process-based
representation

Structural models No No Comprehensive representation

Bayesian network No Yes Simpler to estimate from data but static
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using, for instance, the enhanced capabilities of dynamic Bayesian networks

(DBNs; Ghahramani, 1998).

Several decision interaction models (Table 7.4) have also been devel-

oped, that are suitable for managing interaction networks. They are exten-

sions of BNs and Markov decision processes (MDPs; Puterman, 1994).

These can be used to model species management optimization within

trophic/spatial interaction networks (ID, Howard and Matheson, 1984;

Table 7.3 Summary of main characteristics of spatial interaction models:
metacommunity models, individual-based models (IBM)/grid-based models, Markov
random fields (MRF), dynamic Bayesian networks (DBN)
Spatial interaction
models Dynamic Stochastic Comments

Metacommunity Yes No Not spatially explicit

IBM/grid Yes No Can combine local and global dynamics

MRF No Yes Enables uncertainty to be attached to
spatial maps

DBN Yes Yes Very flexible modelling framework

Table 7.4 Summary of main characteristics of decision interaction models: influence
diagrams, factoredMarkov decision processes (FMDP), factored actions factoredMarkov
decision processes (FMDP) and graph-based Markov decision processes (GMDP)
Decision
interaction
models

Decision
structure Utility structure Comments

Influence
diagrams

Multiple
decision
variables

Additively structured utility No explicit notion of time.
Exact solution for
medium-sized problems

FMDP A global
decision
variable

Generally structured global
utility

Not relevant to most
problems of agricultural
network because of the
assumption of a unique
global decision

FA-FMDP Multiple
decision
variables

Generally structured global
utility

Very flexible modelling
framework

GMDP Multiple
decision
variables

Additively structured utility,
with respect to the same
structure as for decision

Can solve approximately
high dimension dynamic
problems
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FMDP, Boutilier et al., 1999; FA-FMDP, Kim and Dean, 2002; GMDP,

Sabbadin et al., 2012).

We now examine, in more detail, the potential usefulness of these three

families of models for enhancing ecosystem services, and we present some

exciting perspectives for their development and use.

2.1. Food web models for pest regulation services
Food web structure, or the realized network of trophic links between species

of a given community, is a major factor affecting the performance and sta-

bility of ecosystems (Layer et al., 2010; Neutel et al., 2007). Food webs are

one logical representation for agroecosystems because they describe who-

eats-whom, and consequently the flow of biomass through the system. Plant

diversification in agriculture is a key tool that farmers can use to structure

food webs (Scherber et al., 2010) and to increase pest and disease suppression

(Chaplin-Kramer et al., 2011). Increased plant diversity can result in

increased pest and disease control as a consequence of habitat effects, dis-

persal, and bottom-up and top-down effects (Ratnadass et al., 2012), which

drive or are driven by trophic interactions (Worm and Duffy, 2003).

While the role of direct trophic interactions in the control of pests has

been demonstrated (Cardinale et al., 2003), the biological regulation of pests

does not rely on the complete elimination of the pest from the ecosystem, as

in chemical-based agriculture (Lewis et al., 1997). Rather, it is believed that

a stable and healthy agroecosystem relies on a balance between pests and

their predators and parasites in a given community (Hudson et al., 2006)

and other biotic modes of regulation, such as mitigation through selection

of crops that have non-host status for pests (Desanlis et al., 2013). Among the

processes that mediate the success of pest control, predation within the guild

of predators is of particular importance (Nóia et al., 2008; Roy et al., 2008)

since it is a process that may be enhanced by modification of habitats and

primary resources available in agroecosystems (Mollot et al., 2012).

Foodwebmodels provide a quantitative framework for combining com-

munity structure and population dynamics, to study the functions and ser-

vices associated with biodiversity processes and ecosystem management

options, including a wide range of questions associated with pest control

(Fig. 7.1). The use of food web models, which include primary producers,

pests and alternative herbivores, and different trophic levels of predators, to

address issues applied to agricultural contexts remains relatively scarce.

Lotka–Volterra models are, however, particularly suitable for studying the
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role of intra-guild predation in pest control; for example, by searching for a

set of species between which the level of intra-guild predation is sufficiently

high to disrupt pest control. These simple models are suitable for studying

the role of alternative food resources, whether primary producers or herbi-

vores, which play a significant role in the dynamics of the community

(Loeuille et al., 2013). This latter question is crucial in those cropping sys-

tems to which an agronomist specifically introduces more diversity, such as

in cover cropping or companion planting situations. Case study 1 (see

below) illustrates a concrete use of this type of simple model. More complex

models, dealing with many species, would allow the study of the role of

diversity among trophic groups or of the whole community on the enhance-

ment of pest control; a crucial question in highly diversified cropping sys-

tems, such as tropical agro-forestry systems. Indeed, it has long been

hypothesized (Elton, 1927) that more pest control might be expected in

complex systems (Letourneau et al., 2011; Vockenhuber et al., 2013), but

this may occur at the same time as more trophic interactions that could inter-

fere with the regulation service (Straub et al., 2008). Models could help in

disentangling how the organization of plant diversity in space and in time

might maximize regulation services.

2.1.1 Existing models
Lotka–Volterra differential equations (1925; 1928) are the starting point of most

dynamic food web models (Allesina and Tang, 2012; Berlow et al., 2004;

Figure 7.1 Major questions associated with pest control inside food webs.
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DeRuiter et al., 1995;Deangelis et al., 1989;May, 1973;McCann et al., 1998).

Recent developments of Lotka–Volterra-based models include stability analy-

sis, under nutrient-limited conditions (Hulot and Loreau, 2006), and the

integration of adaptive traits (Sun and Loreau, 2009). Given the possibility

of chaotic behaviour of this type of model in systems of when more than three

species are included or for particular parameter values (May, 1973), Lotka–

Volterra-based models have mostly been used to simulate simplified webs,

usually with no more than three trophic levels. In contrast, structural food

web models allow the integration of a diversity of feeding links among a large

numbers of species (Dunne et al., 2002a; Williams and Martinez, 2008).

Although they have detail, structural models use relatively simple rules to pre-

dict feeding relationships (Petchey et al., 2008;Woodward et al., 2010b). In the

nichemodel, for example, possible prey can bemodelled according to body size

or other niche traits (Williams and Martinez, 2000), and more recent models

are able to predict where in the web the links will be positioned (Petchey

et al., 2008; Woodward et al., 2010b). However, structural models usually

do not include population dynamics or demography, and focus on describing

the food web structure at a given time in a given condition; their use as tools

to test changing management strategies over time is therefore limited.

Researchers who are attempting to understand a system might choose to

focus on the broad ecological functions of the organisms rather than

attempting to identify, describe, and understand every species (Caron-

Lormier et al., 2009, 2011). Functional groups or types are groups of species

that share similar ecological properties or traits and that, therefore, perform

the same function in a given system (Hawes et al., 2009). Once these groups

are identified, the next step is to link them together. In agroecosystems, the

aim is to grow crops to obtain a good yield, so any organism or process that

removes crop biomass or yield is then treated as a ‘pest’ or disservice. Build-

ing functional food webs is challenging, however, because it requires infor-

mation on the feeding habits of the functional groups. The problem is that it

is not always possible to ‘witness’ a feeding link between two species or func-

tional groups (Ings et al., 2009). Innovative methods like machine learning,

as exemplified in Bohan et al. (2011), can help solve this problem when

applied to species-occurrence data. The type of data available is usually tax-

onomic but Tamaddoni-Nezhad et al. (2013) describe a method for learning

and estimating the explanatory power of food webs using functional groups

rather than species. Functional food webs are a static representation of the

system and allow for robust connectivity analyses (Dunne et al., 2002b),

but would not indicate changes in the density of each functional group over
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time. For this, we need to model foodwebs by including population dynam-

ics as is done in individual-based models or Lotka–Volterra representations

(Pascual and Dunne, 2006). Once the dynamics of the system can be

simulated, we can investigate whether system perturbations may lead to

the loss of function. The function of interest depends on the system being

studied, but in the case of agroecosystems, two that are typically considered

are crop yield or pest control. System perturbations may be in the form of

chemical management leading to the change of some life-history traits (e.g.

survival rate). Indeed, the perturbation of one or more functional groups

may propagate, or cascade, through the food web and reach other functional

groups that are performing important functions (Hawes et al., 2003). Using a

simulation model, Raybould et al. (2011) have recently shown that a reduc-

tion of one life-history trait of an aphid predator functional group, due to a

chemical management, does not necessarily lead to a loss of function (i.e.

aphid predation) because of the functional redundancy in the system. When

two predator groups perform the same function, the reduction in the

performance of any one group may be compensated for by the other.

The research of Raybould et al. (2011) involved only a few type species

for functional groups, but showed that the combination of functional groups

and food web representations, coupled to a simulation approach, might help

predict the impact of management on the overall functioning of the system.

Another approach, as proposed by McDonald-Madden et al. (2011) and

Eklöf et al. (2013), is the use of the BN framework (Jensen and Nielsen,

2007) to model food webs. BNs represent the trophic relations between spe-

cies graphically, with conditional probabilities for the presence of predators

given the presence of prey, differing from Lotka–Volterra and structural

food webmodels that are based onmaterial fluxes. As a result, the BN frame-

work allows researchers to explicitly model the inherent uncertainty of

species persistence without explicitly modelling the dynamics of extinctions.

This explicit modelling of uncertainty will allow researchers to evaluate for

the first time network resilience based on species-persistence probabilities,

rather than on structure alone, but to the best of our knowledge this has

not yet been attempted. Furthermore, because conservation management

typically deals with species persistence, and likelihood, rather than web

structure, BN approaches could be extremely useful for designing and eval-

uating management strategies for increased system resilience. Finally,

because models using a BN framework are based on correlated probabilities

of species presence, rather than biological processes such as predation, they

can be built from simple ‘on-field’ observations of individual presence/
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absence, enabling simpler experimental set-ups than required for computing

the parameters and structure of Lotka–Volterra or structural models. Unlike

these two later types of models, the BN approach is static in nature, focusing

on species persistence probabilities in a hypothetical equilibrium state. The

approach has also been extended to incorporate species dynamics (Probert

et al., 2012), using a DBN model in a way similar to that used for decision

interactions models, which are described in Section 2.3.

2.1.2 Application to the improvement of ecosystem services
Lotka–Volterra-based models and structural models are applicable to pest

regulation in agroecosystems, and particularly for studying the dynamics

of the interactions between pests and their predators, when basal resources

and alternative prey availability vary over time. Lotka–Volterra-based

models are also useful for studying how the traits of pests, predators and alter-

native prey change the potential for pest control and the long-term system

stability. Recent progress in agroecology has come about through linking

food web and agronomic models. The concept of food web-cropping sys-

tem models proposed by Tixier et al. (2013b) is an example of the linking of

two types of model normally used by two distinct scientific communities. In

this coupling, the crop models detail the soil–plant relationships, with regard

to water and nutrient consumption, while the trophic-web models describe

interactions between the invertebrate communities associated with the crop.

This process-based approach allows the trade-offs between ecosystems ser-

vices, including biotic regulation of crop pests, nutrient cycling and crop

production to be examined in simulation.

In contrast to dynamic food web models, structural models allow a com-

prehensive representation of food webs, accounting for all the species

and interactions within the community. Comprehensive representation

becomes especially important in agroecosystems that have higher levels of

biodiversity than intensively managed systems (Malézieux, 2012). While

these models are not generally dynamic, the complex structure of networks

can be linked to community functions and emerging properties by the

detection of motifs (Milo et al., 2002). Motif analyses enable to reveal par-

ticular organization of a small set of species interactions (usually three or

four) that occur more frequently than expected from observation of random

networks. Such motif analysis is particularly useful because three- or four-

species motifs (Bascompte and Melian, 2005; Stouffer et al., 2007) might

be linked to ecological functions, in particular intra-guild predation and

apparent competition. Motif analysis fills the gap between food web models
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and more theoretical dynamic models. Size-3 motifs have received in-depth

attention from ecologists, and as an example exploitative competition and

apparent competition motifs have been studied theoretically in-depth for

many years (Holt and Polis, 1997; Polis and Holt, 1992). Understanding

of the behaviour of motifs (Schoener, 1983) and their occurrence has per-

mitted a wide range of hypothesis to be tested, from the basic ‘green world

hypothesis’ that states that terrestrial herbivores consume relatively little

plant biomass because they are controlled by predators (Hairston et al.,

1960) to applied questions such as conditions of pest regulation in

agroecosystems (Liu et al., 2005; Mills and Getz, 1996). Such simultaneous

use of structural analysis and dynamic modelling of simplified motifs will

surely have great relevance for linking food web structure with associated

functions, especially where species of interest may be clearly identified

and for which it is necessary to understand both the species–species interac-

tions and the implications for other interactions within the community.

The BN approach has been recently applied to model and optimize the

management of species interacting through food web relations (McDonald-

Madden et al., 2011). This approach, and the dynamical extension to DBN,

are potentially very promising as they could provide powerful reasoning/

management tools for a cost-effective level of experimental effort.

2.1.3 Trends and future challenges
There is a growing effort to unify community models and ecosystem func-

tioning into a comprehensive food web ecology that takes into account

both: (i) the spatial and temporal variability of individuals, populations,

and species of community ecology and (ii) the stocks, flows and dynamics

of energy, biomass and nutrients considered in ecosystem ecology

(Thompson et al., 2012). However, this effort is limited by the substantial

effort required to construct and analyse food webs and by the lack of models

with testable, mechanistic foundations. We believe that new, more compre-

hensive methods could be used to address one of the most logistically chal-

lenging tasks in the modelling of agroecosystem food webs; the

identification of all consumer–resource interactions—who is eating whom.

These novel methods combine stable isotope analysis, in natural or enrich-

ment experiments that manipulate abundance, and the tools provided by

molecular biology (Carreon-Martinez and Heath, 2010). Stable isotopes

can provide an integrative measure of the diet of species (Ponsard and

Arditi, 2000). Next-generation DNA sequencing provides the most com-

prehensive and accurate measure of trophic links in ecosystems by enabling
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researchers to match DNA barcode sequences amplified from the gut con-

tent to large DNA sequences databases (Pompanon et al., 2011; Traugott

et al., 2013). With these data, modellers should be able to develop models

that detail current theory and understanding. Designing dynamic models

that account for such newly revealed complexity is major issue for being able

to predict food web responses to management options. One direction is to

account for the multitude of interactions using structural models and study-

ing the dynamical behaviour of the system at a smaller scale, for instance at

the motif scale (three to four species in interaction). In such prospective

models, food webs may be represented by stochastic–dynamic models,

where each motif (and its associated functions) has a probability of occur-

rence in a given food web. The probability dynamics of each specified motif,

accounting for life-history traits of the species involved in the motif, would

then lead to the evaluation of indicators of functions such as the stability or

the coexistence of species in the motif at equilibrium. These indicators could

be completed by indicators of functions directly deduced from the intrinsic

structure of motifs (e.g. generalism and vulnerability). Both the model

derived and the intrinsic indicators of structure could then be tailored to spe-

cific question, such as the roles played by particular species of interest like

pests and predators. The resulting profile of functions could be used to char-

acterize those ecosystem services necessary to address a given issue (Fig. 7.2).

2.1.4 Case study 1—modelling arthropod food webs to test pest
regulation strategies

2.1.4.1 The system under study and the services targeted
The relatively simple food webs and flexible management of banana

plantation agroecosystems are suitable for studying how the management

of alternative basal resources, such as weeds and cover crops, changes the top-

down suppression of crop pests and the productivity of banana plants. The

banana weevil, Cosmopolites sordidus (Coleoptera: Curculionidae), which is

the most serious insect pest of this crop (Gold et al., 2001), has been

found to be regulated more efficiently by generalist ant and earwig predators

when in the presence of a cover crop (Mollot et al., 2012). The management

of the weeds or cover crops mediates the structure of the arthropod

food web by modifying the resources available to herbivores (Duyck

et al., 2011; Tixier et al., 2013a), and modulates the intensity of competition

between the living cover and banana plants for mineral resources in

the soil (Ripoche et al., 2012). Here, we have used a process-based model

to understand how the frequency of mowing, which is the main cover

crop management option, alters the provision of production (yield),
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regulation (pest control) and conservation (arthropod diversity) services in

banana ecosystems.

2.1.4.2 The modelling approach
Tixier et al. (2013b) proposed a linked crop model and a food webmodel for

banana agroecosystems (Fig. 7.3). We follow this proposition by using a

Figure 7.2 Perspective of linking motif analysis and dynamic simulation to assess func-
tions of highly resolved food webs. Functions evaluated by dynamic models could be
the stability including the amplitude of variations, the coexistence of the species of the
motif, and the potential to control herbivore (could be evaluated by herbivores abun-
dance at equilibrium). Intrinsic functions are resulting from the inherent structure of
each motif, it could be notes given by experts to each module assessing the levels
of specialism, generalism, and vulnerability. Functions evaluated by dynamic models
and intrinsic functions should be modulated according to the functions to be evaluated
(e.g. focussing the indicator on pest control, maintenance of predator community, or
minimizing intra-guild predation). We illustrate what could be the functions profile of
a pest-suppressive food web and a pest-favourable food web.
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simple crop model, derived from the SIMBA cropping systemmodel (Tixier

et al., 2008), to simulate the growth of banana plants over successive

cropping cycles; growth is based on the interception of light, which drives

photosynthesis and therefore growth, and daily temperature, which governs

plant phenology. Banana and a cover crop species (Brachiaria decumbens) par-

tition light resources and compete for nitrogen in the SIMBA-N module

(Dorel et al., 2008). Growth of the cover crop is described by the

SIMBA-CCmodule (Tixier et al., 2011).We link this soil–crop plant model

to a Lotka–Volterra food web model, analogous to the one developed by

Takimoto et al. (2007). This food web model includes the major pest of

banana plants (banana weevils, H1), a herbivore that feeds on the cover crop

(crickets, H2), a predator that feeds on both herbivores according to their

relative abundance (ants, P1) and an intra-guild predator that can feed on

H2 and P1 according to their relative abundance (spiders, P2).

Figure 7.3 Diagram and outputs of the banana agroecosystem modelling framework
(case study 1). The diagram on the left shows the structure of the model. The model
includes banana and the cover crop, which compete for soil nitrogen, and four trophic
groups. Double-line arrows indicate flows of nitrogen, single-line arrows indicate tro-
phic links, and the dotted-line arrow indicates the feedback of the pest on crop func-
tioning. On the right, the two graphs show dynamic outputs of soil–plant modules
(biomass of banana and cover crop) (bottom) and food-web modules (population
dynamics of each trophic group) (top).
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This food web appears to reproduce the structure observed in banana

agroecosystems (Duyck et al., 2011; Mollot et al., 2012). The increase in

herbivore populations follows logistic growth, as was also seen for the COS-

MOS model (Vinatier et al., 2009) that we have adapted. We assumed that

the carrying capacity of H2 varies with cover crop biomass (simulated by the

SIMBAmodel). Predation rates of P1 and P2 have been parameterized using

measurements made in commercial banana fields (Abera-Kalibata et al.,

2008). Banana growth is affected by banana weevil herbivory, in the SIMBA

model, following a damage function (Ayuke et al., 2011; Vinatier

et al., 2009).

2.1.4.3 Main outputs
We used this framework to simulate agronomic performance (yield and pest

abundance) and ecological performance (diversity of the arthropod commu-

nity and total primary production). The model allowed us to test how an

additional resource and its management alter the soil, the plants, the arthro-

pod community and their interactions. When mowing was more frequent,

banana yield increased because of reduced competition for nitrogen, while

biological control of the insect pest by the generalist predators decreased

(Fig. 7.4). The model can, therefore, be used as a tool to explore the

trade-offs between these two ecosystem services. The tool allowed us to dis-

entangle the relationship between cropping practices (frequency of mowing)

and ecological metrics, such as arthropod diversity (the Shannon index) in

the food web. Themodel output indicated that mowing intervals of less than

7 weeks would dramatically decrease diversity. These simulations also

showed that increasing fertilization would increase yield and biological con-

trol. The latter result is consistent with general ecological theories predicting

that the strength of trophic cascades increases with ecosystem productivity

(Polis et al., 2000).

2.2. Spatial network models for describing spatial
and spatio-temporal agroecosystem dynamics

Spatial interactions take place across many spatial scales, from intra-field scale

to the scale of a landscape. These spatial interactions weave together various

sub-networks that determine whole-ecosystem functioning (see Massol and

Petit, 2013). The spatial management of biodiversity and of cultural practices

are levers that could be used to optimize agriculture sustainability and the

provision of ecosystem services using spatial networkmodels. Typically, spa-

tial network models consider nodes (see Glossary in Bohan et al., 2013),
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which may be plants or patches or locales or fields that interact by exchang-

ing organisms, pathogens, etc. The aim of spatial network modelling is then

to understand the spatial pattern of occupation or the spatial dynamics of

those organisms, over the spatial network.

For the case of enhancing pest control, spatial network models might

help disentangle the role of the spatial organization of natural, semi-natural

and agricultural ecosystems in driving landscape-ecological mechanisms.

These mechanisms can comprise regulation, through the management of

pest dispersion, and the enhancement of biological control (Fig. 7.5).

2.2.1 Existing models
We introduce several families of spatial network models here, all of which

are built on the hypothesis that the current state of one particular node in the

interaction network depends only on the states of neighbouring nodes.

Deterministic metacommunity models were probably the first models

developed by ecologists (May, 1973) to represent communities organized

Figure 7.4 Simulated agronomic performance (yield and weevil populations) and eco-
logical performance (primary productivity and arthropod diversity) of a banana
agroecosystem as affected by cover crop management (interval between consecutive
mowing) and fertilization level ( 0.6, 1.0, and 1.4 times the recommended
dose of nitrogen) (case study 1).
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spatially on patches of habitats (the nodes of the network). Each community

is spatially distinct (a patch) but dispersal to other communities is possible.

These models are primarily spatially implicit and composed of two explicit

dynamical scales: a local one at the patch scale (usually non-spatial and not

individual-based), and a global one that corresponds to exchanges between

patches (Leibold et al., 2004). Recently, this type of metacommunity model

has been combined with spatially explicit models so that the exact location of

each habitat patch can be described. Two factors, in particular, have contrib-

uted to the increased interest in, and development of, spatially explicit

models: (i) a better understanding and appreciation of the spatial dynamics

of land cover (provided by geographical information systems and satellite

images) and (ii) the increased calculation power of computers.

The landscape scale is often more suitable than the field scale for ana-

lysing the spatial distribution of pests, as dispersal typically occurs across

supra-field scales (Chave, 2013). Landscapes, which are composed of a net-

work of interconnected management units, exhibit a high level of landscape

element heterogeneity (fields and inter-field habitats) (Loeuille et al., 2013).

Space discretization in landscape models is generally based on regular grids

that discriminate landscape elements. Irregular grids have been considered

(Colbach et al., 2005b), but solely to model single-species dynamics. The

cells of the grids become the spatial entity within which species interact. Spa-

tial redistribution of species from one cell to another is modelled using dis-

persal kernels, which describe both long-distance dispersal (Nathan, 2006)

Figure 7.5 Major questions associated with the spatial management of pests at differ-
ent scales.
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and local dispersal (Wiegand et al., 1999). Interactions within cells can be

formalized by Lotka–Voltera models, depending on the interaction type.

Stochastic models of spatial interactions in a network include MRFs that

enable a static representation of spatial correlations between variables

(Li, 2009). An MRF describes the joint probability distribution of a set of

random variables at each spatial location. This may be a crop field in an agri-

cultural region or a quadrat in a particular field, for instance depending on

the landscape scale of the study. The state of a location can be, for example, a

measure of weed abundance or a disease severity index. Graphically, a node

is assigned to each location of the landscape of interest, and edges link any

two neighbouring nodes (Fig. 7.6). As was the case for the BN model, the

MRF model allows researchers to specify a joint probability distribution

over global maps of spatial phenomena, using only local interaction func-

tions. These functions specify which local patterns are more likely than

others. The full description requires only site-specific abundance measures

and neighbourhood correlation measures. Even though the number of

parameters in an MRF is reduced, the framework can be used to model

complex, large-scale spatial processes (Fig. 7.7). Anisotropy of the process

can be modelled by using different interaction functions on different edges

of the network. Similarly, smooth or abrupt spatial variations of the process

can be modelled through selection of particular interaction functions. Den-

sity repartitions of the process, associated with differences from the average

weed abundance or average disease severity over the entire study area, can be

modelled by using particular local, site-specific functions.

Figure 7.6 Graph associated with a Markov random field model of a spatial network of
locations: there is one node per location and an edge between two locations that share
a common border. In a disease management context, the set of locations can be, for
instance, a set of crop fields in a landscape. Grey areas are infected fields, and white
areas are healthy fields.
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When the spatial process has important temporal dynamics, DBNs can be

used to extend MRF to the modelling of spatio-temporal dynamics

(Ghahramani, 1998). By combining spatial and temporal components,

DBNs provide a rich modelling framework. As with MRFs, random vari-

ables in DBNs are attached to all locations but the state of each variable in a

DBN is followed at successive (discrete) time steps.

2.2.2 Application to the improvement of ecosystem services
Metacommunity models can be used to examine how different spatial

arrangements of land use modifies interactions between multiple species

assemblages (Vinatier et al., 2012b). Vinatier et al., 2012a, used a grid-based

model as a virtual laboratory to explore the effects of management practices,

such as crop rotation, on a tri-trophic system including a host plant, and

insect herbivore and a parasitoid. Such model represents one of the first con-

crete tools to orient the crop management at a landscape scale to maximize

biological control.

When field observations are limited, MRFs help to reconstruct

the most likely maps of pest abundance. It was successfully applied to weeds

population at the field scale to provide marginal probability distributions

of weed abundance: to accomplish this, an MRF was constructed, using

neighbourhood correlation coefficients obtained from experts or learned

from limited field observation. However, map reconstruction from limited

observations was only part of the problem. The quality of the reconstructed

map depended on the locations of the observations. Peyrard et al. (2013)

and Bonneau (2012) have developed decision-theoretic models, combining

Figure 7.7 Example of spatial patterns that can be modelled and compared using an
MRF model. Grey levels represent the abundances of the mapped process (weed, path-
ogen, etc.). Left: The process maybe isotropic (disc pattern) or anisotropic (disc pattern
stretched in preferential directions). Centre: The different density classes may be evenly
represented or some density classes may be over-represented in space. Right: Density
variation in space can be abrupt, or smooth.
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MRF and MDPs (Puterman, 1994, see Section 2.3), and simple heuristics for

choosing sample locations and number to optimize the quality of the

reconstructed map. The corresponding sampling strategies are adaptive: as

soon as new observations become available, they are used to choose the next

sampling location. The authors showed that these adaptive strategies produced

better quality maps than static sampling strategies in which the sampled loca-

tions were set at the beginning of the survey. In particular, the adaptive strat-

egies outperform standard sampling strategies (regular sampling, star-shaped

sampling, random sampling, etc.). Such MRF-based approaches will be very

useful for spatial-process map reconstruction and sampling-design. They

should also enable researchers and managers to compare the structure of maps

resulting from different decisions, providing a powerful tool for analysing the

effect of candidate management decisions on ecosystem services.

2.2.3 Trends and future challenges
All of these spatial models share commonmethodological issues: (i) choice of

a modelling structure (What are the network elements? Which elements are

correlated?), (ii) choice of the model parameters (How many parameters are

used to represent spatial correlations?), and (iii) parameter estimation based

on limited observations (Li, 2009). If the model is stochastic, as with MRFs,

the imperfect and noisy nature of observations needs to be taken into

account. Observations may only indirectly represent the process to be

mapped (e.g. weeds density may be only approximately measured, or weed

species may be confused). Hidden MRFs, which generalize MRFs can be

used in this context, as in Peyrard et al. (2013). Finally, the construction

of sampling cost models is a specific task in designing sampling strategies.

Cost may be difficult to define, and data are not always available. The cost

can be monetary or have a different nature. In Bonneau (2012), for example,

the cost model represented the time required to sample a quadrat and to

move from one to the next.

2.2.4 Case study 2—designing networks of crop fields for the collective
management of disease

2.2.4.1 The system and targeted services
Long-term management of phoma stem canker on oilseed rape, caused by

the species complex Leptosphaeria maculans/L. biglobosa, was chosen as a case

study because of the economic importance of the disease and the substantial

scientific knowledge available on the pathosystem (Aubertot et al., 2006).

Epidemics of phoma stem canker are initiated by infected stubbles that
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remain on the soil surface after harvest of oilseed rape. These are the source

of ascospores that are wind-dispersed after a period of maturation. Ploughing

can therefore be effective for reducing inoculum production at the field scale

(Schneider et al., 2006). These wind-dispersed spores infect seedlings and

young plants. Once the fungus has infected a leaf, it systemically colonizes

the plant and produces a canker located at the basal stem and the crown.

Because the efficacy of chemical control is uncertain, the control of phoma

stem canker on oilseed rape relies on the use of cultivars with specific and/or

quantitative resistances and cultural control. However, resistance can break-

down within a few years (Daverdin et al., 2012), and collective resistance

management at the territory level is needed for effective disease control

(Aubertot et al., 2006). Whenever possible, tillage should be adapted to

reduce the quantity of primary inoculum produced on infected stubble.

Because of ascospore dispersal, designing genetic and cultural control at

the field level is not optimal. Collective strategies at a regional level could

lead to a more efficient and more sustainable management of the disease.

2.2.4.2 The modelling approach
We used a GMDP framework to represent interactions between patches

with local dynamics, across a network. A repeated 3-year rotation (oilseed

rape–wheat–barley) was investigated. The GMDP model represented the

relationships between neighbouring fields, in terms of spore dispersal from

wheat fields with infected stubble to oilseed rape fields. The local predicted

variables assigned to each field were the crop, disease severity, and the pro-

portion of virulent pathogens (i.e. pathogens that have lost their virulence to

host–plant resistance). The local cultural practices variables assigned to each

field were the cultivar choice (resistant vs. susceptible) and the decision to

plough or not to plough as a function of a disease severity threshold. Actions

have no effect on dispersion but can limit infection as well as inoculum pro-

duction for the following year. Local utility functions combine local yields,

and control action costs. Local transition probabilities represent disease

severity and pathogen population evolution between two time steps, taking

into account pathogen dispersal from the infected stubble in neighbouring

fields as affected by cropping practices (i.e. cultivar choice and tillage).

Figure 7.8 provides a schematic representation of the drivers of the crop

and disease changes within one time step (1 year). As an optimization model,

this GMDP is linked to a disease dynamic model that is far less detailed than

the epidemiological or crop models usually used by agronomists and pathol-

ogists. The transition probability was therefore divided into three successive
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modules: inoculum production, dispersal, and infection and stubble burial.

The parameters for each module have been derived from simulations of the

muchmore detailed SIPPOM-WOSRmodel (Lo-Pelzer et al., 2010). They

correspond to a discretization of the original variables for infection and path-

ogen population in each field, given by SIPPOM-WOSR. The proportion

of virulent pathogens was discretized into five classes, while only three dis-

ease severity classes were considered for computational reasons.

2.2.4.3 Main outputs
A simulation analysis was conducted to compare the strategy provided by the

GMDP model, representing disease epidemics and the adaptation of the

Figure 7.8 Schematic representation of spore dispersal and cropmanagement ofwinter
oil seed rape fields under a 3-year rotation, as modelled in a simple GMDP (case study 2).
Orange, light green, and dark green fields are wheat, winter oil seed rape, and barley
fields, respectively. At the beginning of cultural season t, spores of phoma stem canker
are wind-dispersed from stubble remaining in wheat fields, and the wind-dispersed
spores infect oil seed rape fields. The choice for control decisions (cultivar choice and
tillage) is made at time t, and their effects occur between t and t!1. Rewards are
estimatedafterharvest andareused tobuild theutility function. Solving theGMDPmodel
involves computing the strategy that optimizes the expected cumulated sum of utilities.
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pathogen population to specific levels of resistance at the landscape level, and

four other strategies (local and global) that were defined by a set of decision

rules designed using expert knowledge (Fig. 7.9). In this case, the predicted

cumulated reward (gross margins minus control costs, cumulated over years,

at the landscape scale) based on the strategy provided by the GMDP model

was significantly higher than those of strategies designed from expert knowl-

edge. With increasingly complex spatial decision problems, the GMDP

model solution leads to more efficient solutions than those based on expert

knowledge (Forsell et al., 2011).

2.3. Decision interactionmodels for the design ofmanagement
strategies

2.3.1 Existing models
Network models are used not only for modelling ecological processes but also

for modelling problems of decision under uncertainty and for optimizing

those decisions. When network models are used for guiding decisions, the

goal is to optimize the value of a strategy according to utility functions. Utility

functions incorporate both rewards and costs resulting from particular

Figure 7.9 Box and whiskers plot of the value (cumulative mean rewards for farmers)
for five strategies of phoma stem canker control of phoma stem canker in winter oilseed
rape–wheat–barley rotations in a given agricultural region (case study 2). The results
were obtained from two spatial distributions of cropping systems!50 initial
states!100 runs over 30 years. The largest value was obtained by solving a GMDP
model that simulated epidemics and the adaptation of the pathogen population to spe-
cific host–plant resistances. The other four strategies were defined using expert
knowledge.
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decisions or strategies. The value of a strategy represents the expected cumu-

lated sum of rewards (less costs) that may be incurredwhen following the strat-

egy from some fixed starting state. Such decision-oriented models may be

based on: (i) the extension of the BN framework to decision and (ii) the exten-

sion of MDPs to multiple correlated variables.

The influence diagram (ID) framework (Howard and Matheson, 1984),

shown in Fig. 7.10a, is an extension of BN that allows researchers to model

stochastic interactions between state variables (as in BNs) and between state

variables and decision variables. IDs also include utility nodes, representing

the functional dependency of local utilities on state and decision variables.

The ID framework allows the modelling of decision problems, and the out-

put consists of automatically designed strategies in the form of decision rules:

the designed strategies are those with optimal values.

The MDP framework has long been used for optimizing sequential deci-

sions under uncertainty (Puterman, 1994). In an MDP, time is discrete, and

there is one utility function per time step. Furthermore,MDPs usually involve

a single state variable and a single decision variable (evolving over time). The

MDP framework was originally used to model sequential decision problems,

but not decision problems in networks. Recently, the framework has been

combined with several network-based representations of probabilistic transi-

tion functions and utility functions to model structured decision problems.

Unlike MDPs, structured decision problems may involve several state and

decision variables that jointly evolve over time. They are termed factored

MDPs (FMDPs) when the problem involves several state variables and a single

decision variable (Boutilier et al., 1999) or factored action FMDPs (FA-

FMDPs) when the problem involves multiple decision variables (Kim and

Dean, 2002; Fig. 7.10b). Graph-basedMarkovDecision Processes or GMDPs

(Sabbadin et al., 2012; Fig. 7.10c) are a particular kind of FA-FMDP that are

particularly well suited to spatial management problems because they involve

pairs of local state/decision variables for each decision unit, as well as additive

utility functions (one per decision unit).

2.3.2 Application to the improvement of ecosystem services
The MDP framework and its network-based extensions have the advantage

of including the cost of a strategy and the associated budget constraints,

which enables the consideration of the constraints on the behaviour of

farmers. For example, MDP models have been used to represent and solve

numerous decision problems in agriculture and natural resources manage-

ment (Kennedy, 1986). The GMDP framework has also been used to model
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Figure 7.10 Network-based stochastic decision models. (a) Influence diagram model.
(b) Factored action space factored Markov decision process model. (c) Graph-based
Markov decision process model. For all models, state variables are represented by
red circular nodes and labelled from A to E, utilities are represented by yellow
diamond-shaped nodes and labelled U, and decision variables are represented by blue
square nodes and labelled D. Arrows indicate interactions. In the influence diagram
model, time is not explicit, as opposed to the two other models, in which the graphical
representation corresponds to a single transition between time t and t0.
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and solve problems of forest management under the risk of storm (Forsell

et al., 2011) and of disease management within a network of fields

(Peyrard et al., 2007). We briefly describe the first application here. The sec-

ond application will be described in more detail in Section 2.2.4.

Forsell et al. (2011) modelled the problem of including the risk of wind

damage in long-term forestry management within the GMDP framework,

in order to design efficient sylvicultural management policies. The model

took stochastic wind events (storms) into account and was applied to forest

estates containing a large number of stands. The GMDP framework allowed

modelling the impact of ‘edge-effects’ between stands (a stand with

old-growth trees neighbouring a newly replanted stand is more likely to

be damaged by storms).

The performance of the model was demonstrated for a forest estate in

Björnstorp, southern Sweden, including more than 600 interconnected for-

est stands (Fig. 7.11). The treatment of the stands, using a management

policy optimized by the GMDPmodel was compared to a management pol-

icy computed by ignoring the edge-effects, which allowed for considerable

simplification of the policy computation, as it treated all stands as being

independent.

Figure 7.11 The Björnstorp estate. The grey areas represent the forest stands and the
white areas represent the non-forest areas.
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The study revealed an increase in the expected net present value of the

whole forest of less than 2%, under different wind-risk assumptions and

when applying the GMDP policy. Most of the stands were managed in

the same manner as when the stands are considered independent. However,

for the stands that were identified for different management regimes, the

expected net present value increased by 3–8%, which would constitute a sig-

nificant improvement for forestry managers.

2.3.3 Trends and future challenges
Themain technical issue of applying FA-FMDPs or GMDPs to the manage-

ment of agricultural services lies in the modelling of the spatio-temporal

dynamics. Given the computational constraints and limited data available,

only simple models can be explored at present. These are not as detailed

as some mechanistic models used for analysing the dynamics of diseases or

animal pests or weeds. However, a decision model does not require high

detail because management units are rarely defined at the plant or animal

level but more usually at the field or farm level. Thus, it is reasonable to

describe the model dynamics and the decision model at a shared level of

detail (the field or farm). Second, there is the issue of an agreed definition

of the value of a strategy, and therefore the definition of utility functions.

For some problems, ecologists, agronomists and stakeholders do not agree

on the criteria to be used to determine whether a system is sustainable or

whether ecosystem services have been provided. These criteria often vary

among researchers, farmers, managers, and policy makers. From a modelling

perspective, it remains extremely challenging to account for different spatio-

temporal scales in models designed to optimize ecosystem services.

2.3.4 Case study 3—which agricultural landscape network provides
sustainable management of weeds?

2.3.4.1 The system and targeted services
Weed species have different functions and potentially, therefore, provide

different ecosystem services (Marshall et al., 2003). Current recommenda-

tions for weed management are directed towards conserving farmland bio-

diversity and reducing herbicide use. These will require the design of

alternative weed management strategies that enhance the sustainability of

agricultural landscapes through greater reliance on ecological goods and ser-

vices. The main challenge in designing alternative management of weeds is

the resolution of the trade-off between their dual function, that is, the trade-

off between their negative effects on crop production and their positive
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effects on biodiversity. Although the field is the appropriate scale for weed

management, dispersal processes act at supra-field scales (Chave, 2013).

Here, we assume that this trade-off can be more efficiently resolved at

the landscape scale. Given this, one way to support both crop production

and the maintenance of weed species and their ecological functions is, there-

fore, to propose weed management strategies that build sustainable and

multifunctional landscapes (O’Farrell and Anderson, 2010). Researchers

have proposed two opposing management principles for this landscape-scale

management (Green et al., 2005; O’Farrell and Anderson, 2010). According

to the land-sparing principle, high yields should be maintained on most

farms but some land should be managed specifically to preserve biodiversity.

According to the land-sharing principle, more land should be cultivated but

at a lower yield level so as to preserve biodiversity on both cultivated and

uncultivated lands. Neither of these strategies has been shown to outperform

the other (Loeuille et al., 2013) and their efficiency is context-dependent

(Fischer et al., 2008; Hodgson et al., 2010). Furthermore, the principles

are categorical, and we could imagine dynamic strategies.

Generally, the efficiency of a management solution is highly dependent

on the stakeholder perspective (i.e. on the perspective of farmers, policy

makers, ecologists, etc.), and different definitions of a sustainable solution

can be envisaged. Therefore, to be able to design stakeholder-dependent

strategies and discuss their potential convergence, intermediate and possibly

optimal strategies between land-sparing and land-sharing should be

explored. Furthermore, to avoid any a priori bias in selecting the optimal

landscape structure, we should consider exploratory rather than exploitative

strategies, targeting approaches that do not rely only on existing knowledge

(Martin et al., 2013). This means that the optimal landscape structure would

be selected without any socio-economic constraints, that is, the farm type,

local agricultural market, or pedoclimatic constraints even though they

modulate the potential crop yield.

2.3.4.2 FactoredMDPs for designing sustainable weedmanagement strategies
in a landscape network

Designing explorative weed management strategies can be treated as a

problem of spatial, sequential decision-making under uncertainty, in a

factored version of the MDP framework (Section 2.3). The problem is

sequential in that management decisions are taken at discrete time steps

within a year. The problem is also spatial because of weed dispersal and

local agricultural practice influences weed community structure in the
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neighbourhood. In addition, uncertainty is naturally present in weed

dynamics and in the effects of management practices on weed populations.

Were we able to define strategy quality, this factored version of the

MDP model-based approach would enable the design of a spatially

structured strategy by optimization.

The landscape can be interpreted as a network of spatial locations where

nodes are cultivated fields, pastures, or edges, and links between nodes indi-

cate possible weed dispersal. Quite naturally, in each management unit, the

predicted variables could represent weed diversity, and the action variables

could correspond to the cropping systems used (Fig. 7.12). Because of this

network structure, and of the locality of management, the AF-FMDP

framework extension to the MDP framework has most utility (see

Section 2.3). This choice raises some non-trivial modelling questions, how-

ever, such as the definition of a strategy value (linked to the notion of utility

in an MDP), the modelling of weed spatio-temporal dynamics and the

modelling of the relationship between weed community composition over

the network and global functionalities (potential services). This also raises

the question of finding efficient methods for solving large state and action

space FA-FMDP.
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4
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1
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Figure 7.12 Schematic representation of the problem of designing weed management
strategies at the landscape network scale. Each node of the network is a landscape ele-
ment (cultivated field, pasture, edge). Correlations between nodes are temporal (red
arrows), they depend on weeds dispersion and local actions (cropping systems, D vari-
ables) applied at each node. At each time step, a global utility Ut is defined which
depends on the current configuration of functionalities at the landscape scale and
on the management actions applied.
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2.3.4.3 Modelling weed community spatio-temporal dynamics in a landscape
network

For a FMDP, it has been shown that the optimal model of process dynamics

for a fixed strategy is a DBN model (Boutilier et al., 1999) (Section 2.2). To

our knowledge, DBN models have not been used for weeds, where the

focus is generally put on the simulation and analysis of weeds dynamics

under different agricultural practices and environmental conditions. Several

simulation models have been developed for weeds (Holst et al., 2007),

where agricultural practices are included either explicitly (Colbach et al.,

2005a) or implicitly, through crop-specific values of weed demographic

parameters (Gerowitt and Bodendorfer, 2001; Zwerger and Hurle, 1989).

These models are generally built to explore the response of a particular

weed, such as Alopecurus myosuroides, to management factors (Colbach

et al., 2005a). However, a given arable field shelters an average of 20–30

weed species, among hundreds of potential species compositions (Gaba

et al., 2010). As a consequence, developing a detailed mechanistic model

that explores the response of the entire weed community is impractical,

given current knowledge, although some studies have attempted to do so

(Munier-Jolain et al., 2013). Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind that

a model of decision is not a model for prediction or understanding; the goal

of the predictive models may not be the development of good management

solutions. Moreover, predictive models usually address the field scale and

rarely consider the landscape. Rather, weed management actions are usually

chosen by decision makers through decision policies, as functions of rough

indicators of the ecosystem’s state. The difficulty of optimizing these deci-

sion policies (in the FMDP framework and many other decision frame-

works) increases exponentially as a function of the number of state

variables/indicators (Boutilier et al., 1999). This explains why management

optimization needs to be more reasonably performed in ‘simplified’ models.

Conceptually, one way to combine a network structure and the spatio-

temporal dynamics of weed diversity would be to develop a DBN model in

which the state of each field at time t!1 (representing weed diversity)

depends on the states (i.e. weed diversity) and the actions (i.e. the agricul-

tural practices) of surrounding fields at time t. Fields can be interpreted as

patches, connected by weed dispersal. The patches are the nodes of a net-

work in which local weed dynamics and management arise, and the links

between nodes would be formalized by weed spatial dispersal. In that sense,

such a DBN model can be seen as a metacommunity model (Leibold et al.,

2004). Being at the landscape scale, this DBN modelling approach would
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allow researchers to evaluate patterns of weed species diversity across space

and to evaluate underlying mechanisms. We could, therefore, ask ‘how does

dispersal of weeds between communities alter local dynamics and then influ-

ence community structure locally and regionally?’ To focus on key func-

tional relationships and service delivery (e.g. pollination), we could

aggregate species into groupings of responses to environmental changes

(sensu lato) and their effects on ecosystem functioning, using a trait-based

approach (Booth and Swanton, 2002; Lavorel and Garnier, 2002). Species

with similar response-trait attributes would likely share similar patches,

while species with similar effect-trait attributes would mainly express similar

efficiency of resource use, such as competition with the crop or similar

resource quality for predators or pollinators. Thus, the combination of a

metacommunity model with a trait-based approach, within a DBN frame-

work, would facilitate evaluation of the effects of management at the land-

scape scale on weed diversity and the rate of services that this diversity

delivers. Such knowledge will be crucial for developing sustainable cropping

systems that maintain crop production while preserving or augmenting

ecosystem services.

3. TOWARD A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH THAT LINKS
NETWORKS AND SERVICES

The appropriate application of network ecology would allow agro-

ecological issues that are often addressed separately to be reconciled. Food

web ecology, for example, allows the reconciliation of biodiversity structure

and function (O’Gorman et al., 2012; Thompson et al., 2012) and facilitates

the investigation of ecosystem services and other emergent ecosystem prop-

erties. Because ecosystems services in agroecosystems result from complex

interactions between wildlife and stakeholders across different scales (from

intra-field to landscape), modelling tools to test management strategies must

account for this diversity. However, the ecosystem services of production,

conservation, and regulation must be addressed jointly (Nelson et al., 2009).

This is especially important because different ecological networks (food

webs, parasitoid webs, seed dispersal networks, and pollination networks)

do not exhibit similar robustness and ecological restoration of one type of

network will not inevitably benefit others (Pocock et al., 2012). In this chap-

ter, we have presented an initial analysis of the trade-off between production

and regulation services. Future agricultural sustainability will depend, there-

fore, on additional integration of all scales of management, from intra-field
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cultural practices to landscape policies. The challenge is not only to scale up

models in space (Stuart and Gillon, 2013), but also to account for trade-offs

that may result from interactions occurring simultaneously at different scales

and under different management regimes, driven by farmers at local scales

and policy makers at broader scales.

The case of pest regulation demonstrates the simultaneous influences of

farming practices at the field and landscape scales (Chaplin-Kramer et al.,

2011). The merging or linking of models to allow multi-scale simulations

represents a great challenge for modellers (Pascual, 2005), but this could

be accomplished with network models because they are sufficiently flexible

to account for flows of matter or information. Different types of network

models are available for testing scenarios of how management affects ecosys-

tem services. Figure 7.13 illustrates how these different types operate at dif-

ferent scales of management (objectives will not be to link all these models

but rather use the most appropriated type at each scale or issue) and it also

includes network models not discussed here, such as the bipartite models

successfully applied to plant–pollinator interactions to represent pollination

service (Thebault and Fontaine, 2010). Recognizing the links between food

webs and landscape ecology, as proposed by Polis et al. (1997) and (re)

emphasized increasingly in the literature (Hagen et al., 2012) is a first step

in this integration. We emphasize that ecosystems that may seem or be

assumed to be distinct are often closely linked to one another and recently

the theory required for the linking of multi-scale ecology has been addressed

by meta-ecosystem ecology and by metacommunity/metaweb concepts

(Massol et al., 2011; Pillai et al., 2011). Linking such purely ecological

models with decision networks is a complex, but stimulating challenge

for modellers. The models that we have also presented are logical candidates

for dealing with this challenge.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Agroecosystems encompass ecological and decision networks that are

connected to one another and that perform different functions leading to the

provision of a wide range of ecosystem services. They are also connected to

one another at the landscape scale, which renders their management diffi-

cult. These complex interactions, however, can be formalized within the

general concepts of interaction networks, and these can be used to explicitly

elaborate the interactions within and between ecology and management.
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We have argued that network models can help address the high level of

complexity that is needed to design strategies that promote pest regulation in

agroecosystems. Food web models are just one type of network model, but

they are particularly efficient at capturing the complex interactions between

species or trophic groups and can be used to predict how agroecosystem pro-

ductivity and sustainability will respond to perturbations. The linking of

food web models with other types of models, such as crop models, decision

models, and spatial models, represents the next step forward. Using an

Figure 7.13 Illustration of multi-scale uses of network models to assess ecosystem
services and to design and evaluate management strategies.
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example of the linkage between a food web and crop model, we have shown

that the former is a valuable tool for answering questions associated with the

ecological intensification of agricultural systems and the trade-offs between

ecosystem services. In addition to linking ecological and decision processes,

network models bridge the gap between agronomists, ecologists, and math-

ematicians.While some computational limits persist, decisionmodels such as

FA-FMDP and GMDP models have great potential for evaluating complex

strategies of pest and disease management at the landscape scale. Because

they can be used with both quantitative and qualitative data, these models

are particularly promising to be used in interaction with stakeholders to

design optimized management strategies from field to landscape scale.

The challenge, now, is for agroecologists to produce models that are

quantified in terms of interactions and emerging ecosystem services, and

for theoreticians to develop new network models that will enable compre-

hensive approaches to the management of ecosystem services provided by

agroecosystems. To be relevant, network models designed for management

purposes should include those elements that determine ecological structures

and trends and interact with management decisions. For this purpose, net-

work models need to be tested against observational data sets and should be

supported by appropriate modelling techniques. Furthermore, the effects of

interactions between species and management decisions on each component

of the simulated network remain insufficiently studied in the field and inad-

equately formalized within a strong theoretical background. The link

between biotic and abiotic factors in network models requires further study,

such as between water and plant development (Wiens, 2002) and between

wind and flying insects or pollen (Kuparinen et al., 2007). Currently, it is

largely ignored. It is also necessary to consider a unified formalism for space,

time and entities to model these interactions in a network approach. Once

network models are constructed and validated using observation, modellers

optimizing the set of competing ecosystem services will face three chal-

lenges, related to the mismatches between temporal and spatial scales

governing each landscape service.

In spite of these challenges, we believe that network ecology now has a

solid foundation and could serve as the central paradigm for predictive agri-

culture management.
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1 General description

Many problems of management of systems in complex domains such that ecology, agricultural pro-
duction, finance, robotics, can be described as a sequential decision under uncertainty problem where
an agent has to take a succession of decisions without a precise and deterministic knowledge of the
e↵ects of the decisions on the system.

A classical framework of modeling: MDP

The Markov Decision Processes (MDP) framework [1, 2] is a classical approach to model and solve
such problems of sequential decisions under uncertainty.

In this framework, the state of the system defines the situation of the agent and the environment
at each moment. The dynamic of the system is a result of the interaction between the actions taken
by the agent, the own dynamic of the environment and the dynamic of the agent. This dynamic is
non-deterministic (the same causes do not implies the same e↵ects). It is described by a stochastic
transition function describing a probability distribution on the states at time t + 1 for all possible
pairs state - action at time t.

When the agent executes an action, he receives an instantaneous reward. The agent chooses ac-
tions in order to maximize a satisfaction criterion related to the reward obtained with the followed
trajectory (sequence of pairs state - action).
A policy models the agent decisional behavior. It is a function that associates to a state the action to
execute.

Solving a MDP problem is finding a policy that maximizes a criterion that expresses the expected
sum of instantaneous rewards. Various algorithms exists to solve this problem. However, in practice,
the e↵ective resolution is only possible for limited system states or actions size.

A new framework: GMDP

To be able to solve large problems, di↵erent frameworks of factored MDP [3, 4] were defined to
represent problems in a compact way.
More precisely, when the states and action spaces are multidimensional, the Graph-based Markov
Decision Processes (GMDP) framework [5, 6] has been defined. In this case, the transition and re-
ward functions are decomposed into local functions and the dependence relations between variables
can be represented by a graph. The determination of a global optimal policy is still unattainable so
approximated algorithms [5, 6] have been developed to solve GMDP problems.
GMDP are particularly well adapted to model spatial decision problems. In these problems, each
variable and each action are attached to a spatial location, called a site, represented by a node of the
graph.

A GMDP toolbox

The MATLAB toolbox called GMDPtoolbox provides the main resolution algorithms for GMDP,
with tools for describing and analyzing policies output of these algorithms. The toolbox is presented
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in a web site [7]. The code under BSD license is available on the Software Forge of the project [8].

To help handling the toolbox, a quick start guide describes how to install GMDPtoolbox and graphViz4matlab
toolbox used to display graphs. It also detailed step by step the resolution of a tiny epidemics man-
agement problem on 3 crop fields.
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2 GMDP representation

2.1 Description of a GMDP

A discrete-time GMDP is defined by a 5-tuple < S,A,N, p, r > where :

• S is the state space,
S = S1 ⇥ · · ·⇥ Sn with Si the finite state space of site i

• A is the action space,
A = A1 ⇥ · · ·⇥An with Ai the finite action space of site i

• N is the set of sites neighborhood relations,
N = {Ni, 8i = 1, . . . , n} with Ni, the set of neighbors of site i

• p is the set of local sites transition probability functions,
p = {pi(s0i|sNi , ai), 8i = 1, . . . , n, 8s0i, sNi , ai}
with pi(s0i|sNi , ai) the probability for site i of being in state s

0
i at time t+ 1 given that at time

t the neighborhood of the site is in state sNi and action ai is performed.

• r is the set of local sites reward functions
r = {ri(sNi , ai), 8i = 1, . . . , n, 8sNi , 8ai}
with ri the reward obtained from site i at time t when the neighborhood of site i is in state sNi

and action ai is performed.

In GMDPtoolbox, a problem is represented in a data structure (called GMDP in this documentation)
which is a MATLAB structure with the following attributes:

• M : vector (1xn) of number of states per site,

• B : vector (1xn) of number of actions per site,

• G : adjacency matrix (nxn), column i describes Ni,

• Ploc : cell array (1xn) of site transition probability functions stored, for site i, in an array of
dimension

(
Y

k2Ni

|Sk|)⇥ |Si|⇥ |Ai|

• Rloc : cell array (1xn) of site reward functions stored, for site i, in a matrix of dimension

(
Y

k2Ni

|Sk|)⇥ |Ai|

For the simple epidemics management problem with 3 fields (sites) provided in the toolbox (see
description in paragraph 3.1), the structure is instantiated as follow.
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>> % Generate a GMDP for a simple epidemics management problem with 3 fields

>> GMDP = gmdp_example_epidemio()

GMDP =

M: [2 2 2]

B: [2 2 2]

G: [3x3 double]

Ploc: {[4x2x2 double] [8x2x2 double] [4x2x2 double]}

Rloc: {[4x2 double] [8x2 double] [4x2 double]}

N: {[1 2] [1 2 3] [2 3]}

VN: {[4x2 uint16] [8x3 uint16] [4x2 uint16]}

>> % Let see the neighbor relations with the adjacency matrix

>> GMDP.G

ans =

1 1 0

1 1 1

0 1 1

Here, the neighbors of field 1 are field 1 itself and field 2.

2.2 States of a site neighborhood

Considering a site, the state of the neighborhood is defined using the lexicographic order considering
the neighbors in the numerical growing order.
For example, for a neighborhood containing 3 sites {2, 4, 5} with respectively 2, 3, 2 possible states,
here is the numbering of the neighborhood.

s2 s4 s5 s{2,4,5}

1 1 1 1
1 1 2 2
1 2 1 3
1 2 2 4
1 3 1 5
1 3 2 6
2 1 1 7
2 1 2 8
2 2 1 9
2 2 2 10
2 3 1 11
2 3 2 12

For example, if the neighborhood is in state 7 (s{2,4,5} = 7), that means that site 2 is in state 2 and
sites 4 and 5 are in state 1. Note that the lexicogrpahic order is also used to convert a vector of one
action per site into a single number.
To speed up computation, 2 attributes are pre-computed from M and G and added to the represen-
tation of a GMDP problem:

• N : cell array (1xn) of sites lists of neighbors (vector 1 x |Ni|),

• VN : cell array (1xn) of sites tables of detailed state of neighbors (matrix
Q

k2Ni
|Sk| x |Ni|).

These 2 attributes of a GMDP structure are computed by the functions that generate GMDP problems
and by the function that checks others attributes, as illustrated below.
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>> % manual creation of a GMDP

>> GMDP.M=[2 2]; GMDP.B=[2 2]; GMDP.G=ones(2,2);

>> GMDP.Ploc{1}(:,:,1)=repmat([0 1],4,1); GMDP.Ploc{1}(:,:,2)=repmat([0 1],4,1);

>> GMDP.Ploc{2}=GMDP.Ploc{1};

>> GMDP.Rloc{1}=rand(4,2); GMDP.Rloc{2}=rand(4,2);

>> % checking that the structure is correct

>> [isOK, problems, GMDP] = gmdp_check_gmdp(GMDP); GMDP

GMDP =

M: [2 2]

B: [2 2]

G: [2x2 double]

Ploc: {[4x2x2 double] [4x2x2 double]}

Rloc: {[4x2 double] [4x2 double]}

N: {[1 2] [1 2]}

VN: {[4x2 uint16] [4x2 uint16]}

2.3 Description of a policy and a value function

In the GMDP framework, a policy is a set of site (or local) policies.

⇡ = {⇡i}i=1,...,n with ⇡i : SNi 7! Ai

In the GMDPtoolbox, a policy is described by a cell array (1xn) of site policies, stored for site i in a
vector of length

(
Y

k2Ni

|Sk|).

Considering the simple epidemics management problem with 3 fields (sites) provided by the toolbox
(see description in paragraph 3.1), a policy is instantiated as follow.

>> % Generate a GMDP for a simple epidemics management problem with 3 sites

>> GMDP = gmdp_example_epidemio();

>> % Find an approximate optimal policy

>> policyloc = gmdp_policy_iteration_MF(GMDP, 0.9)

Iteration: 1 Current approximate global value: 65.4101

Iteration: 2 Current approximate global value: 80.0669

policyloc =

[4x1 double] [8x1 double] [4x1 double]

>> % Display the policy (one line per field)

>> for i=1:3; disp(policyloc{i}’);end

1 1 2 2

1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2

1 2 1 2

The first displayed line of policyloc (that is policyloc{1}), expresses the policy for field 1: a recom-
mended action for each of the 4 neighborhood possible states. For example when field 1 neighborhood
is in state 3 (that is field 1 in state 2 and field 2 in state 1), action 2 (that is policyloc{1}(3)) is
recommended on field 1.
If all sites are in state 1 (which correspond to the global state [111] encoded as 1), then all the sites
neighborhoods are in state 1 and the policy recommends action 1 for all sites. So, the global action is
[111], encoded as 1.

In the GMDP framework, the global value function of a policy for a infinite horizon problem is
defined as for a standard MDP:

V

⇡(s) = E[
1X

t=0

�

t
r

t]

The global value function is approximated by a sum of local value functions
Pn

i=1 V
⇡
i (sNi), therefore it

can be described by the set {V ⇡
i (sNi), 8i, 8sNi} of local value functions which has the same structure

as a policy.
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>> % Approximate the value function

>> Vloc = gmdp_eval_policy_MF (GMDP, 0.9, policyloc)

Vloc =

[4x1 double] [8x1 double] [4x1 double]

>> % Display the value function (one line per field)

>> for i=1:3; disp(Vloc{i}’);end

28.9641 28.9641 25.5974 25.5974

26.9800 26.9800 24.0310 24.0310 26.9800 26.9800 24.0310 24.0310

28.9641 25.5974 28.9641 25.5974

For example, if the system is in state 1 (that is all sites in state 1), all the sites neighbors are in state
1 and the approximate global value is the sum of the local (on a site) values: V loc1(1) + V loc2(1) +
V loc3(1) = 28.9641 + 26.9800 + 28.9641 = 84.9082.
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3 GMDP generation functions

3.1 gmdp example epidemio

Description

Generates a tiny GMDP epidemics management problem on 3 crop fields.
Each crop field can be in two states (|Si| = 2, 8i = 1, 2, 3):

• uninfected (coded 1) or

• infected (coded 2).

Each field is susceptible to contamination by a pathogen. Contamination can either be long range, or
over a short distance between neighboring fields. When a field is contaminated, the yield decreases.
Decisions about crop field management are taken each year and two actions can be applied to each
field (|Si| = 2, 8i = 1, 2, 3):

• a normal cultural mode (coded 1) or

• the field is left fallow and treated (coded 2).

The problem is to optimize the choice of a long-term policy in term of expected yield. The topology
of the area is represented by a graph. There is one node per crop field. A directed edge between
two nodes represents potential contamination. The neighborhood relationship is symmetric since we
assume that infection can spread in any direction: N1 = {1, 2}, N2 = {1, 2, 3}, N3 = {2, 3}. Here is
the graph for the 3 considered fields.

1 2 3

Transition probabilities are parametrized by the following variables:

• the probability pd that a field infected becomes uninfected when it is left fallow and treated,

• the probability p✏ of long-distance contamination,

• the probability pc that a field be contaminated by an infected neighboring field,

The probability p(mi) that a field with mi infected neighboring fields moves from state uninfected to
infected under a normal cultural mode is defined by:

p(mi) = p✏+ (1� p✏)(1� (1� pc)mi)

For a site i in state si at time t and s

0
i at time t+ 1, the following table summarizes the probabilities

of transition when action ai is performed.

ai = 1 ai = 2

s

0
i = 1 s

0
i = 2 s

0
i = 1 s

0
i = 2

si = 1 1� p(mi) p(mi) 1 0
si = 2 0 1 pd 1� pd
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Harvest is a↵ected by the state of the crop field and the chosen action. The maximal yield (noted
r) can be achieved for an uninfected field with normal treatment. If the field is contaminated, the
reward is only r/2. Otherwise, a field left fallow and treated produces no reward. For a filed i in state
si at time t, the following table summarizes the rewards obtained when action ai is performed.

ai = 1 ai = 2
si = 1 r 0
si = 2 r/2 0

Syntax

GMDP = gmdp_example_epidemio()

GMDP = gmdp_example_epidemio(pepsilon)

GMDP = gmdp_example_epidemio(pepsilon, pc)

GMDP = gmdp_example_epidemio(pepsilon, pc, pd)

GMDP = gmdp_example_epidemio(pepsilon, pc, pd, r)

Arguments

• pepsilon : probability of long distance contamination (default value: 0.2)

• pc : probability that a field be contaminated by an infected neighborhood field
by an infected neighborhood field (default value: 0.5)

• pd : probability that a field infected becomes uninfected
when it is left fallow and treated (default value: 0.8)

• r : reward if state is not contaminated and usual action is performed (default value: 4)

Evaluation

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

Example

>> GMDP = gmdp_example_epidemio(0.5)

GMDP =

M: [2 2 2]

B: [2 2 2]

G: [3x3 double]

Ploc: {[4x2x2 double] [8x2x2 double] [4x2x2 double]}

Rloc: {[4x2 double] [8x2 double] [4x2 double]}

>>% Let examine the transition probabilities for field 1

>>GMDP.Ploc{1}

ans(:,:,1) =

0.5000 0.5000

0.2500 0.7500

0 1.0000

0 1.0000

ans(:,:,2) =

1.0000 0

1.0000 0

0.8000 0.2000

0.8000 0.2000

Field 1 neighborhood has 4 possible states; 2 actions are available.
For field 1 neighborhood in state 3 (that is field 1 in state 2 and field 2 in state 1) if performing action
2 then the probability for field 1 to evolve to state 1 is 0.8 ( GMDP.Ploc{1}(3,1,2) ).
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3.2 gmdp example grid

Description

Generates a random GMDP problem with a grid nxn for neighbor sites relations.
The figure below displays sites indices and neighborhood relationships for the case n = 5

· · · · · · n2 � 1
n

2

· · · · · · · · · n2 � n

n + 1 · · · · · · 2n

1 2 n � 1
n

Each site has 2 possible states. Each site has 2 possible actions. Transition probabilities and rewards
are randomly set.

Syntax

GMDP = gmdp_example_grid(n)

Arguments

• n : number of sites per row (or column) of the square grid of sites.

Evaluation

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

Example

>> GMDP = gmdp_example_grid(5)

GMDP =

M: [2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2]

B: [2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2]

G: [25x25 double]

Ploc: {1x25 cell}

Rloc: {1x25 cell}

N: {1x25 cell}

VN: {1x25 cell}
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3.3 gmdp exemple rand

Description

Generates a random GMDP problem.

Syntax

GMDP = gmdp_example_rand()

GMDP = gmdp_example_rand(n)

GMDP = gmdp_example_rand(n, M)

GMDP = gmdp_example_rand(n, M, B)

GMDP = gmdp_example_rand(n, M, B, maxN)

GMDP = gmdp_example_rand(n, M, B, maxN, G)

Arguments

• n : number of sites (default value: 3)

• M : vector (1xn) of numbers of states for each site (by default 2 states by site)

• B : vector (1xn) of numbers of actions for each site (by default 2 states by site)

• maxN : maximum number of neighbors for a site (by default min(n, 4) )

• G : adjacency matrix describing the neighborhood of each site. G is randomly generated such
that All sites have at least one other site in their neighborhood and neighborhood size is at most
maxN

Evaluation

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

Example

>> rng(0);GMDP = gmdp_example_rand(4,[2 3 4 5],[5 4 3 2])

GMDP =

M: [2 3 4 5]

B: [5 4 3 2]

G: [4x4 double]

Ploc: {[120x2x5 double] [5x3x4 double] [60x4x3 double] [60x5x2 double]}

Rloc: {[120x5 double] [5x4 double] [60x3 double] [60x2 double]}

N: {[1 2 3 4] [4] [2 3 4] [2 3 4]}

VN: {[120x4 uint16] [5x1 uint16] [60x3 uint16] [60x3 uint16]}
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4 GMDP resolution functions

Solving a GMDP problem means computing the policy with largest global value. In the following we
will describe functions that provide approximate resolution of a GMDP problem, they are functions
that rely on approximations of the global value function by local value functions, to provide a good
(but not optimal) policy.
The approximate policy iteration Mean-Field function gmdp policy iteration MF usually pro-
vides better approximation but it is much more time consuming. Just to give an idea , on a
personal computer HP Z420 workstation with 16 Go of RAM, it is possible to create a GMDP
of 10000 variables with the gmdp example rand function in about 3 mn, the resolution with the
gmdp policy iteration MF function requires less than 3 h whereas the resolution with the gmdp linear programming
is achieved in less than 2 mn.

4.1 gmdp linear programming

Description

Approximate resolution of a GMDP problem with an approximated linear programming algorithm
(MATLAB Optimization Toolbox is required).

Syntax

policyloc = gmdp_linear_programming (GMDP, discount)

Arguments

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

• discount : discount rate in ]0; 1[

Evaluation

• policyloc : approximate optimal policy (see paragraph 2.3 for a description of the structure)

Example

>> GMDP = gmdp_example_epidemio();

>> policyloc = gmdp_linear_programming (GMDP, 0.9)

policyloc =

[4x1 double] [8x1 double] [4x1 double]
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4.2 gmdp policy iteration MF

Description

Approximate resolution of a GMDP problem with the Mean-Field approximated policy iteration
algorithm. This function is iterative and involves calls to the function gmdp eval policy MF ( see
subsection 6.1.1) to evaluate the current policy value. Therefore some of the optional arguments of
gmdp policy iteration MF are required for gmdp eval policy MF.
May use MATLAB Parallel Computing Toolbox if available.

Syntax

[policyloc, iter] = gmdp_policy_iteration_MF(GMDP,discount)

[policyloc, iter] = gmdp_policy_iteration_MF(GMDP,discount, max_iter)

[policyloc, iter] = gmdp_policy_iteration_MF(GMDP,discount, max_iter, policyloc0)

[policyloc, iter] = gmdp_policy_iteration_MF(GMDP,discount, max_iter, policyloc0, Qloc0)

[policyloc, iter] = gmdp_policy_iteration_MF(GMDP,discount, max_iter, policyloc0, Qloc0,

Tend_eval)

[policyloc, iter] = gmdp_policy_iteration_MF(GMDP,discount, max_iter, policyloc0, Qloc0,

Tend_eval, max_iter_update)

Arguments

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

• discount : discount rate in ]0; 1[

• max iter : maximum number of iterations to be done (default value: 100)

• policyloc0 : an initial policy (default action 1 in all states), its structure is described in
subsection 2.3

• Qloc0 : proposal probability distributions for sites states at t = 0 (default value uniform for
each site)
Qloc0 is a cell array (1xn) of site state probability which is stored for site i in a vector of length
|Si|.

• Tend eval : approximation of infinity (default value: 100)

• max iter update : maximum number of iterations to update current policy (default value: 10)

Evaluation

• policyloc : approximate optimal policy (see paragraph 2.3 for a description of the structure)

• Vloc : set of local value functions (see paragraph 2.3 for a description of the structure) defining
the approximate global value of policyloc

• iter : number of iterations.

Example
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>> GMDP = gmdp_example_epidemio();

>> [policyloc, Vloc, iter] = gmdp_policy_iteration_MF(GMDP, 0.9)

Iteration: 1 Current approximate global value: 65.4101

Iteration: 2 Current approximate global value: 80.0669

policyloc =

[4x1 double] [8x1 double] [4x1 double]

Vloc =

[4x1 double] [8x1 double] [4x1 double]

iter =

2

4.3 gmdp globalize

Description

Translates a GMDP problem into a MDP problem in order to use MDPtoolbox [9] functions for the
resolution.

Syntax

[P, R] = gmdp_globalize (GMDP)

Argument

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining a problem

Evaluation

• P : a transition probability array of dimension

(
Y

k21...n

|Sk|)⇥ (
Y

k21...n

|Sk|)⇥ (
Y

k21...n

|Ak|)

• R : a reward matrix of dimension

(
Y

k21...n

|Sk|)⇥ (
Y

k21...n

|Ak|)

Example
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>> rng(1)

>> GMDP = gmdp_example_rand(2, [2 2], [2 2], 2, [0 1;1 0])

GMDP =

M: [2 2]

B: [2 2]

G: [2x2 double]

Ploc: {[2x2x2 double] [2x2x2 double]}

Rloc: {[2x2 double] [2x2 double]}

N: {[2] [1]}

VN: {[2x1 uint16] [2x1 uint16]}

>> [P, R] = gmdp_globalize (GMDP)

P(:,:,1) =

0.8816 0.1181 0.0002 0.0000

0.6212 0.0832 0.2607 0.0349

0.5669 0.4328 0.0002 0.0001

0.3994 0.3050 0.1676 0.1280

P(:,:,2) =

0.7481 0.2517 0.0002 0.0001

0.5271 0.1773 0.2212 0.0744

0.7380 0.2617 0.0002 0.0001

0.5200 0.1844 0.2182 0.0774

P(:,:,3) =

0.3886 0.0521 0.4932 0.0661

0.1860 0.0249 0.6959 0.0932

0.2499 0.1908 0.3172 0.2422

0.1196 0.0913 0.4475 0.3417

P(:,:,4) =

0.3298 0.1109 0.4185 0.1408

0.1578 0.0531 0.5905 0.1986

0.3253 0.1154 0.4129 0.1464

0.1557 0.0552 0.5826 0.2066

R =

1.1975 0.7102 1.2199 0.7326

1.3396 0.8522 1.4860 0.9986

1.3650 1.0891 1.3875 1.1115

1.5071 1.2311 1.6535 1.3775
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5 Policy description functions

5.1 gmdp see policy

Description

Displays actions prescribed by a policy.

Syntax

gmdp_see_policy(GMDP, policyloc)

Arguments

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

• policyloc : a policy (see paragraph 2.3 for a description of the structure)

Evaluation

• Displays information in the command window.

Example

>> GMDP = gmdp_example_epidemio();

>> policyloc = gmdp_linear_programming(GMDP,0.9);

>> gmdp_see_policy(GMDP, policyloc)

---------------------------------------------------------------

Site 1 Neighbor(s): 1 2

Actions: 1 1 2 2

---------------------------------------------------------------

Site 2 Neighbor(s): 1 2 3

Actions: 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2

---------------------------------------------------------------

Site 3 Neighbor(s): 2 3

Actions: 1 2 1 2

5.2 gmdp see policy tab

Description

Displays the tables of the actions prescribed by a policy with explicit specification of all neighbors
states.
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Syntax

policyloc_verbose = gmdp_see_policy_tab(GMDP, policyloc)

policyloc_verbose = gmdp_see_policy_tab(GMDP, policyloc, sites)

policyloc_verbose = gmdp_see_policy_tab(GMDP, policyloc, sites, isdisplayed)

Arguments

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

• policyloc : a policy (see paragraph 2.3 for a description of the structure)

• sites : vector of sites to be considered (default value: all sites)

• isdisplayed : if true: displays verbose policy, if false: no display (default value: true)

Evaluation

• policyloc verbose : policy with detailed neighborhood state for each site; cell array (1xn)
containing a matrix (nb of neighborhood state)x(nb of neighbor +1). The first column of a
matrix contains the actions prescribed by the policy for each neighborhood state.
The last column(s) contains the state of the neighborhood as a vector.

Example

>> GMDP = gmdp_example_epidemio();

>> policyloc = gmdp_linear_programming(GMDP,0.9);

>> policyloc_verbose = gmdp_see_policy_tab(GMDP, policyloc)

---------------------------------------------------------------

Site 1 Neighbor(s): 1 2

---------------------------------------------------------------

Action | State | State of the neighbor(s)

1 | 1 | 1 1

1 | 2 | 1 2

2 | 3 | 2 1

2 | 4 | 2 2

---------------------------------------------------------------

Site 2 Neighbor(s): 1 2 3

---------------------------------------------------------------

Action | State | State of the neighbor(s)

1 | 1 | 1 1 1

1 | 2 | 1 1 2

2 | 3 | 1 2 1

2 | 4 | 1 2 2

1 | 5 | 2 1 1

1 | 6 | 2 1 2

2 | 7 | 2 2 1

2 | 8 | 2 2 2

---------------------------------------------------------------

Site 3 Neighbor(s): 2 3

---------------------------------------------------------------

Action | State | State of the neighbor(s)

1 | 1 | 1 1

2 | 2 | 1 2

1 | 3 | 2 1

2 | 4 | 2 2

policyloc_verbose =

[4x3 double] [8x4 double] [4x3 double]
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5.3 gmdp see policy graph

Description

Determines and visualizes the actions prescribed by a policy for a given state of the global system.

Syntax

actions = gmdp_see_policy_graph(GMDP, policyloc, states)

actions = gmdp_see_policy_graph(GMDP, policyloc, states, iscoloraction)

Arguments

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

• policyloc : a policy (see paragraph 2.3 for a description of the structure)

• states : vector (1xnb site) of site states.

• iscoloraction : if true: node color related to action and state written in node, if false: node
color related to state, action written in node (default value true)

Evaluation

• actions : vector (1xnb site) of site actions prescribed by policyloc.

• Displays information in a figure.

Example

>> rng(1); GMDP = gmdp_example_grid(5);

>> policyloc = gmdp_linear_programming(GMDP,0.9);

>> actions = gmdp_see_policy_graph(GMDP, policyloc, ones(1,25))

actions =

Columns 1 through 15

1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1

Columns 16 through 25

2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1

The following figure is also displayed.
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We can see that when all sites are in state 1, policyloc prescribes action 1 in two clusters of sites and
action 2 in the other sites.
In the second example below, the system state is set randomly and node color encodes site state while
action prescribed is written inside the node.

>> actions = gmdp_see_policy_graph(GMDP, policyloc, randi(2,1,25), false)

actions =

Columns 1 through 15

1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2

Columns 16 through 25

1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1

The following figure is also displayed.
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note that when right clicking on a node, it is colored in light yellow. This functionality may be usefull
to enlight particular sites.

5.4 gmdp analyze policy

Description

Computes and displays actions repartition for a given policy globally for all sites and also for each
site of a given subset of all sites. For a particular site, repartition is computed over all possible
neighborhood states and all possible site states.

Syntax

actions_repartition = gmdp_analyze_policy(GMDP, policyloc)

actions_repartition = gmdp_analyze_policy(GMDP, policyloc, sites)

Arguments

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

• policyloc : a policy (see paragraph 2.3 for a description of the structure)

• sites : vector of sites to be considered (default value: all sites)

Evaluation

• actions repartition : cell array (1x(n+1)) that contains proportions of actions for each site
and for all sites considering the given policy. If a site has nit be considered, the corresponding
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cell is empty. If sites have not the same number of possible actions, the last cell (corresponding
to all sites) is empty.

• Displays information in a figure.

Example

>> rng(1); GMDP = gmdp_example_rand(5,[2 3 4 2 5], [5 2 4 3 2]);

>> policyloc = gmdp_linear_programming(GMDP,0.9);

>> actions_repartition = gmdp_analyze_policy(GMDP, policyloc,[1 2 3 5])

actions_repartition =

[1x5 double] [1x2 double] [1x4 double] [] [1x2 double] []

The following figure is also displayed.

Here the global (on all sites) repartition of actions prescribed by the policy (the ’All’ bar on the figure)
cannot be computed because all sites do not have the same number of possible actions.

5.5 gmdp analyze policy neighbor

Description

Computes and shows actions repartition for each state of each site considering a given policy.

Syntax

actions_repartition_state_site = gmdp_analyze_policy_neighbor(GMDP, policyloc)

actions_repartition_state_site = gmdp_analyze_policy_neighbor(GMDP, policyloc, sites)

Arguments

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

• policyloc : a policy (see paragraph 2.3 for a description of the structure)

• sites : vector of sites to be considered (default value: all sites)
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Evaluation

• actions repartition state site : cell array (1xn) that contains proportions of actions for each
state of each site and for all sites considering the given policy.

• Displays information in a figure limited to the 12 first sites.

Example

>> rng(2); GMDP = gmdp_example_rand(5,[2 3 4 2 5], [5 2 4 3 2]);

>> policyloc = gmdp_linear_programming(GMDP,0.9);

>> actions_repartition_state_site = gmdp_analyze_policy_neighbor(GMDP,policyloc,[1 3])

actions_repartition_state_site =

[3x5 double] [] [5x4 double] [] []

The following figure is also displayed.

Here, for each considered sites, a plot shows the repartition of actions prescribed by the policy. A
’All’ bar on the figure, is for all states of a site.
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6 Policy evaluation functions

6.1 Mean-field based evaluation of a policy global value func-

tion

6.1.1 gmdp eval policy MF

Description

Computes an approximation of the global value function of a policy, using the mean-field approxima-
tion of the transition probabilities.

Syntax

Vloc = gmdp_eval_policy_MF (GMDP, discount, policyloc)

Vloc = gmdp_eval_policy_MF (GMDP, discount, policyloc, Qloc0)

Vloc = gmdp_eval_policy_MF (GMDP, discount, policyloc, Qloc0, Tend)

Arguments

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

• discount : discount rate in ]0; 1[

• policyloc : a policy (see paragraph 2.3 for a description of the structure)

• Qloc0 : proposal probability distributions for sites states at t = 0 (default value uniform for
each site) Qloc0 is a cell array (1xn) of site state probability which is stored for site i in a vector
of length |Si|.

• Tend : approximation of infinity (default value: 100)

Evaluation

• Vloc : set of local value functions (see paragraph 2.3 for a description of the structure)

Example

>> GMDP=gmdp_example_epidemio();

>> policyloc = gmdp_linear_programming (GMDP, 0.9);

>> Vloc = gmdp_eval_policy_MF (GMDP, 0.9, policyloc)

Vloc =

[4x1 double] [8x1 double] [4x1 double]
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6.2 Simulation-based evaluation of a policy global value func-

tion

6.2.1 gmdp simulate policy

Description

Simulates the system evolution when applying a given policy

Syntax

[sim_state, sim_reward] = gmdp_simulate_policy(GMDP, policyloc)

[sim_state, sim_reward] = gmdp_simulate_policy(GMDP, policyloc, nb_init)

[sim_state, sim_reward] = gmdp_simulate_policy(GMDP, policyloc, nb_init, nb_run)

[sim_state, sim_reward] = gmdp_simulate_policy(GMDP, policyloc, nb_init, nb_run, nb_period)

Arguments

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

• policyloc : a policy (see paragraph 2.3 for a description of the structure)

• nb init : number of initial states to consider (default value: 100)

• nb run : number of runs for an initial state (default value: 100)

• nb period : simulation length, i.e. number of periods (time steps) in a simulation (default
value: 40)

Evaluation

• sim state : array (nb simulation x nb period x nb site) of simulated states for each simulation,
each period and each site.

• sim reward : array (nb simulation x nb period x nb site) of simulated reward for each simula-
tion, each period and each site.

Example

>> GMDP = gmdp_example_epidemio();

>> policyloc = gmdp_linear_programming(GMDP,0.9);

>> [sim_state, sim_reward] = gmdp_simulate_policy(GMDP, policyloc,10,10);

>> size(sim_state)

ans =

100 40 3

>> size(sim_reward)

ans =

100 40 3

6.2.2 gmdp eval policy value

Description

Computes and displays the mean global value evolution over time from simulations of the system
evolution when applying a given policy.
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Syntax

value_evolution = gmdp_eval_policy_value(discount, sim_reward)

value_evolution = gmdp_eval_policy_value(discount, sim_reward, iscumulated)

Arguments

• discount : discount rate in ]0; 1[, or 1 when no discount is applied

• sim reward : array (nb simulation x nb period x nb site) of simulated evolution reward

• iscumulated : if true: computes cumulative discounted global value, if false: compute instan-
taneous global value (default value: true)

Evaluation

• value evolution : vector (1xnb period) of mean global ( i.e. summed on all sites) value at each
period

• Displays information on a figure.

Example

>> rng(4); GMDP = gmdp_example_rand(5,[2 3 4 2 5], [5 2 4 3 2]);

>> policyloc = gmdp_linear_programming(GMDP,0.9);

>> [sim_state, sim_reward] = gmdp_simulate_policy(GMDP, policyloc,10,10,40);

>> value_evolution = gmdp_eval_policy_value(0.9, sim_reward)

value_evolution =

Columns 1 through 9

3.2251 6.0744 8.6253 10.8441 12.9019 14.7035 16.3607 17.8437 19.1627

Columns 10 through 18

20.3850 21.4489 22.4310 23.3092 24.1109 24.8326 25.4716 26.0499 26.5605

Columns 19 through 27

27.0271 27.4497 27.8190 28.1583 28.4624 28.7361 28.9852 29.2037 29.4085

Columns 28 through 36

29.5873 29.7487 29.8927 30.0230 30.1410 30.2479 30.3444 30.4300 30.5081

Columns 37 through 40

30.5781 30.6410 30.6972 30.7493

The following figure is also displayed.

The graph is smooth here, because a number of simulations was su�ciently large for a good estimation.
The curve reaches a plateau, which means that the number of periods is large enough for a good infinite
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horizon value estimation.
The function can also be used with a single simulation. It enables to display instantaneous reward
evolution:

>> value_evolution = gmdp_eval_policy_value(0.9, sim_reward(1,:,:), false)

value_evolution =

Columns 1 through 9

3.8003 2.4983 2.6477 2.1593 2.1319 1.9738 1.6977 1.6506 1.1789

Columns 10 through 18

1.2315 0.8692 0.9295 0.9267 0.9513 0.8024 0.7133 0.6480 0.4503

Columns 19 through 27

0.4640 0.3703 0.3176 0.4081 0.3253 0.2636 0.2404 0.2061 0.1964

Columns 28 through 36

0.1437 0.1699 0.1636 0.1418 0.1272 0.0957 0.0876 0.0799 0.0841

Columns 37 through 40

0.0589 0.0517 0.0698 0.0502

The following figure is also displayed.

.
We can observe that the discounted global reward is almost 0 after 40 periods for a discount of 0.9.
For a larger discount, more periods should have been considered.

6.2.3 gmdp eval policy value site contribution

Description

Estimates the contributions of each to the cumulative (over time) global value from simulation of the
system evolution when applying a given policy.

Syntax

value_site = gmdp_eval_policy_value_site_contribution(GMDP, discount, sim_reward)

Arguments

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

• discount : discount rate in ]0; 1[, or 1 when no discount is applied

• sim reward : array (nb simulation x nb period x nb site) of simulated reward for each simula-
tion, each period and each site
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Evaluation

• value site : vector (1xnb site) of contribution of each site to the (discounted or not) cumulative
global value

• Displays information on a figure.

Example

>> rng(5); GMDP = gmdp_example_rand(5,[2 3 4 2 5], [5 2 4 3 2]);

>> policyloc = gmdp_linear_programming(GMDP,0.9);

>> [sim_state, sim_reward] = gmdp_simulate_policy(GMDP, policyloc,10,10,40);

>> value_site = gmdp_eval_policy_value_site_contribution(GMDP, 0.9, sim_reward)

value_site =

28.4900 17.9097 22.4354 21.8572 9.3076

The following figure is also displayed.

Note that by double-clicking a particular sit, the site number is displayed.

6.2.4 gmdp eval policy state time

Description

Computes and displays the time spent in each site’s state from simulations of the system when applying
a given policy.

Syntax

state_time = gmdp_eval_policy_state_time(GMDP, sim_state)

state_time = gmdp_eval_policy_state_time(GMDP, sim_state, sites)
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Arguments

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

• sim state : array (nb simultion x nb period x nb site) of simulated evolution states

• sites : vector of sites to be considered (default value: all sites)

Evaluation

• state time : cell array (1x(n+1)) that contains vector of percentage of time spend in each
possible state of sites. If a site is not considered the vector is empty The last cell element called
’All’ is computed only if all sites have the same number of states and if argument sites defined
all sites.

• Displays information in a figure.

Example

>> rng(3); GMDP = gmdp_example_rand(5,[2 3 4 2 5], [5 2 4 3 2]);

>> policyloc = gmdp_linear_programming(GMDP,0.9);

>> [sim_state, sim_reward] = gmdp_simulate_policy(GMDP, policyloc,10,10,40);

>> state_time = gmdp_eval_policy_state_time(GMDP, sim_state)

state_time =

[2x1 double] [3x1 double] [4x1 double] [2x1 double] [5x1 double] []

The following figure is also displayed.

With this second example e now plot only informations for sites 2 and 5.

>> state_time = gmdp_eval_policy_state_time(GMDP, sim_state, [2 5])

state_time =

[] [3x1 double] [] [] [5x1 double] []

The following figure is also displayed.
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6.3 Evaluation of global value function

6.3.1 gmdp eval policy global value

Description

Computes the global value function for all possible initial state of the system, associated to a set of
local value functions. Only possible when the global state space is not too large!

Syntax

V = gmdp_eval_policy_global_value (GMDP, Vloc)

Argument

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

• Vloc : set of local value functions (see paragraph 2.3 for a description of the structure)

Evaluation

• V : global value function, vector of size equal to |S|

Example
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>> GMDP = gmdp_example_epidemio(); discount = 0.9;

>> policyloc = gmdp_linear_programming (GMDP, discount);

>> Vloc = gmdp_eval_policy_MF (GMDP, discount, policyloc);

Vloc =

[4x1 double] [8x1 double] [4x1 double]

>> V = gmdp_eval_policy_global_value (GMDP, Vloc)

V =

84.9081

81.5414

81.9591

78.5924

81.5414

78.1747

78.5924

75.2257

6.3.2 gmdp eval policy global value state

Description

Computes the global value for a particular initial state of the system, associated to a set of local value
functions.

Syntax

v = gmdp_eval_policy_global_value_state (GMDP, Vloc, v_s)

Argument

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

• Vloc : approximate local value function (see paragraph 2.3 for a description of the structure)

• v s : a global state given as a vector (1xn) of sites states

Evaluation

• v : global value

Example

>> GMDP = gmdp_example_epidemio(); discount = 0.9;

>> policyloc = gmdp_linear_programming (GMDP, discount);

>> Vloc = gmdp_eval_policy_MF (GMDP, discount, policyloc);

Vloc =

[4x1 double] [8x1 double] [4x1 double]

>> v = gmdp_eval_policy_global_value_state (GMDP, Vloc, [2 1 2])

v =

78.1747
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7 Utilities

7.1 gmdp check gmdp

Description

gmdp check gmdp checks whether the GMDP defined by the GMDP structure is valid. If the GMDP
provided structure is not valid, then the function returns a list of error messages describing the
problems. This function also pre-compute the two attributes N and VN of the structure GMDP if not
yet available (see paragraph 2.2).

Syntax

[isOK, problems, GMDP] = gmdp_check_gmdp(GMDP)

Argument

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining a problem

Evaluation

• is OK : true if GMDP is valid, false otherwise

• problems : cell array of error message(s)

Example

>> % Generate a GMDP and check validity

>> GMDP = gmdp_example_epidemio();

>> gmdp_check_gmdp_gmdp(GMDP)

ans =

1

problems =

{[]}

>> % Introduce error and check validity

>> GMDP.G(1,1)=2;

>> [isOK, problems] = gmdp_check_gmdp(GMDP)

isOK =

0

problems =

’GMDP Toolbox ERROR: G (adjacency matrix nxn of sites neighborhood,

with n the number of sites) must contain only 0 and 1’
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7.2 gmdp check policy

Description

Checks to validity of a GMDP problem and a policy for this problem.

Syntax

[isOK, problems] = gmdp_check_policy(GMDP, policyloc, ischecked)

Argument

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining a problem

• policyloc : a policy (see paragraph 2.3 for a description of the structure)

• ischecked : if true, check GMDP ; otherwise, do not check GMDP (default value: true)

Evaluation

• is OK : true if GMDP is valid, false otherwise

• problems : cell array of error message(s)

Example

>> % Generate a GMDP and check validity

>> GMDP = gmdp_example_epidemio();

>> policyloc = gmdp_linear_programming(GMDP,0.9);

>> gmdp_check_policy(GMDP, policyloc)

ans =

1

problems =

{[]}

>> % Introduce error and check validity

>> policyloc{1}(3)=5;

>> [isOK, problems] = gmdp_check_policy(GMDPpolicyloc, false)

isOK =

0

problems =

’GMDP Toolbox ERROR: policyloc is not valid for site(s) 1’

7.3 gmdp globalize local policy

Description

Converts a local policy in global policy.

Syntax

policy = gmdp_globalize_local_policy(GMDP,policyloc)
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Arguments

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

• policyloc : a policy (see paragraph 2.3 for a description of the structure)

Evaluation

• policy : a global policy: a vector ((prodk21...n|Sk|)x1).

Example

>> rng(0); GMDP= gmdp_example_rand(3,[3 4 5], [5 4 3]);

>> policyloc = gmdp_linear_programming (GMDP, 0.95);

>> policy = gmdp_globalize_local_policy(GMDP,policyloc)

policy =

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

7.4 gmdp localize global policy

Description

If possible, converts a global policy in local policy.

Syntax

[islocal policyloc] = gmdp_localize_global_policy(GMDP, policy)

Arguments

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

• policy : a global policy: a vector ((prodk21...n|Sk|)x1).

Evaluation

• is local : boolean indicating if a local policy exists

• policyloc : a policy (see paragraph 2.3 for a description of the structure

Example

>> rng(0); GMDP= gmdp_example_rand(3,[3 4 5], [5 4 3]);

>> policyloc = gmdp_linear_programming (GMDP, 0.95);

>> policy = gmdp_globalize_local_policy(GMDP,policyloc);

>> [islocal policyloc] = gmdp_localize_global_policy(GMDP, policy)

islocal =

1

policyloc =

[4x1 double] [8x1 double] [4x1 double]
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7.5 gmdp see neighborhood

Description

Visualizes the neighborhood relations between sites.

Syntax

gmdp_see_neighborhood(GMDP)

gmdp_see_neighborhood(GMDP, sites)

Arguments

• GMDP : structure (see paragraph 2.1) defining the problem

• sites : vector of sites that will be displayed with a color di↵erent to the default color (default
value: empty)

Evaluation

• Displays information in a figure. Note that a black circle surrounding a node represents a self
loop (i.e. i 2 Ni). In the examples below, only single-direction edges are present. See next
section for an example with two-directions edges.

Example

>> rng(1); GMDP = gmdp_example_rand(10);

>> gmdp_see_neighborhood(GMDP)

The following figure is also displayed.

The layout can be changed in an interactive way. For instance a circular layout leads to he following
figure.
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It is possible to distinguish a set of site coloring them in another color. It can be useful for large size
problems

>> gmdp_see_neighborhood(GMDP, 2:5)

The sites 2, 3, 4, 5 are now colored with a di↵erent color. Here is the view with the simple circular
layout.
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GMDPtoolbox functions

GMDP generation

gmdp example epidemio Generates a tiny GMDP epidemics management problem on 3 crop fields

gmdp example grid Generates a random GMDP problem on a grid of sites

gmdp example rand Generates a random GMDP problem on a random network of sites

GMDP resolution

gmdp linear programming Solves a GMDP using an approximate linear programming algorithm

gmdp policy iteration MF Solves a GMDP using the Mean-Field policy iteration algorithm

gmdp globalize Translates a GMDP problem into a MDP problem

Policy description

gmdp see policy Displays actions prescribed by a policy

gmdp see policy tab Displays the tables of actions prescribed by a policy for all neighborhood states

gmdp see policy graph Determines and visualizes the actions prescribed by a policy

for a given system state of the global system

gmdp analyze policy Computes and displays actions repartition for each site for a given policy

gmdp analyze policy neighbor Computes and displays actions repartition for each state of each site

for a given policy

Policy evaluation

Mean-field based evaluation

gmdp eval policy MF Evaluates a policy using the Mean-Field approximation

Simulation based evaluation

gmdp simulate policy Simulate trajectories of the system when applying

a given policy

gmdp eval policy value Estimates the global value evolution over time when applying a policy

gmdp eval policy value Estimates the contribution of sites to the global value when applying a policy

site contribution

gmdp eval policy state time Computes and displays the time spent in each state when applying a policy
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Evaluation of global value

gmdp eval policy global value Computes the global value function for all possible initial state of the system,

associated to a set of local value functions

gmdp eval policy global value Computes the global value for a particular initial state of the system,

state associated to a set of local value functions

Utilities

gmdp check gmdp Checks the validity of a GMDP

gmdp check policy Checks the validity of a policy for a GMDP

gmdp globalize local policy Computes the global policy from a local policy

gmdp localize global policy If it exists, computes the local policy from a global policy

gmdp see neighborhood Visualizes the neighborhood relations between sites
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